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Abstract

The Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL) is a clock-based specification language for real-time
embedded systems. With logical clocks defined as a first-class citizen, CCSL provides a natural way for
describing clock constraints in synchronous systems — a special program model for real-time embedded
systems. In this paper, we propose a clock-based dynamic logic called CCSL Dynamic Logic (CDL) for
the verification of CCSL specifications in synchronous systems. It extends first-order dynamic logic with a
synchronous execution mechanism in its program model and with CCSL primitives as terms in its logical
formulae. We build a sound and relatively complete proof system for CDL to support the verification.
Compared with previous approaches for verifying CCSL specifications, which are based on model checking
and SMT checking techniques, our approach, which is based on theorem-proving, offers a unified verification
framework in which both bounded and unbounded CCSL specifications can be verified. Technically, with
the proof system of CDL, a complex CDL formula can be semi-automatically transformed into a set of
quantifier-free, arithmetical first-order logic (QF-AFOL) formulae which can be checked by an SMT solver
in an efficient way. As a case study, we analyze a simple synchronous system throughout the paper to
illustrate how CDL works. We analyze and prove the soundness and completeness of the proof system for
CDL. Currently, CDL is partially mechanized in Coq.

Keywords: Dynamic Logic, Clock Constraint Specification Language, Synchronous Systems, Verification,
Theorem Proving
2010 MSC: 00-01, 99-00

1. Introduction

The Clock Constraint Specification Language [1, 2] (CCSL) is a formal declarative language for spec-
ification of real-time embedded systems. It was first defined as an annex of UML/MARTE (as indicated
in [3], page 169) to supersede the UML profile for SPT [4], but later developed as an independent language
equipped with a formal semantics [1]. In CCSL, clock is a primitive concept capturing a sequence of the5

occurrences of system events, while clock expressions capture the logical constraints between events. For
example, “event c1 always occurs before event c2” can be captured as a clock expression c1 ≺ c2 in CCSL
(see Section 2.1). Clock constraints in CCSL are purely logical (i.e., irrelevant to explicit time values) and
so are independent from the time model of a system. Therefore, CCSL can be widely applied to specify
the properties of clocks of different types of system models, such as MARTE models [3, 5], timed automa-10

ta [6, 7, 8] and synchronous system models [9, 10] (such as Signal [11] and Esterel [12]). Especially in
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synchronous models, where the time model is discrete and each event is triggered at a lock step without
time consumption, CCSL can serve as a clock calculus that can naturally capture the fundamental pure
logical constraints between events. Some typical examples of using CCSL in different system models can be
found in [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], including the one used in this paper (see Example 3.1).15

Given a system model and a CCSL specification, the verification problem of the CCSL specification is
to answer whether all behaviours of the system model satisfy the given CCSL specification [13]. Previous
approaches to the verification of CCSL specifications are mainly based on model checking [6, 7, 9, 14, 15],
where the main idea is to encode a system and a CCSL specification as finite transition systems, and make
reachability analysis on their product. Despite being fully automatic, one major problem is that it can only20

verify CCSL specifications whose corresponding transition systems have a finite number of states (which
we also call bounded CCSL specifications [16]). In CCSL, however, even very simple constraints can be
unbounded, such as the expression c1 ≺ c2 mentioned above. Recently, a promising solution for verifying
unbounded CCSL specifications was proposed [17, 18], where a specification is encoded as a logical formula
that can be checked by an SMT solver. But the problem with this method is that directly encoding CCSL as25

logical formulae would generate very complex formulae that contain quantifiers and functions (e.g., formula
∀i ∈ N+.Xσ(c1, i) ≥ Xσ(c2, i)), which are undecidable or can be costly for SMT solvers, especially when
using existential quantifiers and uninterpreted functions.

Compared with model checking and SMT solving, theorem proving is a different method. It is not based
on state space exploration and it supports well the verification of specifications with infinite-state transition30

systems. In this method, logics like Hoare logic [19] and dynamic logic [20] provide the ability to describe
program models, so that a system and its specification can be described in a single logical form, such as
a Hoare triple in Hoare logic and a formula of the form [p]φ (where p is a program model, φ is a formula
that describes a specification) in dynamic logic. The verification of the specification can then be realized
by transforming the logical form into a verification condition (which consists of a set of pure first-order35

logic (FOL) formulae) according to the syntactical structure of the program model. In the verification of
synchronous program models (such as Esterel programs [9]), another advantage of taking theorem-proving-
based approaches is that in the derivation the structure of the program model can be kept. This is different
from model-checking-based approaches where such information is lost since system models are expressed as
finite transition systems. With program structures, modular verification is possible for large-scale systems.40

In this paper, we focus on the verification of CCSL specifications in a special type of system models —
synchronous system models — based on theorem proving. Specifically, we propose a variation of dynamic
logic, called CCSL Dynamic Logic (CDL), for specifying and verifying CCSL specifications in a synchronous
system model. We propose a proof system for CDL and prove that it is sound and relatively complete
to arithmetical first-order logic (AFOL) in the sense of [21] (which is also called relative completeness).45

Currently, we have mechanized a part of CDL in Coq [22]. CDL consists of a program model and a
set of logical formulae to capture both the dynamic synchronous system behaviour and the static CCSL
specification in the same language. It allows verifying both bounded and unbounded CCSL specifications
in a single verification framework.

Fig. 1 shows this verification framework. In contrast to the previous approaches [17, 18] which directly50

encode a CCSL specification as a relatively complex logical formula, CDL, as an intermediate language,
captures the verification problem of the specification as a formula φ of the form: I ∧ Ic → [‖(p, q1, ..., qn)]ξ.
By verifying this formula, the verification problem that whether the synchronous system model satisfies
the specification can be solved. In formula φ, the synchronous system is modeled as a program p in CDL,
while the CCSL specification, which consists of a set of clock definitions and a set of clock relations (see55

Section 2.1), is modeled as programs q1, ..., qn and a term ξ in CDL (with q1, ..., qn modeling the clock
definitions and ξ modeling the set of clock relations respectively); the operator ‖ combines the programs
p, q1, ..., qn so that they can run concurrently; I ∧ Ic is an initial condition of all variables in the programs
p, q1, ..., qn. Formula of the form [q]ξ means that all execution traces of program q satisfies term ξ. To
verify the formula φ, we transform it into a set of pure FOL formulae (which in our case are quantifier-free60

arithmetical first-order logic (QF-AFOL) formulae) through the proof system of CDL in a modular way.
These formulae contain no quantifiers and functions so that they can be checked by an SMT solver [23] in an
efficient way compared to the previous approaches. The whole transformation procedure is semi-automatic,
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and can be implemented by popular theorem provers such as Coq [22] and Isabelle [24].
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Figure 1: Verification framework of CDL

Fig. 2 shows an overview of CDL. It gives a picture of each part of the logic, its functionality and its65

relationship with CCSL and traditional first-order dynamic logic (FODL) [25]. The syntax of CDL is based
on FODL. On one hand, the program model of CDL inherits from FODL the sequence operator ; and the
choice operator ∪, and is extended with a synchronous execution mechanism that is supported by several
new features: signal, combinational event, infinite loop and concurrent executions (see Section 3). On the
other hand, the logical formulae of CDL inherit from FODL the formulae of the form [p]φ that capture70

the state properties of programs (see Section 3.1), and are extended with the formulae of the form [p]ξ in
order to express CCSL specifications — a type of temporal properties of programs. Clock relations Rel are
embedded in the term ξ, while clock definitions can be encoded as CDL programs.

The proof system of CDL is mainly based on that of FODL, but enriched with rules for the new primitives
introduced in CDL (see Table 3 in Section 4): the combinational events and the formulae of the form75

[p]ξ. To reason about parallel programs, we propose rewrite rules (see Table 6 in Section 4) together with
an automatic procedure (Algorithms 1 - 5 in Section 4). These rules reduce a parallel program into a
sequential one so that the rules for sequential programs can be applied. Such a way for verifying parallel
programs is specially suitable for synchronous models because the behaviour of a synchronous model is
always deterministic [12], which means that any synchronous parallel program can always be reduced to80

only one sequential program. The procedure for proving a CDL formula in the proof system of CDL is semi-
automatic, since it is generally undecidable to find a loop invariant in a program that is complex enough
to express the Presburger arithmetic theory [26]. The proof system is proved to be sound and relatively
complete (see Section 6). Essentially, as other dynamic logics, the expressiveness of CDL stays the same as
AFOL in the domain of natural numbers [20].85
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Figure 2: An overview of CDL

The work in this paper is mainly based on and extends [27], where a primary version of CDL was
proposed. That primary CDL only supports verifying simple CCSL clock relations. When a specification
contains clock definitions, it cannot be directly expressed in the primary CDL because it does not support
parallel programs. We extend the primary CDL with a parallel operator and its related rewrite rules in the
proof system. This extension is essential, considering the application domain, as well as non-trivial, as we90

show here, but could not be achieved in limited length without the foundations defined in [27]. In this paper
we also give a full analysis of the soundness and completeness of CDL.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are listed as follows (shown in Fig. 2):

(i) We define the syntax and semantics of CDL.

(ii) We propose a proof system for CDL, and analyze its soundness and completeness.95

(iii) We show how to express CCSL specifications in CDL by proposing an encoding of the clock definitions
of CCSL as the programs of CDL.

(iv) We mechanize a part of CDL, which consists of all formulae that contain the rules for sequential SEPs
(i.e., all rules in Table 3, 4 and 5 in Section 4) but no parallel SEPs, in Coq.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a general background to CCSL. Section 3100

introduces the syntax and semantics of CDL. In Section 4, we propose a proof system for CDL. In Section 5,
we show how to express a CCSL specification in CDL. Section 6 analyzes the soundness and completeness
of CDL. In Section 7, we mechanize a part of CDL using Coq and illustrate how a CDL formula can be
proved in Coq through a small example. Section 8 discusses related work. Section 9 concludes this paper
and discusses future work.105
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2. The Clock Constraint Specification Language (CCSL)

2.1. Syntax and Semantics of CCSL

We present the syntax and semantics of CCSL based on [13, 17].
In synchronous systems, a CCSL clock captures a sequence of the occurrences of a signal. A tick of a

clock indicates an occurrence of its corresponding signal. We often use c to denote a clock, and use C to
denote a finite set of clocks. A clock schedule σ : N→ 2C defines one possible arrangement of all clocks over
a discrete timeline (where N = {0, 1, 2, ...} is the set of natural numbers), where each clock either ticks or
does not tick at each time step i ∈ N (also called instant). We define c ∈ σ(i) iff clock c ticks at instant
i ∈ N. We assume σ(0) = ∅, indicating that no clock ticks at the beginning of the timeline. A configuration
Xσ : C ×N→ N keeps track of the number of ticks of all clocks up to the current instant i ∈ N of a schedule
σ. It is defined as

Xσ(c, i) =df

8<
:

0, if i = 0
Xσ(c, i− 1) + 1, if i > 0 and c ∈ σ(i)
Xσ(c, i− 1), if i > 0 and c /∈ σ(i)

.

There are two types of clock expressions in CCSL: clock relations and clock definitions.
Clock relations describe binary relationships between clocks. The syntax of clock relations is defined as

follows:
Rel ::= c1 ⊆ c2 | c1 # c2 | c1 ≺ c2 | c1 � c2,

where c1 and c2 are clocks. The semantics of a clock relation is defined as the set of clock schedules satisfying110

it, shown as the items 1-4 in Table 1, where N+ = N − {0}. Subclock says that c1 can only tick if c2 ticks;
Exclusion says that c1 and c2 cannot tick at the same instant; Precedence means that c1 always ticks faster
than c2; Causality expresses that c1 ticks not slower than c2.

For example, the leftmost figure of Fig. 3 shows a possible schedule σ (starting from the instant 1) that
satisfies the clock relation c1 ≺ c2, where

σ = {}{c1}{c2}{c1}{c1, c2}{}{}{c1, c2}{c2}{}{c1}{c2}{}....

We use ‘{}’ to mean an empty set ∅. The configuration Xσ satisfies Xσ(c1, 1) = 1, Xσ(c1, 2) = 1, Xσ(c1, 3) =
2, Xσ(c2, 1) = 0 and Xσ(c2, 2) = 1.115

1. σ �ccsl c1 ⊆ c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.c1 ∈ σ(i)→ c2 ∈ σ(i) (Subclock)

2. σ �ccsl c1 # c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.c1 /∈ σ(i) ∨ c2 /∈ σ(i) (Exclusion)

3. σ �ccsl c1 ≺ c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.(Xσ(c1, i) > Xσ(c2, i) ∨ (Xσ(c1, i) = Xσ(c2, i)→ c1 /∈ σ(i)) (Precedence)

4. σ �ccsl c1 � c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.Xσ(c1, i) ≥ Xσ(c2, i) (Causality)

5. σ �ccsl c , c1 + c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c1 ∈ σ(i) ∨ c2 ∈ σ(i)) (Union)

6. σ �ccsl c , c1 ∗ c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c1 ∈ σ(i) ∧ c2 ∈ σ(i)) (Intersection)

7. σ �ccsl c , c1 I c2 iff

∀i ∈ N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (

c2 ∈ σ(i)∧
∃j.(0 < j < i) ∧ (∀k.(j ≤ k < i)→ (c1 ∈ σ(j) ∧ c2 /∈ σ(k)))

)

(Strict Sample)

8. σ �ccsl c , c1 B c2 iff

∀i ∈ N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (

c2 ∈ σ(i)∧
∃j.(0 < j ≤ i) ∧ (∀k.(j ≤ k < i)→ (c1 ∈ σ(j) ∧ c2 /∈ σ(k)))

)

(Sample)

9. σ �ccsl c , c1 y c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c1 ∈ σ(i) ∧ ∀j.(0 < j ≤ i)→ c2 /∈ σ(j)) (Interruption)

10. σ �ccsl c , c′ ∝ n iff ∀i ∈ N+.c ∈ σ(i)↔ (c′ ∈ σ(i) ∧ ∃m ∈ N+.Xσ(c′, i) = m · (n+ 1)) (Periodicity)

11. σ �ccsl c , c′ $n iff ∀i ∈ N+.Xσ(c, i) = max(Xσ(c′, i)− n, 0) (Delay)

12. σ �ccsl c , c1 ∧ c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.Xσ(c, i) = max(Xσ(c1, i),Xσ(c2, i)) (Infimum)

13. σ �ccsl c , c1 ∨ c2 iff ∀i ∈ N+.Xσ(c, i) = min(Xσ(c1, i),Xσ(c2, i)) (Supremum)

Table 1: Semantics of CCSL
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Clock definitions define new clocks from existing clocks by combining them using different clock expres-
sions. They greatly enhance the expressiveness of CCSL. A clock definition has the form:

Cdf ::= c , E,

where E is defined by the following grammar:

E ::= c1 + c2 | c1 ∗ c2 | c1 I c2 | c1 B c2 | c1 y c2 | c ∝ n | c $n | c1 ∨ c2 | c1 ∧ c2.

In the above definition, c1 and c2 are arbitary clocks, and n ≥ 1. The semantics of a clock definition is
defined as a set of schedules satisfying it, shown as the items 5-13 in Table 1. Union defines the clock that
ticks iff either c1 or c2 ticks; Intersection defines the clock that ticks whenever both c1 and c2 tick; (resp.
Strict) Sample defines the clock that (resp. strictly) samples c1 based on c2; Interruption defines the clock
that ticks as c1 until c2 ticks; Periodicity defines the clock that ticks every n ticks of clock c′; Delay defines120

the clock that ticks when c′ ticks but is delayed for n ticks of c′; Infimum (resp. Supremum) defines the
slowest (resp. fastest) clock that is faster (resp. slower) than both c1 and c2.

With clock definitions one can define complex CCSL expressions like c ≺ c2 and c , c1 $ 2. Fig. 3 shows
a possible schedule that satisfies the clock definitions c , c′ ∝ n and c , c′ $n (when n = 2) respectively.
They are used in the case study in Example 3.1.125

c1

c2

c1 ≺ c2

c′

c

c , c′ ∝ n (n = 2)

c′

c

c , c′ $n (n = 2)

Figure 3: A possible schedule of selected clock expressions

2.2. CCSL Specifications

A CCSL specification is a set of clock relations and clock definitions, defined as a triple

Spec =df 〈C,Cdf ,Rel〉,

where C is the set of all clocks appearing in the sets Cdf and Rel. Cdf is a set of clock definitions.
Rel is a set of clock relations. A schedule σ satisfies a CCSL specification 〈C,Cdf ,Rel〉, denoted by
σ �ccsl 〈C,Cdf ,Rel〉, if σ �ccsl Rel and σ �ccsl Cdf for each Rel ∈ Rel and Cdf ∈ Cdf .

In CCSL, each specification can be captured as a special transition system (see [13]), whose traces are the130

schedules of clocks in the specification. For example, the clock relation c1 ⊆ c2 corresponds to a transition
system shown in Fig. 4(i). A CCSL specification is called bounded if its corresponding transition system has
a finite number of states [16], otherwise it is called unbounded. For unbounded specifications, the reason that
causes the unbounded size of the state space is that in some clock expressions, the difference in the numbers
of ticks between some clocks is not bounded. For example, in the transition system of clock relation c1 ≺ c2135

shown in Fig. 4(ii), the difference (δ) in the number of ticks between the clock c1 and c2 is tagged at each
state and it is increasing infinitely.

3. The Syntax and Semantics of CDL

In this section we define the CCSL Dynamic Logic (CDL). CDL enriches the program model of FODL
with a synchronous execution mechanism, and enriches the logical formulae of FODL with CCSL primitives.140

As a background, we first give a brief introduction to FODL in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we define the
syntax of the program model and the logical formulae of CDL. Then in Section 3.3, we define the semantics
for the program model and the logical formulae of CDL.
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{c2}

{}

δ = 0 δ = 1 δ = 2 ...

{}

{c1} {c1, c2}

{}

{c1} {c1, c2}

{}

{c1}

{c2}{c2}{c2}

(i) (ii)

Figure 4: Transition systems of c1 ⊆ c2 and c1 � c2

3.1. First-Order Dynamic Logic

First-order dynamic logic (FODL) is a variation of modal logic for modeling and verifying program145

specifications. It is an extension of propositional dynamic logic with an assignment x := e and a test P? in
its program model. The FODL we present here is based on [20].

The language of FODL consists of two parts: a program model and a set of logical formulae.
The program model of FODL is a regular language, whose syntax is defined as follows:

p ::= x := e | P? | p; p | p ∪ p | p∗,

where e is a term of a type of expressions, P is a proposition of a logic. The syntax of e and P depends on
the discussed domain(e.g., e could be an arithmetic expression and P could be a quantifier-free first-order150

logical formula defined in Def. 3.1). The test P? means that at the current state, P is true. p; q means
that the program first executes p and after p terminates, it executes q. p∪ q means that the program either
executes p, or executes q, it is a non-deterministic choice. p∗ means that the program executes p a finite
number of times.

The logical formulae of FODL is defined as follows:

φ ::= tt | a | [p]φ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | ∀x.φ,

where tt is Boolean true, and a is an atomic formula whose definition depends on the discussed domain (e.g.,155

it could be θ defined in Def. 3.4). [p]φ is a formula that captures a state property (i.e., a property held on
a state) of the program. It means that after all executions of the program p, the formula φ holds.

The semantics of FODL is based on Kripke frames [20]. A Kripke frame is a pair (S, val) where S is a set
of states, val is an interpretation function whose definition depends on the type of logic being discussed. In
FODL, val interprets a program as a set of pairs (s, s′) of states and interprets a formula as a set of states.160

Intuitively, each pair (s, s′) ∈ val(p) means that starting from the state s, after the execution of p, the
program terminates at the state s′. For each state s, s ∈ val([p]φ) means that for all pairs (s, s′) ∈ val(p),
s′ satisfies φ. For a formal definition of the semantics of FODL, one can refer to [20].

The proof system of FODL is sound and relatively complete. Except for the rules for an assignment
x := e and a test P?, the rules for other operators and logical connectives are also defined as a part of the165

proof system of CDL (which consists of all rules in Table 4 and 5 in Section 4)1. We refer to [20] for more
details.

3.2. The Syntax of CDL

Like FODL, CDL consists of two parts: a program model and a set of logical formulae. We first define
the program model in Section 3.2.1 and then define the logical formulae in Section 3.2.3.170

1where the rules for operator ∗ can be obtained by replacing each ‘•’ with ‘∗’ in the rules for operator • in Table 4.
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3.2.1. Syntax of Synchronous Event Programs

To begin defining the syntax of CDL we first define the program model of CDL, called a synchronous
event program (SEP), based on the program model of FODL.

As indicated in Fig. 2, in order to describe the behaviour of synchronous systems and CCSL specifications
in dynamic logic, we introduce the synchronous execution mechanism in the program model of FODL. To175

this end we introduce the notion of signal as a primitive event to model the synchronous communication
between system modules, as what has been done in synchronous programming languages like Signal [11] and
Esterel [12]. We introduce the notion of combinational event to express a simultaneous execution of several
events. With this notion, SEP is able to support a synchronous semantics: the time model is discrete and
at each instant, several events can occur simultaneously. We introduce the parallel operator ‘‖’ to describe180

the concurrent execution in synchronous systems.
In synchronous systems, infinite loop is a main feature. In the infinite loop (e.g., the loop ... end

statement of Esterel [12]), the program continuously proceeds until a deadlock happens or an interruption
point is reached. In SEP, we propose a new loop operator ‘•’ to express the infinite loop in synchronous
systems, based on the finite loop ‘∗’ in the program model of FODL. Informally, a loop program p• expresses185

that the program p either proceeds for any finite number of times, or proceeds for infinitely many times. The
deadlock and interruption in the infinite loop can be realized by using the operator • and the test operator
(see Def. 3.1) in SEP.

The syntax of SEPs is given as the following definition.

Definition 3.1 (Syntax of SEPs). The syntax of SEPs is defined as follows:

p ::= µ | α | %&P?α | p; p | p ∪ p | p• | ‖(p1, ..., pn),

where α is defined as:
α ::= ε | b,

b ::= ς!e | x := e′ | (b|b).

e, P and % are defined as:
e ::= x | n | e+ e | e− e | n · e | e/n,
P ::= tt | e ≤ e | ¬P | P ∧ P,
% ::= ς̂(x) | ς̄ | % Z % | % Y %.

Note: % only appears in a parallel program of the form ‖(p1, ..., pn).190

µ, α and %&P?α are atomic programs. Their intuitive meanings are given as follows:

- A skip program µ represents a program that does nothing and consumes no time.

- A combinational event α can be an idle event ε, or consists of several signals of the form ς!e or local
assignments of the form x := e linked by an operator ‘|’ (e.g., α = (ς!5|x := 5)), meaning that
they occur simultaneously. Signal and local assignment are indivisible (atomic) events. There is no195

execution order between the atomic events of a combinational event so the order in which they are
linked by | is irrelevant. For example, the behaviour of (ς!5|x := 5) is the same as that of (x := 5|ς!5).
All atomic events in a combinational event occur simultaneously and consume one unit of time. An
idle event ε does nothing, but consumes a unit of time.

- A signal ς!e is a pair made of a signal name ς and a value expressed as an expression e. It means200

that the signal ς emits with the value of an expression e. When the value e of the signal can be
ignored, we denote the signal simply as ‘ς’. We also call a signal ς without a value a pure signal.
The local assignment x := e means to assign the value of an expression e to a variable x. x is
called a general variable, with the domain Z. We use Var to denote a set of general variables. e
is a Presburger arithmetic expression, which consists of a variable x, an integer number n ∈ Z, and205

arithmetic expressions connected by addition + , subtraction − , scalar multiplication n · and
scalar division /n (n 6= 0).
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- %&P?α is a test event. It means that if the conditions % and P are true, the event α proceeds, otherwise
a deadlock occurs (i.e., the program halts without terminating). If there is no % or P , we simply write
it as %?α or P?α. The procedure for checking % and P is assumed to consume no time. The condition210

P is a proposition expressed as a QF-AFOL formula, where tt represents Boolean true (ff represents
Boolean false), ≤ represents the less-than relation between two integers. The signal test condition %
is a logical expression, it is only allowed when program is running concurrently with other programs
(see below the intuitive explanation of the parallel operator ‘‖’). ς̂(x) and ς̄ express the signal states
(present or absent) at the current instant: ς̂(x) means that the signal ς is present at the current215

instant, where the variable x is for storing the value of the signal ς; ς̄ means that “the signal ς is
absent at the current instant”. Y and Z represent the logical or and and respectively.

For convenience, sometimes we abuse the term event to also denote a combinational event or a test event.
They should not be confused in the context.

In SEP, we use a special symbol ‡ to represent an idle event with a false condition:

‡ =df ff ?ε.

This program always reaches a deadlock because its test condition will never be satisfied. It is often used220

to express the infinite loop (introduced below) program in the form p•; ‡ in SEP (see Example 3.1). The
semantics of ‡ corresponds to the empty set (see Def. 3.9 below). We call a program, e.g. ε; ‡, which always
reaches a deadlock, a miracle program.

Compositional programs are composed by atomic programs using operators ;, ∪, • and ‖. Their intuitive
meanings are given as follows:225

- Operators ; and ∪ correspond to the sequential and nondeterministic choice operators in the traditional
FODL (see Section 3.1) respectively.

- • is the loop operator. p• means that the program p nondeterministically executes for some finite
number of times or infinitely many times.

- ‖ is the n-tuple parallel operator. ‖(p1, ..., pn) means that the programs p1, ..., pn are running con-230

currently. At each instant, the events in p1, ..., pn are triggered simultaneously and all conditions %
are checked according to the signal state at the current instant. Signals are broadcasting their values,
while each program can receive them at the same instant.

We call an SEP that is not in the form p ‖ q a sequential SEP.
In SEP, we stipulate that signals are the only way for communication between programs that are running235

concurrently. So all assignments in SEP must be local. Formally, given a parallel program ‖(p1, ..., pn), if
an assignment x := e appears in one of the programs p1, ..., pn, e.g., say p1, then the variable x must not
appear in the other programs p2, ..., pn.

The precedence of operators are listed as follows from the highest to the lowest: •, ;, ∪, ‖. We stipulate
that ; is right-associative, and ∪ is left-associative. For example, program α1 ∪ p1; p2; p•3 ∪ P1?α•2 ∪ P2?α3240

means (((α1 ∪ p1; (p2; p•3)) ∪ P1?α•2) ∪ P2?α3).

Example 3.1 (Digital Filter System). We consider a simple synchronous system — a digital filter (DF)
system — throughout this paper. The DF system we analyze here is based on [9]. As Fig. 5 shows, the main
function of the DF system is to read image pixels from a memory, filter them in some way, and send the
result out to a video device. The explicit structure of the DF system is shown in the right figure of Fig. 5,245

where we consider a simplified behaviour between two modules: a feeder and a filter. They interact with each
other and with their environment through ports e, p, r and o. Ports are the only way for different modules to
communicate in synchronous models. They can be modeled as signals ςe, ςp, ςr and ςo respectively in SEP.
The behaviour of the DF system can be described in a loop where the behaviours of the Filter and the Feeder
are described separately as follows:250
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Figure 5: The Digital Filter system

(i) The filter sends a “Ready” message through the port r, telling the feeder that “I am ready for the
pixels”. From the next instant it continuously receives pixels from the port p, one pixel per unit of
time. After receiving 2 pixels, the filter waits for an “Ending” message from the port e, then it processes
the pixels (taking no time) and sends the result to the environment through the port o.

(ii) On the other hand, the feeder receives the “Ready” message from the port r at the same time when the255

filter sends it. From the next instant it starts an inner loop to send pixels through the port p, one pixel
per unit of time. After sending 2 pixels, it sends an “Ending” message to inform the filter through the
port e.

The behaviour of the filter and the feeder, and the behaviour of the DF system as a whole can be described
as SEPs as follows:

Fil =df (ςr; ς̂p?ε; ς̂p?ε; ς̂e?ςo)
•; ‡,

Fee =df (ς̂r?α1; (P1?α2 ∪ P2?α3)•; f = 1?ςe)
•; ‡,

DF =df ‖(Fil, Fee),

where P1 = (x = 2 ∧ f = 0), P2 = (x < 2 ∧ f = 0), α1 = (x := 1|f := 0), α2 = (ςp|f := 1), α3 =
(ςp|x := x + 1). Generally, a program p•; ‡ describes that p is executed infinitely many times, just like the260

command “while true do p” in common imperative programs. The program p can not successfully terminate
after executing for any finite number of times since the test event ‡, as defined above, causes a deadlock.
The variable f is a flag indicating the end of the loop (P1?α2 ∪ P2?α3)•.

The program Fil and Fee are running concurrently in DF . For example, at the first instant, ςr is executed,
since the condition ς̂r is satisfied, the event α1 is also executed. So at the first instant, the combinational265

event (ςr|x := 1|f := 0) is executed.

3.2.2. SEPs vs. Imperative Synchronous Languages

As a synchronous version of the program model of FODL, SEP inherits some core features of synchronous
languages from Esterel [12] (like signal and synchronous communication and execution) but mainly follows
the style of regular languages for constructing programs. This makes SEP a convenient language both for270

synchronous modeling and compositional verification. Compared with imperative synchronous languages
like Esterel, SEP is designed to be a lower-level language that is closer to the form for derivation in dynamic
logic. SEP can encode the core behaviour of synchronous languages.

To show this, as an example, Table 2 gives an encoding of some statements from the Esterel language
in [28] as SEPs. The full encoding would be complex and is outside of the scope of this paper. One of275

the main differences between Esterel and SEP is that in SEP every combinational event consumes a unit of
time, while in Esterel only the statement pause consumes time. Thus the statement pause means more than
the idle event ε in SEP. It also indicates the end of a combinational event and splits two events that run
at different instants. In SEP, the sequential operator ; means the sequential execution of events at different
instants, while in Esterel the operator ; is just a symbol for linking different statements.280
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Esterel Statement Corresponding SEP Statement
nothing µ

emit ς(e) ς!e
x := e x := e
pause ε

emit ς1; emit ς2 (ς1|ς2)
emit ς1; emit ς2; pause;x := e (ς1|ς2);x := e

present ς then emit ς1 else x := e end ς̂?ς1 ∪ ς̄?x := e
if P then emit ς1 else x := e end P?ς1 ∪ ¬P?x := e

loop (emit ς1; pause) end (ς1)•; ‡
suspend (emit ς1; pause; emit ς2) when ς ς1; (ς̂?ε)•; ς̄?ς2
(emit ς1; emit ς2) ‖(emit ς3; pause; emit ς4) (ς1|ς2) ‖(ς3; ς4)

trap T in {present ς then exit T else emit ς1 end} ς̂?ε ∪ ς̄?ς1

Table 2: An example of the encoding of Esterel programs as SEPs

3.2.3. Syntax of CDL Formulae

As indicated in Fig. 1 and 2, CDL supports describing CCSL specifications of synchronous systems by
embedding clock relations as special terms into the logical formulae of FODL. Clock definitions are actually
not a syntactical part of CDL. They can be encoded as an observer SEP and combined with the SEP of a
system in parallel. This encoding is introduced in Section 5.285

In synchronous system models, a CCSL clock indicates the occurrences of a signal. So in CDL we need
to build a connection between signals and clocks, as stated in the following definition.

Definition 3.2 (Connection between Signals and Clocks). Given a set of pure signals Sig and a clock set
C,

SigM : Sig → C
is a bijection that associates a clock to each signal. For each signal ς ∈ Sig, clock SigM (ς) models its
occurrences.

For each signal ς in SEPs, there is a clock c = SigM (ς). The clock c models a sequence of the occurrences290

of the signal ς: In a schedule, each tick of c corresponds to a present state of ς, and each absence of c
corresponds to an absence of ς.

Given a clock set C, we often denote the corresponding signal (if it exists) of a CCSL clock c ∈ C as ςc.
So there are c = SigM (ςc) and ςc = SigM−1(c).

Example 3.2. In Example 3.1, we define clocks ce, cp, cr and co to model the sequences of the occurrences295

of the signals ςe, ςp, ςr and ςo respectively. Fig. 6 shows the schedule of the system DF for each clock.

cr

cp

ce

co

Figure 6: The schedule of system DF

In order to keep the schedule σ and the configuration Xσ for each clock at the current instant, in CDL
we introduce a type of variables called clock-related variables. They play a crucial role for reasoning about
clock relations in CDL.

Definition 3.3 (Clock-related Variables). For each clock c, we associate two clock-related variables

cn and cs
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to it. The variable cn has type N, it records the number of times the clock has ticked up to the current300

instant. The variable cs has type {0, 1}, it records the status of the clock (1 for “ticked” and 0 for “not
ticked”) at the current instant.

The connection between some clock-related variables cn and cs in the Kripke frame of CDL and the
schedule and configuration of the clock c in the sematics of CCSL is stated in Prop. 3.3 below.

Given a clock set C, we denote the set of variables related to C as RVar(C).305

CDL formulae extend FODL formulae with clock relations as special terms in order to express the CCSL
specifications of SEPs. The syntax of CDL formulae is given in the following definition.

Definition 3.4 (Syntax of CDL Formulae). A CDL formula φ is defined as follows:

φ ::= tt | θ | [p]ξ | [p]φ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | ∀x.φ

where310

ξ ::= Rel | f (Rel1, ...,Reln),

θ ::= E ≤ E,
E ::= x | cn | cs | n | E + E | E · E

tt, θ, [p]ξ and [p]φ are atomic CDL formulae. E is an integer arithmetic expression. Different from e, it
contains clock-related variables cn and cs (see Def. 3.3) and the multiplication between expressions (E ·E).
x ∈ Var is a general variable. p is an SEP. Different from [p]φ in FODL, formula [p]ξ captures a temporal
property related to a CCSL term ξ. It means that all execution paths of program p satisfies ξ.315

In term ξ, f(Rel1, ...,Reln) represents the conjunction of the clock relations Rel1, ...,Reln. The semantics
of f(Rel1, ...,Reln) is defined as:

�ccsl f(Rel1, ...,Reln) iff σ �ccsl Rel1, ..., σ �ccsl Reln.

To make it more convenient to express the negation of formula [p]Rel in CDL, we also import the negation
∼ and the disjunction g of clock relations. Their semantics is defined as:

(i) σ �ccsl ∼ cr iff σ 2ccsl cr,

(ii) σ �ccsl g(cr1, ..., crn) iff σ �ccsl ∼f(∼ cr1, ...,∼ crn),

where cr, cri ∈ {Rel i,∼Rel i} (1 ≤ i ≤ n).320

In this paper, we often call ξ or ∼ ξ a path formula, denoted by π. Other arithmetic expressions, relations
and logical expressions, such as E − E, E/E, E = E, E < E, ff , 〈p〉∼ ξ, 〈p〉φ, φ ∨ φ, φ → φ, ∃x.φ, etc,
can be expressed using the formulae given above. For example, 〈p〉∼ ξ can be expressed as ¬[p]ξ, which
means that there exists an execution path of p that satisfies ∼ ξ; E1 − E2 and E1/E2 can be expressed as
∃x.(E2 + x = E1) and ∃x.(x · E2 = E1) respectively.325

Example 3.3. Consider two CDL formulae

φ1 = ϕ1 → [p1]cr ≺ co,
φ2 = ϕ2 → [p2]x > z,

where ϕ1 = (cnr = 0 ∧ csr = 0 ∧ y = 0), p1 = DF (where DF is given in Example 3.1), ϕ2 = (x = 1 ∧ z =
2∧ ∃z.x = z), p2 = (x := z + 1|ς|y := 1);x := y + 1. φ1 means that if ϕ1 is true, then all execution paths of
p1 satisfies the clock relation cr ≺ co. φ2 means that if ϕ2 holds, then after all executions of p1, the formula
x > z holds.

Given a program p (resp. formula φ), we use C(p) (resp. C(φ)) to represent the set of all clocks appearing330

in p (resp. φ) and all clocks whose corresponding signals appear in p (resp. φ). For example, in Example 3.3,
C(φ1) = {ce, cp, cr, co}.

Like in FODL [20], we introduce the notion of dynamic/static variable in CDL. Intuitively, a variable
whose value might be changed along the execution of a program is called a dynamic variable.
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Definition 3.5 (Dynamic/Static Variables). In CDL, given a program p (resp. formula φ), a variable X335

is dynamic w.r.t. p (resp. φ) if

(1) X ∈ Var, and it appears on the left side of an assignment of the form X := e, or

(2) X is a clock-related variable cn and there exists a signal ςc in p (resp. φ), or

(3) X is a clock-related variable cs.

A variable is static w.r.t. p (resp. φ) if it is not dynamic w.r.t. p (resp. φ).340

For any general variable X, its value is set to the value of the expression e after the execution of an
assignment X := e. According to Def. 3.3, since a variable cn records the number of times the clock c has
ticked up to the current instant, its value is increased by 1 if the signal ςc occurs, and is kept unchanged
otherwise. Since a variable cs records the status of the clock c, its value is set to 1 if the signal ςc occurs,
and is set to 0 otherwise.345

We use V(p) (resp. V(φ)) to represent the set of the dynamic variables in p (resp. φ), Var(p) (resp.
Var(φ)) to represent the set of the variables in p (resp. φ).

Example 3.4. In the formula

φ1 = (cnr = 0 ∧ csr = 0 ∧ y = 0)→ [DF ]cr ≺ co

of Example 3.3, V(φ1) = {cne , cse, cnp , csp, cnr , csr, cno , cso, x, f}. The set of the static variables in φ1 is: Var(φ1)−
V(φ1) = {y}.

Like in FODL [20], we introduce the notion of bound/free variable in CDL. This notion is important350

when we discuss substitutions in CDL.

Definition 3.6 (Bound/Free Variables). In CDL, given a variable X, we say that X is in the scope of the
effect of A, where A ∈ {X := e, ς̂(X)} or A = ςc!e (when X ∈ {cn, cs}), if:

(1) there exists a formula of the form [q]ϕ such that X is in ϕ, and A appears in q, or

(2) there exists a program of the form q; r such that X is in r, A appears in q.355

Given a program p (resp. formula φ), a variable X is bound w.r.t. p (resp. φ) if it is in the scope of the
effect of some quantifier ∀X or ∃X, some assignment X := e, some signal ςc!e (if X ∈ {cn, cs}) or some
signal test condition ς̂(X).

Example 3.5. In the formula

φ2 = (x = 1 ∧ z = 2 ∧ ∃z.x = z)→ [(x := z + 1|ς|y := 1);x := y + 1]x > z

of Example 3.3, the first and second occurrences of the variable x are free, while the third occurrence of x
(in “x > z”) is bound by the assignment x := y+ 1. The first occurrence of the variable z is free, the second
occurrence of z is bound by the quantifier ∃z, and the third and fourth occurrences of z are free. The only
occurrence of the variable y (in “x := y + 1”) is bound by the assignment y := 1. Consider the formula

φ3 = [‖(ε; ς!(x+ 1), y := z + 1; ς̂(z);x := z + 1)]x > z,

the first occurrence of the variable z is free, while the second and third occurrences of z are bound by the
condition ς̂(z).360

With the concept of bound and free variables we introduce the notion of substitution in CDL. When
doing a substitution on a formula, we need to make sure that the meaning of the formula does not change.
So we introduce the notion of admissible substitution.
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Definition 3.7 (Substitution/Admissible Substitution). Given a CDL formula φ and a variable X ∈ Var ∪
RVar(C), a substitution φ[E/X] replaces every free occurrence of X in p with the expression E.365

A substitution φ[E/X] is admissible if there exists no variable Y such that

(1) Y is in E, and

(2) Y is bound in φ[E/X].

Given a multi-set Γ of formulae, we write Γ[E/X] to represent the multi-set obtained by doing the
substitution φ[E/X] for each formula φ in Γ. Given two vectors ~u = (E1, ..., En), ~v = (X1, ..., Xn), we write370

φ[~u/~v] as a shorthand for φ[E1/X1][E2/X2]...[En/Xn].

Example 3.6. In the formula

φ2 = (x = 1 ∧ z = 2 ∧ ∃z.x = z)→ [(x := z + 1|ς|y := 1);x := y + 1]x > z

of Example 3.3, let E1 = z + 1, E2 = x + 1, and v be a variable different from x and y, then φ2[v/z] is
admissible, and

φ2[v/z] = ((x = 1 ∧ v = 2 ∧ ∃z.x = z)→ [(x := v + 1|ς|y := 1);x := y + 1]x > v).

φ2[E1/z] is admissible, and

φ2[E1/z] = ((x = 1 ∧ z + 1 = 2 ∧ ∃z.x = z)→ [(x := (z + 1) + 1|ς|y := 1);x := y + 1]x > z + 1).

φ2[E2/z] is not admissible, and

φ2[e2/z] = ((x = 1 ∧ x+ 1 = 2 ∧ ∃z.x = z)→ [(x := (x+ 1) + 1|ς|y := 1);x := y + 1]x > x+ 1).

φ2[E2/z] is not admissible because the variable z in “x > z” is a free occurrence in φ2, but after the
substitution, x in “x > x+ 1” is bound.

Unless specially mentioned, all substitutions discussed in this paper are admissible substitutions.

3.3. Semantics of CDL375

In the Kripke frame (S, val) (see also Section 3.1) of CDL, S is a set of states, val : (Prog ] Fmla) →
((S∗ ∪ Sω)] 2S) interprets a program as a set of traces on S and a logical formula as a set of states (where
Prog denotes the set of all SEPs and Fmla denotes the set of all CDL formulae, S∗ represents the set of all
finite traces and Sω represents the set of all infinite traces on S). A trace tr ∈ (S∗∪Sω) is a finite or infinite
sequence of states. Given a finite trace tr1 = s1s2...sn and a (possibly infinite) trace tr2 = u1u2...un...,
concatenation tr1 o tr2 is a partial function defined as:

tr1 o tr2 =df s1s2...snu2u3... if sn = u1.

Given any tr1, tr2, we define

tr1 ◦ tr2 =df

§
tr1 o tr2, if tr1 is finite
tr1, otherwise

.

Given two sets of traces S1 and S2, S1 ◦ S2 is defined as

S1 ◦ S2 =df {tr1 ◦ tr2 | tr1 ∈ S1, tr2 ∈ S2}.

We use tr(i) to denote the ith (i ≥ 0) element of trace tr, use trb to denote the first element of trace tr,
trb = tr(0), and use tre to denote the last element of trace tr provided that tr is a finite trace.

In CDL, we interpret arithmetic operators +,−, ·, /, relation ≤, and CCSL clock relations ⊆,≺,�,# as
their usual meanings. Next we define the concepts of state and evaluation in CDL.
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Definition 3.8 (State and Evaluation in CDL). A state s : (RVar(C) ]Var)→ (N ] {0, 1} ] Z) in CDL is380

a total function defined as follows:

(i) s maps each variable cn in RVar(C) to a value in domain N.

(ii) s maps each variable cs in RVar(C) to a value in domain {0, 1}.

(iii) s maps each variable x in Var to a value in domain Z.

Given an expression E and a state s, an evaluation Evals(E) is defined as:385

(i) If E = a, where a ∈ {x, cn, cs}, then Evals(a) =df s(a).

(ii) If E = n, then Evals(n) =df n.

(iii) If E = f(E1, E2), where f ∈ {+, ·}, then Evals(E) =df f(Evals(E1),Evals(E2)).

The semantics of CDL is defined by simultaneous induction in Def. 3.9, 3.14, 3.17 and 3.18 below. In
the following subsections we first build the semantics of SEPs (Def. 3.9 and 3.14), then give the semantics390

of CDL formulae (Def. 3.17 and 3.18).

3.3.1. Semantics of SEPs

The semantics of SEPs consists of two parts, the semantics for sequential SEPs and the semantics for
parallel SEPs. Since CDL contains path formulae ξ and ∼ ξ, the semantics of SEPs is based on traces, i.e.,
the meaning of each formula is given as a set of traces. This is different from the traditional FODL.395

Definition 3.9 (Semantics of Sequential SEPs). Given a set of clocks C and a set of general variables Var,
for any sequential SEP p, its semantics is given as a Kripke frame (S, val) defined as follows:

(i) val(µ) =df S, where S is the set of all traces of length 1.

(ii)

val(α) =df {ss′ | s, s′ ∈ S;

for each c where ςc is in α, s′(cs) = 1 ∧ s′(cn) = s(cn) + 1;

for other d ∈ C not in α, s′(ds) = 0 ∧ s′(dn) = s(dn);

for each x := e in α, s′(x) = Evals(e);

for other y ∈ Var not in α, s′(y) = s(y)}.

(iii) val(P?α) =df {ss′ | s ∈ val(P ), ss′ ∈ val(α)}.400

(iv) val(p; q) =df val(p) ◦ val(q).

(v) val(p ∪ q) =df val(p) ∪ val(q).

(vi) val(p•) =df (
[
n≥0

valn(p)) ∪ valω(p), where

valn(p) =df val(p) ◦ val(p) ◦ ... ◦ val(p)| {z }
n

,

valω(p) =df val(p) ◦ val(p) ◦ ...| {z }
∞

,

val0(p) =df S.
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(i) - (iii) give the definitions of the semantics of atomic SEPs. In (i), the event µ defines a set of traces
with length 1. In (ii), the event α defines a transition from a state s to a state s′. In the state s′, for each
clock c whose corresponding signal ςc is in α, the variable cn recording the number of times clock c has405

ticked up to the current instant is increased by 1, and the variable cs is set to 1, indicating at the current
instant, clock c ticks. For each clock d whose corresponding signal ςd is not in α, the variable dn in state s′

is kept unchanged while the variable ds is set to 0, indicating at the current instant, d does not tick. For
any assignment x := e in α, the value of x in s′ is set to the value of the expression e in s, while other
general variables in both s and s′ are kept unchanged. In (iii), traces satisfying P?α are exactly those traces410

satisfying p, adding that their beginning states must satisfy P . The definition of val(P ) is given in Def. 3.18
below.

(iv) - (vi) give the definitions of the semantics of compositional sequential SEPs. The semantics of the
sequential operator ; and the choice operator ∪ are directly inherited from FODL [20]. In (vi), the semantics
of the program p• consists of all traces which are generated by executing p for a finite number of and415

infinitely many times. Intuitively, the traces of p• can be divided into 4 types: (1) all traces of length 1,
which corresponds to the semantics of the program µ; (2) all finite traces of the form tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ...◦ trn where
each tri ∈ val(p) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a finite trace; (3) all infinite traces of the form tr1 ◦ tr2... ◦ trn ◦ ... where
each tri ∈ val(p) (i ≥ 1) is a finite trace; (4) all infinite traces of the form tr1 ◦ tr2... ◦ trm (m ≥ 1) where
tr1, ..., trm−1 ∈ val(p) are finite traces, while trm ∈ val(p) is an infinite trace.420

Example 3.7. Let α = (ςc|x := x + 1), P = (x > 1), C = {c, d}, Var = {x, y}, if s = {cn 7→ 2]0, cs 7→
0, dn 7→ 0, ds 7→ 0, x 7→ 2, y 7→ 0}, s′ = {cn 7→ 1, cs 7→ 1, dn 7→ 0, ds 7→ 0, x 7→ 3, y 7→ 0}, then ss′ ∈ val(P?α).
In Fig. 7, subfigure (P?α) gives a graphical illustration of trace ss′, where the red state s satisfies the condition
P .

Subfigures (p; q), (p ∪ q) and (p•) of Fig. 7 show examples of how traces are constructed through the425

operators ;, ∪ and •. Subfigure (p; q) says that a trace of program p; q can be constructed by a trace tr1

of p and a trace tr2 of q with a concatenation operator ◦ linking them. The trace colored blue belongs to
p while the trace colored green belongs to q. The state s′′ must belong to both p and q (which are colored
half blue and half green). In subfigure (p ∪ q), we see that a trace of p ∪ q is either a trace of p (tr1), or
a trace of q (tr2). The three traces of subfigure (p•) correspond to 3 types of traces of p• explained above430

respectively (the types (2), (3) and (4) above).

s

cn 7→ 0, cs 7→ 0

dn 7→ 0, ds 7→ 0

x 7→ 2, y 7→ 0

P

s′

cn 7→ 1, cs 7→ 1

dn 7→ 0, ds 7→ 0

x 7→ 3, y 7→ 0

(ςc|x := x+ 1)

s
s′′

s′
p

tr1

q

tr2

tr1 ◦ tr2 q

tr2

p

tr1

{tr1, tr2}

(P?α) (p; q) (p ∪ q)

...
p

tr1

p

tr2

p

trn

tr1 ◦ ... ◦ trn(n ≥ 1)

...
p

tr1

p

tr2

tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ...

... ...
p

tr1
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trm−1 trm

tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trm(m ≥ 1)

p

(p•)

Figure 7: One of the traces of programs P?α, p; q, p ∪ q and p•

The crucial point of defining the semantics for parallel SEPs is to define how two parallel SEPs interact
with each other. For this purpose we introduce a language called trec program, following an idea from [29].

2we use a 7→ b to mean ‘element a is mapped to element b’ in a function.
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A trec program can be considered as a string of an SEP, just like the string of the regular language. It
characterizes one possible behaviour of an SEP. We first define the syntax of trec programs (Def. 3.10) and435

the semantics for sequential trec programs (Def. 3.11), based on which we then define the semantics for
parallel trec programs (Def. 3.12), where we show how two trec programs interact with each other. Finally,
based on the semantics of trec programs we define the semantics for parallel SEPs in Def. 3.14.

Definition 3.10 (Syntax of trec Programs). trec programs are a possibly infinite language, defined as
follows:440

(a) µ is a finite trec.

(b) α and %&P?α are finite trecs.

(c) If p1, p2, ..., pn, q are trecs (where q is finite), so are q; p1 and ∩(p1, p2, ..., pn).

(d) If p is a finite trec, then pω is an infinite trec, where pω = p; p; ...| {z }
∞

is an infinite word.

To distinguish the parallel operator ‖ in SEPs we adopted another operator ‘∩’ to express that n trec445

programs execute concurrently.
The semantics of sequential trec programs can be defined based on the semantics of sequential SEPs in

Def. 3.9.

Definition 3.11 (Semantics of Sequential trec Programs). The semantics of a sequential trec program p is
defined as follows based on the semantics of sequential SEPs in Def. 3.9:450

(i) val(µ), val(α), val(%&P?α) and val(p; q) are defined just as those in the semantics of sequential SEPs.

(ii) val(pω) = val(p; p; ...) =df val(p) ◦ val(p) ◦ val(p) ◦ ...| {z }
∞

.

Intuitively, a trec program characterizes exact one behaviour of an SEP, since it contains no choice
operators ∪ and loop operators •. The next example gives an intuitive view of how a trec program captures
one behaviour of an SEP.455

Example 3.8. Consider a trec program

p = ∩(∩(ς1; ς4; ς1; ς4, ς
ω
2 ), ς3; ς̂4?ς5; ς3; ς3; ς3),

where two programs ς1; ς4; ς1; ς4, ςω2 and ς3; ς̂4?ς5; ς3; ς3; ς3 are running concurrently. Fig. 8 shows the compu-
tation tree that exactly captures the behaviour of p. Each node of the tree is a state. Starting from the initial
state, each intersecting surface (indicated by a dashed red rectangle) represents an instant. Transitions from
a state of one intersecting surface to a state of another intersecting surface are triggered simultaneously
(e.g., events ς4, ς2 and ς̂4?ς5). trec p is an infinite string so its corresponding computation tree is infinite.460

start ...

ς1

ς2

ς3

ς4 ς1

ς4

ς2 ς2 ς2 ς2 ς2

ς̂4?ς5 ς3 ς3
ς3

Figure 8: The computation tree of a trec program

Before defining the semantics for parallel trec programs, we introduce some auxiliary functions to ease
this process. The function Mer(a1, ..., an) merges n events into one, where ai ∈ {αi, %i&Pi?αi} (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Given events β1, ..., βm and test events %1&P1?α1,...,%n&Pn?αn, we define

Mer(β1, ..., βm, %1&P1?α1, ..., %n&Pn?αn) =df P1 ∧ ... ∧ Pn?(β1|...|βm|α1|...|αn),
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where (β1|...|βm|α1|...|αn) represents the combinational event whose events are exactly those in β1, ..., βm,
α1, ..., αn.

The function Mat(a, %) matches the signal test condition % with the event a, where a ∈ {α, P?α}. It
returns true iff the match is successful as defined in the following rules:

(1) Mat(a, ς̂(x)) =df tt if ς is in α, Mat(a, ς̂(x)) =df ff if ς is not in α.465

(2) Mat(a, ς̄) =df tt if ς is not in α, Mat(a, ς̄) =df ff if ς is in α.

(3) Mat(a, %1 Y %2) =df Mat(a, %1) ∨Mat(a, %2).

(4) Mat(a, %1 Z %2) =df Mat(a, %1) ∧Mat(a, %2).

For each condition of the forms ς̂1(x1), ..., ς̂n(xn) in % and each signal of the forms ς1!e1, ..., ςn!en in a
(where a ∈ {α, P?α}), the function Sub(p, a, %) substitutes the variables x1, ..., xn in p, which store the
values of signals ς1, ..., ςn in % as the expressions e1, ..., en in a. It is defined as

Sub(p, a, %) =df p[e1, ..., en/x1, ..., xn].

Definition 3.12 (Semantics of Parallel trec Programs). For any parallel trec program ∩(p1, ..., pn), let

a = Mer(ak1 , ..., akm),

where akj ∈ {αkj , Pkj?αkj} (1 ≤ j ≤ m). pk1 ,...,pkm are all programs among the programs p1, ..., pn such
that val(pk1) = val(ak1 ; p′k1), ..., val(pkm) = val(akm ; p′km) holds. The semantics of ∩(p1, ..., pn) is defined
as

val(∩(p1, ..., pn)) =df Com(∩(p1, ..., pn), a),

where the function Com is defined as follows:

(i) If there exists a program r among the programs p1, ..., pn such that val(r) = val(µ) holds, then

Com(∩(p1, ..., r, ..., pn), a) =df Com(∩(p1, ..., pn), a).

(ii) If there exist programs r1, ..., rm among the programs p1, ..., pn such that val(rk) = val(%k&Pk?βk; qk)470

(1 ≤ k ≤ m) holds,

(1) if Mat(a, %k) holds for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m, then

Com(∩(p1, ..., r1, ..., rm, ..., pn), a) =df Com(∩(p1, ..., r
′
1, ..., r

′
m, ..., pn), a′),

where
r′k = Pk?Sub(βk, a, %k); Sub(qk, a, %k) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
a′ = Mer(P1?Sub(β1, a, %1), ..., Pm?Sub(βm, a, %m), a).

(2) if there exists 1 ≤ k ≤ m such that Mat(a, %k) does not hold, then

Com(∩(p1, ..., r, ..., pn), a) =df ∅.

(iii) Otherwise (i.e., all programs p1, ..., pn satisfy val(p1) = val(a1; p′1), ..., val(pn) = val(an; p′n), where
aj ∈ {αj , Pj?αj} for 1 ≤ j ≤ n),

Com(∩(p1, ..., pn), a) =df val(a;∩(p′1, ..., p
′
n)) = val(a) ◦ val(∩(p′1, ..., p

′
n)).
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The semantics of ∩(p1, ..., pn) is obtained by computing the parallel interaction between the trec programs
at each instant. The computation is a process of continuously refining the event executed at the current
instant. The symbol a represents the current observed event. At the beginning, we observe that all events
of the form α or P?α in p1, ..., pn are executable at the current instant. The function Com continuously475

updates the current observed event a according to the different situations ((i) - (iii)) until all events that
can be executed at the current instant are observed. Situation (i) says that we simply neglect the event µ
since it neither does anything nor consumes time. In situation (ii), we “unwrap” the condition of the events
%1&P1?β1,...,%m&Pm?βm in the programs r1,...,rm according to whether the event a matches the conditions
%1,...,%m ((ii) (1) and (ii) (2)). If the match is successful, we obtain a new observed event a′ by adding480

the events that are unwrapped from %1&P1?β1,...,%m&Pm?βm. If the match is unsuccessful, the program
deadlock occurs so the semantics of ∩(p1, ..., pn) is an empty set. In situation (iii), Com returns the event
that is executed at the current instant if all test events have been already unwrapped.

Example 3.9. Consider the trec program p = ∩(∩(ς1; ς4; ς1; ς4, ς
ω
2 ), ς3; ς̂4?ς5; ς3; ς3; ς3) of Example 3.8, first

there is
val(∩(ς1; ς4; ς1; ς4, ς

ω
2 )) = val(ς1|ς2) ◦ val(∩(ς4; ς1; ς4, ς

ω
2 ))

= val(ς1|ς2) ◦ val(ς4|ς2) ◦ val(ς1; ς4, ς
ω
2 )

= val(ς1|ς2) ◦ val(ς4|ς2) ◦ val(ς1|ς2) ◦ val(∩(ς4, ς
ω
2 ))

= val(ς1|ς2) ◦ val(ς4|ς2) ◦ val(ς1|ς2) ◦ val(ς4|ς2) ◦ ...
= val((ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); (ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); ...),

which means ∩(ς1; ς4; ς1; ς4, ς
ω
2 ) ≡ (ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); (ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); .... The semantics of p is given as:

val(p) = val(∩((ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); (ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); ..., ς3; ς̂4?ς5; ς3; ς3; ς3))

= val(ς1|ς2|ς3) ◦ val(∩((ς4|ς2); (ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); ..., ς̂4?ς5; ς3; ς3; ς3))

= val(ς1|ς2|ς3) ◦ val(ς4|ς2|ς5) ◦ val(∩((ς1|ς2); (ς4|ς2); ..., ς3; ς3; ς3))

= ...

= val(ς1|ς2|ς3) ◦ val(ς4|ς2|ς5) ◦ val(ς1|ς2|ς3) ◦ val(ς4|ς2|ς3) ◦ ....

The semantics of p equals to the semantics of an infinite trec program

(ς1|ς2|ς3); (ς4|ς2|ς5); (ς1|ς2|ς3); (ς4|ς2|ς3); ....

We define the set of trec programs of an SEP as the following definition.

Definition 3.13 (trec Set of SEPs). The trec set of an SEP p, denoted as τ(p), is inductively defined as485

follows:

(i) τ(µ) =df {µ}.

(ii) τ(a) =df {a}, where a ∈ {α, %&P?α}.

(iii) τ(p; q) =df {r1; r2 | r1 ∈ τ(p), r2 ∈ τ(q), r1 is finite} ∪ {r1 | r1 ∈ τ(p), r1 is infinite}.

(iv) τ(p ∪ q) =df τ(p) ∪ τ(q).490

(v) τ(p•) =df {r | r ∈ τ(pn) ∪ τ(pω), n ≥ 0}, where p0 = µ, pn = p; ...; p| {z }
n

and pω = p; p; ...| {z }
∞

.

(vi) τ(‖(p1, ..., pn)) =df {∩(r1, ..., rn) | r1 ∈ τ(p1), ..., rn ∈ τ(pn)}.

Intuitively, τ(p) defines the language of a program p, i.e., the set of all strings of p.
Based on Def. 3.12 and Def. 3.13, we define the semantics for parallel SEPs as the following definition.
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Definition 3.14 (Semantics of Parallel SEPs). For any programs p1, ..., pn,

val(‖(p1, ..., pn)) =df

[
r1∈τ(p1),...,rn∈τ(pn)

val(∩(r1, ..., rn)).

We use ‘≡’ to express that two programs p and q are semantically equivalent, i.e., p ≡ q iff val(p) = val(q).495

With the semantics of SEPs, now we introduce the notion of executable event in SEP, which is used in
the formal analysis of SEPs below.

Definition 3.15 (Executable Events). Given a trec program q, its executable events, denoted as Evt(q), is
defined as follows:

(i) Evt(µ) =df ∅.500

(ii) Evt(a) =df {a}, where a ∈ {α, %&P?α}.

(iii) Evt(q1; q2) =df Evt(q1) ∪ Evt(q2).

(iv) Evt(∩(q1, ..., qn)) =df Evt(q′; q′′), if ∩(q1, ..., qn) ≡ q′; q′′, Evt(∩(q1, ..., qn)) =df ∅ otherwise.

Given a program p, its executable events are the set of executable events of all of its trec programs, defined
as follows:

Evt(p) =df

[
r∈τ(p)

Evt(r).

An event a (where a ∈ {α, %&P?β}) is a current executable event of p iff there exists a trec program
q ∈ τ(p) such that q ≡ a; q′.505

Intuitively, an executable event of a program is an event that is possibly executed by the program at
some instant. A current executable event of a program is an executable event at the current instant.

The next proposition shows that the definitions of trec programs: Def. 3.10 and 3.13 are in accord with
our intuition about the language of SEPs. It says that the trec set of an SEP exactly captures all behaviours
of the SEP.510

Proposition 3.1 (A Relation between p and τ(p)). Given an SEP p, there is

val(p) =
[

r∈τ(p)

val(r).

Prop. 3.1 can be proved by induction on the syntactic structure of the program p according to Def. 3.9
- 3.14.

Proof. For the basic case, we take event α for an example, the cases for the skip program µ and the event
%&P?α are similar. Based on Def. 3.13, we have τ(α) = {α}, so obviously val(α) =

S
r∈τ(α) val(r) = val(α).

For the inductive case, we take the sequence program p; q for example, other cases are similar. Suppose515

val(p) =
S
r∈τ(p) val(r) and val(q) =

S
r∈τ(q) val(r) hold. According to Def. 3.9, we have val(p; q) = val(p) ◦

val(q) = (
S
r∈τ(p) val(r)) ◦ (

S
r∈τ(q) val(r)) =

S
r1∈τ(p),r2∈τ(q) val(r1) ◦ val(r2) =

S
r1∈τ(p),r2∈τ(q) val(r1; r2).

According to Def. 3.13, we immediately obtain the result.

Based on the semantics of SEPs we derive some semantic equivalence relations between programs, which520

play an important role in the rewrite rules for parallel SEPs later given in Section 4.3.

Proposition 3.2. For any SEPs p, q, r, p1, ..., pn, there are equivalence relations between SEPs listed as
follows:

(i) Relations for µ: µ; p ≡ p ≡ p;µ, µ• ≡ µ, ‖(p1, ..., pi−1, pi, pi+1, ..., pn) ≡ ‖(p1, ..., pi−1, pi+1, ..., pn)
(where pi = µ).525
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(ii) Associative law for ;: (p; q); r ≡ p; (q; r).

(iii) Commutative, associative laws for ∪: p ∪ q ≡ q ∪ p, (p ∪ q) ∪ r ≡ p ∪ (q ∪ r).

(iv) Distributive law of ; over ∪: (p ∪ q); r ≡ p; r ∪ q; r, r; (p ∪ q) ≡ (r; p) ∪ (r; q).

(v) Relation for •: p• ≡ µ ∪ p; p•.

(vi) Commutative law for ‖: ‖(p1, ..., pi, ..., pj , ..., pn) ≡ ‖(p1, ..., pj , ..., pi, ..., pn).530

(vii) Distributive law of ‖ over ∪: ‖(p1, ..., (pi,1 ∪ pi,2), ..., pn) ≡ ‖(p1, ..., pi,1, ..., pn) ∪ ‖(p1, ..., pi,2, ..., pn).

All relations in Prop. 3.2 can be directly obtained from the semantics of SEPs. (i)-(iv) and (vi) are
obvious. The relations in (i) shows that µ is a neural element for the sequential operator ;, the loop operator
• and the parallel operator ‖. Intuitively, in (v) the loop program p• executing for 0 or more times can be
split into a program executing for 0 time (µ) and a program executing for 1 or more times (p; p•). (vii) is a535

direct result of Def. 3.14.

The Proof of Prop. 3.2. We only give the proof for (v) as an example, other relations are similar. On the
one hand, according to Def. 3.9, we have val(p•) = (

S
n≥0 valn(p)) ∪ valω(p) = val0(p) ∪ (

S
n≥1 valn(p)) ∪

valω(p) = val(µ) ∪ (
S
n≥1 valn(p)) ∪ valω(p). On the other hand, we have val(p; p•) = val(p) ◦ val(p•) =

val(p)◦((
S
n≥0 valn(p))∪valω(p)) = (val(p)◦(

S
n≥0 valn(p)))∪(val(p)◦valω(p)) = (

S
n≥0 val(p)◦valn(p))∪540

(val(p) ◦ valω(p)) = (
S
n≥1 valn(p)) ∪ valω(p). So we have val(p•) = val(µ) ∪ val(p; p•) = val(µ ∪ p; p•).

3.3.2. Consistent SEPs

In synchronous models, due to the basic assumption that events can occur simultaneously at an instant,
the behaviour of programs may cause logical inconsistencies [28]. In SEP, similar problem exists because of545

the synchronous execution mechanism we introduce. We classify the logical inconsistencies in SEP into two
types:

(1) At some instant, there are two simultaneous assignments to a single variable or two occurrences of
a single signal. This must be avoided since in the combinational event, all events are assumed to be
executed simultaneously and there is no notion of micro steps with which the order between these550

events can be defined.

(2) At some instant, an event contradicts some condition of this event. This must be avoided because,
intuitively, a signal must be emitted right after its test condition is satisfied.

Based on these two types of logical inconsistencies, we formally define a set of consistent SEPs to confine
the semantics of SEPs given in Def. 3.9 and 3.12. In this paper, we only focus on the SEPs whose semantics555

matches the following definition.

Definition 3.16 (Consistent SEPs). An SEP p is consistent iff it satisfies the following properties:

(i) For any executable event a ∈ Evt(p), there exist at most one assignment x := e for each variable x,
and at most one signal ς!e for each signal ς.

(ii) For any parallel program ‖(p1, ..., pn) in p and any executable event a ∈ Evt(‖(p1, ..., pn)), for each560

signal ς in a, if ς appears in an event %?α′ in p1, ..., pn, then Mat(a, %) must hold.

In Def. 3.16, properties (i) and (ii) correspond to the types of logical inconsistencies (1) and (2) respec-
tively.

Example 3.10. Programs p1 = (x := 1|x := 2) and p2 = (ς!2|ς!3) are not consistent, since they do not
satisfy Def. 3.16 (i). Program p3 = ‖(ς̄1?ς2, ς̄2?ς1) is not consistent, since it does not satisfy Def. 3.16 (ii):565

on the one hand, its current executable event is (ς1|ς2) according to Def. 3.12, on the other hand, ς2 comes
from event ς̄1?ς2, but (ς1|ς2) does not satisfy ς̄1.
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In other synchronous languages like Esterel [12], a constructive semantics was proposed to preserve the
consistency of the program, where an algorithm was developed to check whether a program satisfies the
consistent properties (similar to the properties given in Def. 3.16). In this paper, we mainly focus on the570

CDL and its proof system, so instead of giving a constructive semantics of SEPs, we restrict ourselves to
focus only on the consistent SEPs.

3.3.3. Semantics of CDL

In Section 2.1, clock relations are defined under a schedule σ and a configuration Xσ. In order to introduce
clock relations into dynamic logic we define the semantics of clock relations in the Kripke frame of CDL.575

Definition 3.17 (Semantics of Clock Relations in Kripke Frames). Given a trace tr, the semantics of clock
relations tr �ccsl ξ is defined as:

tr �ccsl ξ iff for each i ∈ N+, tr(i) ∈ val(~(ξ)),

where the function ~(ξ) returns an AFOL formula that describes what should be held at each instant for each
clock relation. It is given as follows:

(1) ~(c1 ⊆ c2) =df c
s
1 = 1→ cs2 = 1.

(2) ~(c1 # c2) =df c
s
1 = 0 ∨ cs2 = 0.

(3) ~(c1 ≺ c2) =df c
n
1 > cn2 ∨ (cn1 = cn2 → cs1 = 0).580

(4) ~(c1 � c2) =df c
n
1 ≥ cn2 .

(5) ~(f(Rel1, ...,Reln) =df

^
1≤i≤n

~(Rel i).

A trace satisfies a clock relation iff each of its states (from the second state tr(1)) satisfies an AFOL
formula that exactly captures the corresponding condition of this clock relation in Table 1, which should
hold at each instant in a schedule. The semantics of val(~(ξ)) is defined in Def. 3.18 below.585

From Def. 3.17 we can see a connection between the semantics of clock relations in CCSL (Table 1) and
that in the Kripke frame of CDL, described in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3 (tr �ccsl ξ vs. σ �ccsl ξ). Any trace tr that satisfies tr(0)(cn) = 0 and tr(0)(cs) = 0 for
any clock c is called an initial trace. For any schedule σ, there exists an initial trace, denoted by trσ, such
that590

(i) σ(0) = ∅.

(ii) for each clock c and i ≥ 0, Xσ(c, i) = trσ(i)(cn).

(iii) for each clock c and i ≥ 0, c ∈ σ(i) iff trσ(i)(cs) = 1.

More, there is
trσ �ccsl ξ iff σ �ccsl ξ.

Given an initial trace tr0, if there exists a schedule σ0 such that tr0 = trσ, then we often denote this
schedule as σtr0 .595

Prop. 3.3 can be proved by induction on the structure of ξ based on Table 1, Def. 3.17 and Def. 3.18.

Proof. For basic cases, we take c1 ≺ c2 as an example, other basic cases are similar. On the one direction,
if trσ �ccsl c1 ≺ c2 holds, we now prove σ �ccsl c1 ≺ c2. By Def. 3.17 we have for any i ∈ N+, trσ(i) ∈
val(~(c1 ≺ c2)). According to the definition of ~ in Def. 3.17 and Def. 3.18 below we have trσ(i)(cn1 ) >
tr(i)(cn2 ) ∨ (trσ(i)(cn1 ) = trσ(i)(cn2 ) → trσ(i)(cs1) = 0) holds for any i ∈ N+. By the construction of trσ,600

we know that for any i ≥ 0, Xσ(c, i) = trσ(i)(cn) holds, where c ∈ {c1, c2}. Therefore, according to the
semantics of CCSL in Table 1, we get σ �ccsl c1 ≺ c2. The proof for the other direction is similar.

The inductive case ξ = f(Rel1, ...,Reln) is obvious.
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Prop. 3.3 says that for any schedule σ, we can have an initial trace trσ whose behaviour can be exactly
captured by σ. Moreover, the satisfaction relation trσ �ccsl ξ exactly captures the semantics of ξ in CCSL.605

When tr is not an initial trace, the schedule σtr satisfying conditions (i) - (iii) above does not exist. In
this case, tr �ccsl ξ actually captures partial information about the satisfaction σ �ccsl ξ of some schedule
σ, where ρ, one of suffixes of σ, satisfies conditions (ii) - (iii) above.

Fig. 9 shows a corresponding relation between a schedule σ and its corresponding initial trace trσ =
s0s1...si.... Intuitively, according to the semantics of SEPs, each state of the trace trσ exactly represents an610

instant in the schedule σ. The combinational event executed at the instant i (i ≥ 1) is αi.

s0

start

s1 s2

...
si

...

σ(0) = ∅ σ(1) σ(2) σ(i)

α1 α2 α3 αi αi+1

Figure 9: The corresponding relation between trace tr and schedule σtr

Example 3.11. For schedule σ = {}{c}, its corresponding initial trace is the trace tr = ss′ discussed
in Example 3.7, where Xσ(c, 0) = tr(0)(cn) = 0, Xσ(d, 0) = tr(0)(dn) = 0, Xσ(c, 1) = tr(1)(cn) = 1,
Xσ(d, 1) = tr(1)(dn) = 0. c, d /∈ σ(0) since tr(0)(cs) = tr(0)(ds) = 0, c ∈ σ(1) since tr(1)(cs) = 1.

Definition 3.18 (Semantics of CDL Formulae). Given a set of clocks C and a set of general variables Var,615

for any CDL formula φ, its semantics is given as a Kripke frame (S, val) defined as follows:

(i) val(tt) =df S.

(ii) val(E ≤ E′) =df {s | Evals(E) ≤ Evals(E
′)}.

(iii) val([p]ξ) =df {s | for all tr with s = trb and tr ∈ val(p), tr �ccsl ξ}.

(iv) val([p]φ) =df {s | for all tr ∈ val(p) with trb = s, if tre exists, then tre ∈ val(φ)}.620

(v) val(¬φ) =df {s | s /∈ val(φ)}.

(vi) val(φ ∧ ϕ) =df val(φ) ∩ val(ϕ).

(vii) val(∀x.φ) =df {s | for each v0 ∈ Z, s ∈ val(φ[v0/x])}.

We introduce a symbol |=cdl to express the satisfaction relation between a CDL formula φ and a state s in
set val(φ). s satisfies φ, denoted by s |=cdl φ, is defined as:

s |=cdl φ iff s ∈ val(φ).

If for all state s, s |=cdl φ holds, then φ is said to be valid, denoted as |=cdl φ.

The semantics of CDL formulae is based on states. In (iii), a trace satisfying a clock relation is from625

the second state of the trace due to Def. 3.17. So state s itself is unrelated to ξ. (iv)-(vii) are similar to
the definitions in FODL [20], except that the semantics of SEPs is based on traces. (iv) requires that the
trace must be finite, indicating that we only consider the partial correctness of φ for the program p: it only
matters whether φ holds on those states on which the program p terminates.

Fig. 10 gives an illustration of [p]φ and [p]ξ, where the snake arrow indicates an executing trace (which630

could be infinite) of the program. The blue states satisfy [p]φ (resp. [p]ξ), while the red states (resp. traces)
satisfy the formula φ (resp. the relation ξ).
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Figure 10: The semantics of formulae [p]φ and [p]ξ

4. The Proof System of CDL

In this section we propose a proof system of CDL, which provides a modular way of transforming a
CDL formula into QF-AFOL formulae. As indicated in Fig. 2, the proof system of CDL is based on that of635

FODL [20]. It consists of the rules for sequential SEPs and the rewrite rules for parallel SEPs. The rules for
sequential SEPs are mainly based on those for the program models of FODL. For parallel SEPs, the rewrite
rules provide an automatic way of transforming a parallel program into a sequential one.

In Section 4.1 we introduce a concept of sequent that is used in the rest of the section as a logical
argumentation to express proof rules. In Section 4.2 we build the rules for sequential SEPs, then in Section 4.3640

we build the rewrite rules for parallel SEPs and introduce the algorithms for reducing a program in parallel
form into a program in sequential form. In Section 4.4 we illustrate how to use this proof system to verify
CCSL specifications of synchronous systems by analyzing a simple example.

4.1. Sequent Calculus

A sequent, a concept first proposed by Gentzen [30], is a form to express logical formulae and their
proofs. A sequent is of the form

Γ⇒ ∆,

where Γ,∆ are two finite multi-sets of logical formulae. The semantics of sequent Γ⇒ ∆ is that of formula^
φ∈Γ

φ→
_
ϕ∈∆

ϕ,

meaning that if all formulae of Γ hold, then at least some formula of ∆ holds. When Γ or ∆ is empty, we645

use · to denote it.
A rule in sequent calculus is of the form:

Γ1 ⇒ ∆1 ... Γn ⇒ ∆n

Γ⇒ ∆ .

It means that if Γ1 ⇒ ∆1, ..., Γn ⇒ ∆n are all true, then Γ ⇒ ∆ is true. Each Γi ⇒ ∆i in the upper part

is called a premise, while Γ ⇒ ∆ in the lower part is called a conclusion. We use
Γ′ ⇒ ∆′

Γ⇒ ∆
to represent a

pair of sequent rules:
Γ′ ⇒ ∆′

Γ⇒ ∆
and

Γ⇒ ∆
Γ′ ⇒ ∆′

. It means that Γ⇒ ∆ is true iff Γ′ ⇒ ∆′ is true. Sometimes

we write
ϕ

φ if for all Γ and ∆,
Γ⇒ ϕ,∆

Γ⇒ φ,∆
holds. It is easy to prove that

ϕ

φ just means ϕ implies φ. We650

call Γ and ∆ the contexts of formula φ in sequent Γ⇒ φ,∆ or Γ, φ⇒ ∆.
The derivation of a sequent forms a proof tree, where each node is a sequent. A derivation can be

expressed in the form:
ζ1, ..., ζn

ζ
(r), where nodes ζ, ζ1,...,ζn are sequents, r is the name of the rule. We use

ζ1, ..., ζn
ζ

(r1, ..., rm) to express a series of derivations of the rules r1, ..., rm (m ≥ 1). It means from node ζ,

by applying rules r1, ..., rm, we obtain nodes ζ1, ..., ζn.655
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4.2. Proof Rules for Sequential SEPs

The proof rules for sequential SEPs consist of: (1) the special rules for combinational events and formulae
of the form [p]ξ; (2) the rules inherited from FODL for formulae of the form [p]φ, and other FOL rules.

4.2.1. Special Rules for CDL

Table 3 gives the special rules in CDL, where rules (π[]), (φ[]), (π〈〉), (φ〈〉), (P?[]), (πµ[]) and (µ[]) are for660

combinational events, other rules are for formulae of the form [p]ξ. The rules for formulae of the form 〈p〉 ∼ ξ
can be derived from the corresponding rules in Table 3. They are given in Table A.11 in Appendix A.2.

In rule (π[]), we set α = (c|x := e) as an example of combinational events. The ellipses ‘......’ mean
that we omit the discussion about other signals and assignments in α. Intuitively, rule (π[]) says that
under some contexts Γ and ∆, formula [α]ξ holds iff the premise holds, where all dynamic variables (cn,665

cs, x, dsi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n) are updated with new values according to α, and their old values are stored in a set
of new variables V ′. The vector equivalence (x1, ..., xn) = (e1, ..., en) is a shorthand for the equivalences
x1 = e1, ..., xn = en. d1, ..., dn are all clocks not appearing in α. C(α) and V(α) represent the set of all
clocks and the set of all dynamic variables in α respectively. V ′ is the set of new variables corresponding to
V : for each variable x ∈ V , there is a new variable x′ (with respect to Γ, [α]ξ,∆) corresponding to it. The670

function ~ (Def. 3.17) maps each clock relation to an AFOL formula which should hold at state s′.
Rules (π〈〉), (φ[]) and (φ〈〉) are similar to rule (π[]). We omit their explanations here.

Example 4.1. Given the program (ςc|x := x+ 1) of Example 3.7, consider a CCSL specification [(ςc|x :=
x + 1)]c � d under the contexts Γ = {cn = 0, cs = 0, dn = 0, ds = 0, x = 2, y = 0} and ∆ = ∅, by applying
rule (π[]), we have the derivation8<

:
(cn)′ = 0, (cs)′ = 0,

dn = 0, (ds)′ = 0,

x′ = 2, y = 0

9=
; ,

cn = (cn)′ + 1, cs = 1, x = x′ + 1,

ds = 0
⇒ cn ≥ dn

cn = 0, cs = 0, dn = 0, ds = 0, x = 2, y = 0⇒ [(ςc|x := x+ 1)]c � d
(π[])

where (cn)′, (cs)′, (ds)′, x′ are new variables corresponding to cn, cs, ds, x respectively. The formulae in Γ
that depend on the old value of each variable is given in braces ‘{}’ in the premise. y is a static variable. By
rule (π[]), the formula [(ςc|x := x+ 1)]c � d is transformed into a set of QF-AFOL formulae in the premise.675

Rule (P?[]) says that under any contexts, the formula [P?α]A is true iff if P is true, then [α]A is true.
When P is false, the program P?α reaches a deadlock, so [P?α]A always holds. Rule (πµ[]) says that when
a program is a skip program, [µ]ξ always holds. This is because the skip program µ neither does anything
nor consumes time. From another perspective, tr �ccsl ξ always holds for a trace tr with length 1. Rule
(µ[]) is obviously sound because the state does not change after the execution of µ.680

Rules (π[; ]), (π[∪]), (π[•]u) and (π[•]i) for the formula [p]ξ are modular rules and they are inspired by
the rules for the temporal formula �φ proposed in [31]. Rule (π[; ]) means that every trace of p; q satisfies
ξ iff every trace of p satisfies ξ, and after p every trace of q satisfies ξ. Rule (π[∪]) says that every trace of
p ∪ q satisfies ξ iff every trace of p and q satisfies ξ. Rule (π[•]u) unwinds the operator •. It means that to
prove the traces of p satisfy ξ we only need to show all traces with length ≥ 2 (i.e., the traces of p; p•) satisfy685

ξ. Rule (π[•]i) states that ξ holds along all traces of p•, iff after all times of repetitions of p (i.e., again, p•),
ξ holds along all traces of p. Fig. 11 gives a graphical illustration of these 4 rules, where red traces satisfy
ξ, the states are tagged with the formulae that they satisfy.

4.2.2. Rules from FODL

Table 4 gives the rules for formulae of the form [p]φ. They are directly inherited from FODL [20]. The690

only slight difference is that the loop program p• in SEP allows p to execute for infinitely many times, which
is different from the program p∗ in FODL. However, the rules for p• share the same form as the rules for p∗

in FODL because we only consider the partial correctness of the program p•. In other words, it is enough
to only consider finite traces of p•.
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[p; q]ξ

[q]ξ

p

ξ

q

p; q

[p ∪ q]ξ p

q

ξ

p ∪ q
[p•]ξ [p•]ξ

p

p•

ξ

p•

[p•]ξ

[p]ξ

p•

ξ

p

p•

(π[; ]) (π[∪]) (π[•]u) (π[•]i)

Figure 11: Graphical illustrations of rules (π[; ]), (π[∪]), (π[•]u) and (π[•]i)

Other rules for formulae of the form 〈p〉φ can be derived from the corresponding rules in Table 4. They695

are given in Table A.11 in Appendix A.2.
As shown in Table 4, rule ([; ]) describes that φ holds after p; q iff [q]φ holds after p. Rule ([∪]) says φ

holds after p ∪ q iff φ holds after p, and also holds after q. Rule ([•]u) means that φ holds after all times of
repetitions of p, iff φ holds at the current state, and φ holds after p; p•. Fig. 12 gives a graphical illustration
of rules ([; ]), ([∪]) and ([•]u), where each red state satisfies the formula φ.700

[p; q]φ

[q]φ φ

p q

p; q

[p ∪ q]φ
φ

φ

p

q p ∪ q
φ

[p•]φ [p; p•]φ

φ
p p•

p•

[p•]φ

ϕ ϕ→ φ ϕ→ φ

φ→ [p]φ

φ
p•

p•

p

p•

([; ]) ([∪]) ([•]u) ([•]i)

Figure 12: Graphical illustrations of rules ([; ]), ([∪]), ([•]u) and ([•]i)

Rules ([]gen) and (〈〉gen) strengthen the conclusions by extending the proposition φ→ ϕ into dynamic
situations. Rule ([]gen) (resp. (〈〉gen)) expresses that if φ → ϕ holds under any contexts, then under the
contexts Γ and ∆ after all (resp. some) executions of p, φ implies ϕ. Fig. 13 gives an intuitive illustration
of rule ([]gen), where the red states satisfy the formula φ → ϕ, and the blue state satisfies the formula
[p]φ→ [p]ϕ.705

φ→ ϕ

φ→ ϕ

φ→ ϕ

φ→ ϕ `

[p]φ→ [p]ϕ

p

p
p

· ⇒ φ→ ϕ ` Γ⇒ [p]φ→ [p]ϕ,∆

Figure 13: Graphical illustrations of rule ([]gen)

Rule ([•]ind) is the mathematical induction by the number of repetitions of the program p: to prove
φ holds after all repetitions (including 0) under the given contexts Γ and ∆, we need to prove that under
any contexts, if φ holds, then it also holds after p. Rule (〈•〉con) is from the Harel’s convergence rule in
[20] where the integer x indicates the existing number of the repetitions of p. Its meaning is similar to rule
([•]ind) and we omit it here. Rules ([•]i) and (〈•〉i) are for eliminating the star operator • in practical710

verification. They can be derived by rules ([•]ind) and (〈•〉con) with the generalization rules ([]gen) and
(〈〉gen) (see [20, 32]). ϕ is a loop invariant of p. Rule ([•]i) says that to prove φ holds after all repetitions of
p under the given contexts Γ and ∆, we need to prove that there exists an invariant ϕ such that: (i) ϕ holds
under the contexts Γ and ∆. (ii) Under any contexts, if ϕ holds, then ϕ holds after p as well. (iii) Under
any contexts, ϕ implies φ. Figure ([•]i) of Fig. 12 gives a graphical illustration of rule ([•]i), where the red715

states satisfy the formula φ, the blue states satisfy the formula ϕ→ φ, the green state satisfies the formula
φ→ [p]φ. The explanation of rule (〈•〉i) is similar to rule ([•]i), where we need a number x to indicate the
number of repetitions of p before it terminates. Without x the premise might become too strong so that its
falsehood does not imply the falsehood of the conclusion. We omit its explanation here.
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Γ[V ′/V ], cn = (cn)′ + 1, cs = 1, x = e′[V ′/V ], ......, (ds1, ..., d
s
n) = (0, ..., 0)| {z }

n

⇒ ~(ξ),∆[V ′/V ]

Γ⇒ [α]ξ,∆
(π[])

where α = (ςc!e | x := e′ |......). {d1, ..., dn} = C − C(α). V = V(α),

V ′ is the set of new variables (w.r.t. Γ, [α]ξ,∆) corresponding to V.

Γ[V ′/V ], cn = (cn)′ + 1, cs = 1, x = e′[V ′/V ], ......, (ds1, ..., d
s
n) = (0, ..., 0)| {z }

n

⇒ φ,∆[V ′/V ]

Γ⇒ [α]φ,∆
(φ[])

where α = (ςc!e | x := e′ |......). {d1, ..., dn} = C − C(α). V = V(α),

V ′ is the set of new variables (w.r.t. Γ, [α]ξ,∆) corresponding to V.

Γ[V ′/V ], cn = (cn)′ + 1, cs = 1, x = e′[V ′/V ], ......, (ds1, ..., d
s
n) = (0, ..., 0)| {z }

n

⇒ ¬~(ξ)⇒ ∆[V ′/V ]

Γ⇒ 〈α〉∼ ξ ⇒ ∆
(π〈〉)

where α = (ςc!e | x := e′ |......). {d1, ..., dn} = C − C(α). V = V(α),

V ′ is the set of new variables (w.r.t. Γ, 〈α〉ξ,∆) corresponding to V.

Γ[V ′/V ], cn = (cn)′ + 1, cs = 1, x = e′[V ′/V ], ......, (ds1, ..., d
s
n) = (0, ..., 0)| {z }

n

⇒ φ,∆[V ′/V ]

Γ⇒ 〈α〉φ,∆
(φ〈〉)

where α = (ςc!e | x := e′ |......). {d1, ..., dn} = C − C(α). V = V(α),

V ′ is the set of new variables (w.r.t. Γ, 〈α〉ξ,∆) corresponding to V.

P → [α]A

[P?α]A
(P?[])

tt

[µ]ξ
(πµ[])

φ

[µ]φ
(µ[])

where A ∈ {ξ, φ}

[p]ξ ∧ [p][q]ξ

[p; q]ξ
(π[;])

[p]ξ ∧ [q]ξ

[p ∪ q]ξ
(π[∪])

[p; p•]ξ

[p•]ξ
(π[•]u)

[p•][p]ξ

[p•]ξ
(π[•]i)

Table 3: Rules for combinational events and formulae [p]ξ
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[p][q]φ

[p; q]φ
([;])

[p]φ ∧ [q]φ

[p ∪ q]φ
([∪])

φ ∧ [p; p•]φ

[p•]φ
([•]u)

· ⇒ φ→ ϕ

Γ⇒ [p]φ→ [p]ϕ,∆
([]gen)

· ⇒ φ→ ϕ

Γ⇒ 〈p〉φ→ 〈p〉ϕ,∆
(〈〉gen)

· ⇒ φ→ [p]φ

Γ⇒ φ→ [p•]φ,∆
([•]ind)

· ⇒ ∀x > 0.(φ(x)→ 〈p〉φ(x− 1))

Γ⇒ ∃x ≥ 0.φ(x)→ ∃x ≤ 0.〈p•〉φ(x),∆
(〈•〉con)

Γ⇒ ϕ,∆ · ⇒ ϕ→ [p]ϕ · ⇒ ϕ→ φ

Γ⇒ [p•]φ,∆
([•]i)

Γ⇒ ∃x ≥ 0.ϕ(x),∆ · ⇒ ∀x > 0.(ϕ(x)→ 〈p〉ϕ(x− 1)) · ⇒ ∃x ≤ 0.ϕ(x)→ φ

Γ⇒ 〈p•〉φ,∆
(〈•〉i)

Table 4: Rules for formulae [p]φ inherited from FODL

4.2.3. Other FOL Rules720

Other FOL rules are listed in Table 5. As indicated in Fig. 1, after a QF-AFOL formula is obtained we can
adopt SMT-checking procedure to check its validity. Since the SMT-checking procedure is independent from
the CDL proof system itself, we propose an oracle rule (o) in our proof system to indicate the termination of
the proof. We assume that the validity of this QF-AFOL formula can be checked in a “black box” through
an SMT-checking procedure. Other rules comes from the traditional FOL and we omit their explanations.725

|=cdl

V
φ∈Γ φ→

W
ϕ∈∆ ϕ

Γ⇒ ∆
(o)

Γ,∆ are multi-sets of QF-AFOL formulae.

Γ, φ⇒ φ,∆
(ax)

Γ⇒ φ,∆ Γ, φ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆
(cut)

Γ,¬φ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ φ,∆
(¬r)

Γ⇒ ¬φ,∆
Γ, φ⇒ ∆

(¬l)
Γ⇒ φ,∆ Γ⇒ ϕ,∆

Γ⇒ φ ∧ ϕ,∆
(∧r)

Γ, φ, ϕ⇒ ∆

Γ, φ ∧ ϕ⇒ ∆
(∧l)

Γ⇒ φ[x′/x],∆

Γ⇒ ∀xφ,∆
(∀r)

Γ,∀xφ, φ[E/x]⇒ ∆

Γ,∀xφ⇒ ∆
(∀l)

Γ⇒ φ, ϕ,∆

Γ⇒ φ ∨ ϕ,∆
(∨r)

Γ, φ⇒ ∆ Γ, ϕ⇒ ∆

Γ, φ ∨ ϕ⇒ ∆
(∨l)

Γ, φ⇒ ϕ,∆

Γ⇒ φ→ ϕ,∆
(→r)

Γ⇒ φ,∆ Γ, ϕ⇒ ∆

Γ, φ→ ϕ⇒ ∆
(→l)

Γ⇒ φ[E/x],∆

Γ⇒ ∃xφ,∆
(∃r)

Γ,∃xφ, φ[x′/x]⇒ ∆

Γ,∃xφ⇒ ∆
(∃l)

where x′ is new w.r.t. Γ, φ and ∆, φ[E/x] is admissible.

Table 5: FOL Rules
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4.3. Rewrite Rules for Parallel SEPs

For parallel SEPs, generally if no additional information about the interaction between parallel SEPs is
provided, the only way for proving the specifications of parallel SEPs is to first reduce a parallel SEP into
a sequential one, then apply the rules for sequential SEPs given in Section 4.2. We propose rewrite rules
for parallel SEPs, which associate algorithms to provide an automatic mechanism for program reductions in730

the proof procedure.

(r)
φ{q}
φ{p}

if p q

(r ‖α) ‖(p1, ..., pn) Inter(‖(p1, ..., pn))
where all pi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are not in the form q• or q•; r

(r ‖ •1) ‖(p1, ..., q
•, ..., pn) Exp(‖(p1, ..., ?(q

•), ..., pn))

(r ‖ •2) ‖(p1, ..., q
•; r, ..., pn) Exp(‖(p1, ..., ?(q

•); r, ..., pn))

Table 6: Rewrite rules for parallel SEPs

4.3.1. Rewrite Rules

The rewrite rules for parallel SEPs are given in Table 6. The rewrite relation p q is read as “p can be
reduced to q”. The soundness of the rewrite relation means that if p q, then p ≡ q.

Rule (r) shows how rewrite rules can be applied in the derivation of CDL formulae. It means that if p
can be reduced to q, then it does not change the meaning of the formula φ by replacing p with q in φ. A
program hole φ{ } is defined as follows:

φ{ } ::=[p{ }]ξ | [p{ }]ϕ | ¬φ{ } | φ{ } ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∧ φ{ } | ∀x.φ{ },

where ϕ is a CDL formula, p{ } is defined as:

p{ } ::= | %&P?p{ } | q; p{ } | p{ }; q | q ∪ p{ } | p{ } ∪ q |
(p{ })• | ‖(q1, ..., p{ }, ..., qn).

‘ ’ represents a place that can be filled by a program.735

Rule (r ‖α) transforms a parallel SEP into a sequential one. It requires that in the parallel SEP, all
programs p1, ..., pn must not be in the forms q• and q•; r. Procedure Inter is for computing the current
executable event (Def. 3.15) of the parallel SEP.

Example 4.2. Given a parallel SEP p = ‖((ςr; q1), (ς̂r?α1; q2)), we consider a sequent ϕ⇒ [p]cr ≺ co. Since
Inter(p) = (ςr|α1); ‖(q1, q2), so by applying rule (r ‖α) we can make the derivation

ϕ⇒ [(ςr|α1); ‖(q1, q2)]cr ≺ co
ϕ⇒ [p]cr ≺ co

(r ‖α,r)

where we reduce p into a sequential program (ςr|α1); ‖(q1, q2).

During the proof of a parallel SEP specification, when there exists loop programs of the forms q• and740

q•; r appearing in the parallel SEP, the proof procedure might not terminate if we do not eliminate the
loop operator • of programs q• and q•; r in the reduction procedure (as shown in Example 4.3 below).
Therefore, we propose rules (r ‖ •1) and (r ‖ •2) to handle this problem. Rules (r ‖ •1) and (r ‖ •2) deal with
the situations where some program among the programs p1, ..., pn is of the form q• or q•; r. In these two
rules, an expansion procedure (Exp) is built to eliminate the loop operator • (tagged by a symbol ?). It745

returns an equivalent sequential SEP which does not contain the loop programs q• and q•; r.
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Example 4.3. Consider a sequent Γ⇒ [‖((ςc1)•, (ςc2)•)]c1 ≺ c2, since

Inter(‖((ςc1)•, (ςc2)•)) = ςc1 ; (ςc1)• ∪ ςc2 ; (ςc2)• ∪ (ςc1 |ςc2); ‖((ςc1)•, (ςc2)•),

by applying rule (r ‖α), we have the derivation as follows:

Γ⇒ [ςc1 ; (ςc1)•]c1 ≺ c2 Γ⇒ [ςc2 ; (ςc2)•]c1 ≺ c2
Γ⇒ [(ςc1 |ςc2)]c1 ≺ c2 2© Γ⇒ [‖((ςc1)•, (ςc2)•)]c1 ≺ c2

Γ⇒ [(ςc1 |ςc2); ‖((ςc1)•, (ςc2)•)]c1 ≺ c2
(π[;],∧r)

Γ⇒ [ςc1 ; (ςc1)• ∪ ςc2 ; (ςc2)• ∪ (ςc1 |ςc2); ‖((ςc1)•, (ςc2)•)]c1 ≺ c2
([∪])

1© Γ⇒ [‖((ςc1)•, (ςc2)•)]c1 ≺ c2
(r ‖α,r)

where in this proof tree the formulae at node 2© and node 1© are the same. Thus the proof procedure will
never terminate.750

4.3.2. Algorithms in Rewrite Rules

The algorithms we present are in pseudo-code style where we freely use abstract variables and data
structures such as sets, functions, etc. We use control statements in bold type like if...then...else..., re-
turn..., continue... and so on. We use ‘←’ to mean the assignment, and ‘=’ to mean the logical judgment
that two objects are equivalent or not. “/ ∗ ... ∗ /” denotes the remarks. For example, in Algorithm 1755

below, p ← ‖(p1, ..., pn) means that a program ‖(p1, ..., pn) is assigned to a program variable named p; In
Algorithm 4 below, we use Υ← Υ− {q} to express removing the element q from the set Υ.

The main function of the procedure Inter is to transform a parallel SEP into a sequential one. As
Algorithm 1 shows, procedure Inter is mainly based on the synchronous communication mechanism defined
in Def. 3.12. The main idea behind procedure Inter is as follows: (i) (line 2) We first apply procedure Trans760

to each sub program of u1, ..., un, and reduce them into one of the forms µ, p∪q, α; q or %&P?α; q; (ii) (lines
2 - 3) if there exists a program of the form p ∪ q after the transformation, then we transform the program
according to the distributive law of ‖ in Prop. 3.2; (iii) (lines 5 - 8) if all programs are of the form µ, α; q or
%&P?α; q, then like what we did in Def. 3.12 we set a as the current observed event of the program p and
return the result of procedure Com.765

Procedures Trans and Com are given in Algorithm 2 and 3 respectively. The main function of procedure
Trans is to reduce a program into one of the forms µ, p ∪ q, α; q or %&P?α; q by applying the laws in
Prop. 3.2. In Algorithm 2, lines 2-3, line 4, line 5 and lines 6-7 correspond to the laws (i), (ii), (iv) and (v)

Algorithm 1 Procedure Inter

1: procedure Inter(p = ‖(u1, ..., un))
2: let p1 ← Trans(u1), ..., pn ← Trans(un), p← ‖(p1, ..., pn)
3: if there is an r such that p = ‖(p1, ..., r, ..., pn) and r = pi,1 ∪ pi,2 then
4: return Inter(‖(p1, ..., pi,1, ..., pn))∪Inter(‖(p1, ..., pi,2, ..., pn))
5: else /*all pi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are of the form α; q or %&P?α; q*/
6: find all pk1

, ..., pkm in p1, ..., pn such that pk1
= ak1

; p′k1
, ..., pkm = akm ; p′km

(akj
∈ {αkj

, Pkj
?αkj

}, 1 ≤ j ≤ m)

7: let a← Mer(ak1
, ..., akm )

8: return Com(‖(p1, ..., pn), a)

Algorithm 2 Procedure Trans
1: procedure Trans(p)
2: if p = µ; q then return Trans(q)
3: else if p = µ• then return µ
4: else if p = (p1; p2); p3 then return Trans(p1; p2; p3)
5: else if p = (p1 ∪ p2); p3 then return p1; p3 ∪ p2; p3
6: else if p = q• (or p = q•; r) then
7: return µ ∪ q; q• (or r ∪ q; q•; r)
8: else if p = ‖(p1, ..., pn) (or p = ‖(p1, ..., pn); q) then
9: p← Inter(‖(p1, ..., pn)), return p (or Trans(p; q))

10: else /*p is of the form α, µ, α; q or %&P?α; q*/
11: return p
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Algorithm 3 Procedure Com
1: procedure Com(‖(p1, ..., pn), a)
2: if there is an r = pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) in p1, ..., pn such that r = µ then
3: return Com(‖(p1, ..., pi−1, pi+1, ..., pn), a) /*remove r from p1, ..., pn*/
4: else if there exist r1, ..., rm in p1, ..., pn such that rk = %k&Pk?βk; qk (1 ≤ k ≤ m) then
5: if Mat(a, %k) holds for all 1 ≤ k ≤ m then
6: for each k do let r′k ← Pk?Sub(βk, a, %k);Sub(qk, a, %k)

7: let a′ ← Mer(P1?Sub(β1, a, %1), ..., Pm?Sub(βm, a, %m), a)
8: return Com(‖(p1, ..., r′1, ..., r

′
m, ..., pn), a′)

9: else /*there exists 1 ≤ k ≤ m such that ¬Mat(a, %k) holds*/
10: return ‡ /*the program reaches a deadlock*/

11: else /*for all p1, ..., pn, p1 = a1; p′1,...,pn = an; p′n (aj ∈ {αj , Pj?αj}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n)*/
12: return a; ‖(p′1, ..., p

′
n)

of Prop. 3.2 respectively. If the program is of the form ‖(p1, ..., pn) or ‖(p1, ..., pn); q (lines 8-9), then we
need to call another procedure Inter to further deal with the parallel part.770

Procedure Com in Algorithm 3 is just an implementation of the function Com defined in Def. 3.12.
Lines 2-3, lines 5-8, lines 9-10 and lines 11-12 correspond to the conditions (i), (ii)(1), (ii)(2) and (iii) in
Def. 3.12 respectively. The main difference is when the program reaches a deadlock, procedure Com returns
the miracle program ‡, whose semantics corresponds to an empty set ∅.

Example 4.4. Consider the digital filter program DF in Example 3.1, write Fil and Fee as: Fil = (ςr; p1)•; ‡
and Fee = (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡, where p1 = ς̂p?ε; ς̂p?ε; ς̂e?ςo, q1 = (P1?α2 ∪ P2α3)•; f = 1?ςe. The execution
procedure of Inter(DF ) is shown below:

Inter : DF = ‖((ςr; p1)•; ‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)
−→l2,I ‖(Trans((ςr; p1)•; ‡),Trans((ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡))

−→l6−7,T ‖(‡ ∪ (ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡, ‡ ∪ (ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)
−→l4,I Inter(‖(‡, ‡)) ∪ Inter(‖(‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡))∪ (1)

Inter(‖((ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡, ‡))∪
Inter(‖((ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡))

−→ ... −→ H(‡) ∪ a′; ‖(p1; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡) (2)

where the execution procedure of Inter(‖((ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)) is as follows:

Inter : ‖((ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)
−→l2,I ‖(Trans((ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡),Trans((ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡))
−→l4,T ‖(ςr; p1; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, ς̂r?α1; q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)
−→l5−8,I Com(‖(ςr; p1; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, ς̂r?α1; q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡), a) (3)

−→l5−8,C Com(‖(ςr; p1; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, α1; q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡), a′) (4)

−→l11−12,C a′; ‖(p1; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)
−→ a′; ‖(p1; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)

The flow F : X1 −→ X2 −→ ... −→ Xn explains how a data X1 evolves as the procedure F executes.775

X −→lx−y,F Y (F ∈ {I, T, C}) means that from X, by executing the code from line x to line y of the
procedure F , we obtain Y . The symbols I, T, C stand for procedures Inter, Trans and Com respectively.
For example, from (3), by lines 5-8 of procedure Com, we obtain (4), where a = ςr and a′ = (ςr|α1).
At (1) we see that the program DF is split into 4 parts, linked by ∪. From (1), after several steps of
executing Inter recursively, we obtain (2) as the final result. Here we only focus on the detailed procedure780

of the last part Inter(‖((ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)), since other 3 parts: Inter(‖(‡, ‡)),
Inter(‖(‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1); (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)) and Inter(‖((ςr; p1); (ςr; p1)•; ‡, ‡)) return miracle programs as they all
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Algorithm 4 Procedure Exp
1: procedure Exp(p) /*p = ‖(q1, ..., pi = ?(q•); r, ..., qn)*/
2: Ξ← ∅ /*programs already treated*/
3: Υ← p /*programs remained to be treated*/
4: E ← ∅ /*the set of equations*/
5: while Υ 6= ∅ do
6: choose a program q ∈ Υ, Υ← Υ− {q}, Ξ← Ξ ∪ {q}
7: q′ ← Inter(q) /*q′ = t1 ∪ ... ∪ tn (n ≥ 1), each ti is of the form a or a; q′′, where a ∈ {α, %&P?α}*/
8: E ← E ∪ {q ≡ q′} /*build equation and add it to E*/
9: for each ti in q′ = t1 ∪ ... ∪ tn (1 ≤ i ≤ n) do

10: if ti = a; q′′ ∧ Tag(q′′) ∧ q′′ /∈ Ξ then
11: Υ← Υ ∪ {q′′} /*further reduce other programs not treated before*/

12: return Solv(E)

begin with a program of the form ff ?α. For example, for the first part, we have Inter(‡, ‡) = ‡. Generally,
we denote any miracle program as H(‡).

Procedure Exp (in Algorithm4) is mainly based on the Brzozowski’s method for transforming a regular785

language into an equivalent finite automaton [33]. It continuously reduces the parallel program until a set of
equations is formed. By solving this equations using Arden’s rule (Prop. 4.1 below), procedure Exp returns
the sequential program in which the target loop operator (tagged by ?) has been eliminated.

The main idea behind Exp is as follows: (i) (lines 2-4) We initialize the sets Ξ, Υ and E ; (ii) (lines 6-8)
we reduce the current program q into the form q′ = t1∪ ...∪ tn by procedure Inter , and we build an equation790

q ≡ q′; (iii) (lines 9-11) for any ti of the form a; q′′, if q′′ still contains the target loop operator inside and
has not been reduced yet, we further reduce q′′; (iv) (line 12) we solve the set of equations E in procedure
Solv . The function Tag(p) returns true if the target loop program is in p.

Example 4.5. Following Example 4.4, we consider the execution procedure of Exp(DF ) (where DF =
‖(?(ςr; p1)•; ‡, (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)) as follows:

Exp : ∅
−→l5−11,E w1 ≡ H1(‡) ∪ (ςr|α1);w2

−→l5−11,E w2 ≡ H2(‡) ∪ P1?α2;w3 ∪ P2?α3;w3

−→l5−11,E w3 ≡ ‡ ∪ P1?α2;w4 ∪ P2?α3;w4

−→l5−11,E w4 ≡ H3(‡) ∪ f = 1?(ςo|ςe);w1

where programs w1, w2, w3, w4 are listed in the following table:

w1 = DF w2 = ‖(p1; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)
w3 = ‖(ςp?ε; ς̂e?ςo; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡) w4 = ‖(ς̂e?ςo; (ςr; p1)•; ‡, q1; (ς̂r?α1; q1)•; ‡)795

In the flow above, at each step the data represents the equation Exp generated at the current loop. The
symbol E stands for Exp. For example, at the first step, by executing lines 5-11 of procedure Exp, we
obtain the equation w1 ≡ H1(‡) ∪ (ςr|α1);w2. The program H1(‡) ∪ (ςr|α1);w2 is just the result returned
by Inter(DF ) in Example 4.4. The explicit structure of the miracle programs H1(‡), H2(‡) and H3(‡) are
omitted because their semantics are just equivalent to ‡.800

Procedure Solv describes the process of solving the equations obtained from procedure Exp. It turns out
to be a standard procedure for solving the algebra equations using Arden’s rule [34]. In SEP, Arden’s rule
can be stated as the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1 (Arden’s Rule in SEP). Given any SEPs p and q with q 6≡ µ,

X ≡ q•; p is the only solution of X ≡ p ∪ q;X.
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Algorithm 5 Procedure Solv

1: procedure Solv(E)
2: equations in E are listed below, where pij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) is of the form a1 ∪ ... ∪ ao, ak ∈ {α, P?α} (1 ≤ k ≤ o):

w1 ≡ γ1 ∪ p11;w1 ∪ p12;w2 ∪ ... ∪ p1n;wn (1)

w2 ≡ γ2 ∪ p21;w1 ∪ p22;w2 ∪ ... ∪ p2n;wn (2)

...

wn ≡ γn ∪ pn1;w1 ∪ pn2;w2 ∪ ... ∪ pnn;wn (n)

3: for each k, k = n, n− 1, ..., 2, 1 do
4: substitute wk+1, ..., wn in equation (k) and transform it into the form wk ≡ p ∪ q;wk.
5: apply Arden’s rule, eliminate wk on the right side of wk ≡ p ∪ q;wk and get wk ≡ q•; p.
6: return w1

Proof Sketch. The proof of Prop. 4.1 is quite straight forward because according to the syntax of SEPs
(Def. 3.1), SEP is in fact a sub-language of an omega language whose syntax is just the same as the syntax805

of SEPs except that we define p∗ and pω instead of p•. p∗ is the finite loop program as we saw in FODL
while the infinite word pω represents the program that executes p for infinite times. With p∗ and pω, the
infinite loop program p• in SEP can be expressed as: p• = p∗ ∪ pω. The omega language follows the theory
of the omega algebra proposed in [35], according to which it is not hard to see that the programs q∗; p and
(q∗ ∪ qω); p are the least and greatest solutions of the equation X ≡ p ∪ q;X. Thus except for q•; p (note810

that q• ≡ q∗ ∪ qω), we cannot find other solutions between q∗; p and (q∗ ∪ qω); p in SEPs.

Example 4.6. Continuing the Example 4.5, the flow of solving the equations obtained in Exp(DF ) is
described as follows:

Solv : ∅, k = 5

−→l4−5,S w4 ≡ H3 ∪ u1;w1, k = 4 (1)

−→l4−5,S w3 ≡ ‡ ∪ (a1 ∪ a2);H3 ∪ (a1 ∪ a2);u1;w1, k = 3 (2)

−→l4−5,S w2 ≡ H4 ∪ (a1 ∪ a2); (a1 ∪ a2);u1;w1, k = 1

−→l4−5,S w1 ≡ H1 ∪ u2;H4 ∪ u2; (a1 ∪ a2); (a1 ∪ a2);u1;w1, k = 0 (3)

−→l4−5,S w1 ≡ (u2; (a1 ∪ a2); (a1 ∪ a2);u1)•; (H1 ∪ u2;H4), k = 0 (4)

where a1 = P1?α2, a2 = P2?α3, u1 = (f = 1)?(ςo|ςe), u2 = (ςr|α1), H4 = H2 ∪ (a1 ∪ a2); ‡ ∪ (a1 ∪ a2); (a1 ∪
a2);H3.

The flow shows the value of k and the equation dealt with in each loop on lines 3−6 in Solv. The symbol
S stands for Solv. For example, from (1) to (2), after executing lines 4-5 of Solv, we obtain the equation
w3 ≡ ... by substituting w4 with H3 ∪ u1;w1. From (3) to (4), we obtain the final program w1 by applying
Arden’s rule (Prop. 4.1) to (3). Note that H1 ∪ u2;H4 is a miracle program, since H1 ∪ u2;H4 ≡ ‡. The
program can be further simplified before returned, and we finally get

Exp(DF ) = (u2; (a1 ∪ a2); (a1 ∪ a2);u1)•; ‡.

4.4. An Example

At the end of this section, we give a complete example of verifying a CCSL specification of a synchronous
system in CDL. In the digital filter system given in Example 3.1, consider a CCSL specification expressed
in a CDL formula as follows:

I → [DF ]cr ≺ co.

It means that if I holds, then all executing traces of the program DF satisfy the clock relation cr ≺ co. I is
the initial condition of clock-related variables of the program, let

I =
^

c∈{ce,cp,cr,co}

(cn = 0 ∧ cs = 0).
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This specification is illustrated as the red arrows in Fig. 6, which means only after the “Ready” message815

has been sent, the output can be generated through port o. It is a simple unbounded CCSL specification,
which captures an important safety property in synchronous systems.

V
ϕ∈Γ2

ϕ→ ~(cr ≺ co)
Γ2 ⇒ ~(cr ≺ co)

(o)

ϕ1 ⇒ [(ςr|α1)]cr ≺ co
(π[])

10© ...

Γ2 ⇒ [a1]cr ≺ co

12©
V
ϕ∈Γ3

ϕ→ ~(cr ≺ co)
Γ3 ⇒ ~(cr ≺ co)

(o)

Γ2, P2 ⇒ [α3]cr ≺ co
(π[])

Γ2 ⇒ [a2]cr ≺ co
(P?[],→r)

13© Γ2 ⇒ [p2]cr ≺ co
(π[∪],∧r)

11© ...

Γ2 ⇒ [p2][p2;u1]cr ≺ co
Γ2 ⇒ [p2; p2;u1]cr ≺ co

(π[;],∧r)

ϕ1 ⇒ [(ςr|α1)][p2; p2;u1]cr ≺ co
(φ[])

9© ϕ1 ⇒ [(ςr|α1); p2; p2;u1]cr ≺ co
(π[;],∧r)V

ϕ∈Γ1
ϕ→ ϕ1

Γ1 ⇒ ϕ1

(o)
8© ...

· ⇒ ϕ1 → [p1]ϕ1

9©
· ⇒ ϕ1 → [p1]cr ≺ co

(→r)

6© Γ1 ⇒ [p•1][p1]cr ≺ co
([•]i)

4© Γ1 ⇒ [p•1]cr ≺ co
(π[•]i)

7© ...

5© Γ1 ⇒ [p•1][‡]cr ≺ co
3© Γ1 ⇒ [p•1; ‡]cr ≺ co

(π[;],∧r)

2© Γ1 ⇒ [‖(Fil ,Fee)]cr ≺ co
(r ‖ •2,r)

1© · ⇒ I → [‖(Fil ,Fee)]cr ≺ co
(→r,∧l)

P1 = (x = 2 ∧ f = 0), P2 = (x < 2 ∧ f = 0), α1 = (x := 1|f := 0), α2 = (ςp|f := 1), α3 = (ςp|x := x+ 1)
p1 = (ςr|α1); (P1?α2 ∪ P2?α3); (P1?α2 ∪ P2?α3); f = 1?(ςo|ςe), p2 = P1?α2 ∪ P2?α3

a1 = P1?α2, a2 = P2?α3, u1 = (f = 1)?(ςo|ςe)
ϕ1 = cnr ≥ cno , ~(cr ≺ co) = cnr = cno → cso = 0
(cnr )′, (csr)

′, (cse)
′, (cnp )′, (csp)

′, (cso)
′, x′ are new variables of cnr , csr, c

n
e , cnp , csp, c

s
o, x

Γ1 : cne = 0, cse = 0, cnp = 0, csp = 0, cnr = 0, csr = 0, cno = 0, cso = 0

Γ2 : {(cnr )′ ≥ cno} ,
cnr = (cnr )′ + 1, csr = 1, x = 1, f = 0,

cse = 0, csp = 0, cso = 0

Γ3 :

¨
(cnr )′ ≥ cno , cnr = (cnr )′ + 1, (csr)

′ = 1, x′ = 1, f = 0

(cse)
′ = 0, (csr)

′ = 0, (cso)
′ = 0, x′ < 2 ∧ f = 0

«
,
cnp = (cnp )′ + 1, csp = 1, x = x′ + 1

cse = 0, csr = 0, cso = 0

Figure 14: The deduction procedure of I → [DF ]cr ≺ co

The deduction procedure of this specification is illustrated in Fig. 14. Starting from the root node (the
node 1©), the procedure answers “yes” iff every leave node of the proof tree returns a valid QF-AFOL
formula, which can be checked through an SMT-checking procedure. The meanings of some symbols and820

the contexts Γ1,Γ2,Γ3 are explained in the table of Fig. 14, where as in Example 4.1, the formulae in Γ1,
Γ2, Γ3 that depend on the old value of each variable are given in braces ‘{}’.

Due to space limitations in Fig. 14, we omit the details of some branches (the nodes 7©, 8©, 10©, 11©).
From the node 2© to the node 3© rule (r ‖ •2) is applied. The procedure of computing Exp(DF ) has already
been shown in Example 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 above. At the node 6©, we apply rule ([•]i) to eliminate the loop825

operator •. This is the only place in the whole proof where user interactions are needed. Here we need to
manually decide the loop invariant ϕ1. The selection of a suitable invariant is done according to the loop
body (here p1) and the formulae we want to verify after the loop program (here [p1]cr ≺ co). Here we have
to guarantee that cnr ≥ cno always holds during each execution of p1, otherwise [p1]c1 ≺ c2 may not hold for
some state after the execution of p•1. It is not hard to see that each leave node is a valid QF-AFOL formula.830

For example, at the node 12©, from (cnr )′ ≥ cno and cnr = (cnr )′ + 1 in Γ3, we can conclude that (cnr )′ + 1 > cno
holds. So cnr > cno holds, and therefore ~(cr ≺ co) holds.

5. The Encoding of CCSL Specifications in CDL

In Section 4.4, we have seen how to verify a simple CCSL specification cr ≺ co of the synchronous
model DF in CDL. However, in general, not all CCSL specifications can be directly expressed in the form835

I → [p]ξ. As indicated in Fig. 2, when a CCSL specification contains clock definitions, we need to first
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encode them as program observers since they can generate new clocks while observing existing clocks from
the systems [36, 37]. Fig. 15 shows clock definition c , c1 + c2, as a program observer, interacts with the
system program: at each instant, it observes clocks c1 and c2 from the system program, and triggers clock
c if either clock c1 or clock c2 ticks. In this section, we mainly propose an encoding of clock definitions as840

SEPs.

c , c1 + c2Program

c1 c1

c2 c2

Observer

c

Product System

Figure 15: Clock definition c , c1 + c2 as a program observer

CDL provides a natural way to express clock definitions as SEPs since it contains signals as primitives.
Table 7 lists the encoding for each clock definition cdf , denoted as cdfE . Generally, the program observer
has the form:

α1; p•;α2,

where α1 is an initial event that initializes local variables used in the observer, p is the main loop body
responsible for modeling the semantics of the clock definition, α2 is called a final event of the program.

The syntactic sugar pwait = wait %1&P1 do (α1; p1) :: %2&P2 do (α2; p1) :: ... :: %n&Pn do (αn; pn)
is defined as

pwait =df (%?ε)•; (%1&P1?α1; p1 ∪ %2&P2?α2; p2 ∪ ... ∪ %n&Pn?αn; pn),

where % =df Neg(%1 Y ... Y %n), the function Neg(%) returns the negation of the condition %, which is given
as:845

(1) Neg(ς̂) =df ς̄, Neg(ς̄) =df ς̂;

(2) Neg(%1 ∧ %2) =df Neg(%1) ZNeg(%2);

(3) Neg(%1 ∨ %2) =df Neg(%1) YNeg(%2).

The program pwait says that at each instant, it checks whether one of the conditions %1&P1,...,%n&Pn
holds and executes the corresponding branches α1; p1,...,αn; pn. If none of these conditions hold, then the
program simply waits for a unit of time and continues the judgement at the next instant. The syntactic
sugar pite = if %1&P1 then (α1; p1) else (β; q) is defined as

pite =df %1&P1?α1; p1 ∪ P?β; q,

where P = ¬(P1 ∨ ... ∨ Pn). It says that if the condition %1&P1 holds, then α1; p1 proceeds, otherwise β; q
proceeds.850

As shown in Table 7, the program of Union (resp. Intersection) checks if the signal ςc1 or (resp. and)
ςc2 emits (resp. emit ) at each instant, if so, it emits the signal ςc, otherwise it waits for a unit of time. The
program of Strict Sample first waits for the signal ςc1 , then it produces ςc while the signal ςc2 emits. The
program of Sample behaves as Strict Sample, except that if the signals ςc1 and ςc2 emit simultaneously, the
signal ςc emits immediately. In the program of Interruption we need a local variable x to indicate when the855

loop ends. When the signal ςc1 emits and the signal ςc2 does not, the program emits ςc. Once the signal ςc2

emits, x is set to 1 and the loop ends. In the program of Periodicity, the variable x is used to record the
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1. (c , c1 + c2)E =df ε; (wait ˆςc1 Y ˆςc2 do ςc)•; ‡ (Union)

2. (c , c1 ∗ c2)E =df ε; (wait ˆςc1 Z ˆςc2 do ςc)•; ‡ (Intersection)

3. (c , c1 I c2)E =df ε; (wait ˆςc1 do ε; wait ˆςc2 do ςc)•; ‡ (Strict Sample)

4.
(c , c1 B c2)E =df ε; (wait ˆςc1 Z ¯ςc2 do q :: ˆςc1 Z ˆςc2 do ςc)•; ‡ where

q = ε; wait ˆςc2 do ςc
(Sample)

5.
(c , c1 y c2)E =df x := 0; (wait ˆςc1 Z ¯ςc2&x = 0 do ςc

:: ˆςc2&x = 0 do x := 1)•;x = 1?ε
(Interruption)

6.
(c , c′ ∝ n)E =df x := n; (wait ˆςc′&x = 0 do (ςc|x := n)

:: ˆςc′&x > 0 do x := x− 1)•; ‡
(Periodicity)

7. (c , c′ $n)E =df x := n; (wait ˆςc′&x = 0 do ςc :: ˆςc′&x > 0 do x := x− 1)•; ‡ (Delay)

8.

(c , c1 ∧ c2)E =df x := 0; (wait ˆςc1 Z ¯ςc2 do q1 :: ˆςc1 Z ˆςc2 do ςc

:: ¯ςc1 Z ˆςc2 do q2))•; ‡ where

q1 = if x ≥ 0 then (ςc|x := x+ 1) else x := x+ 1,

q2 = if x ≤ 0 then (ςc|x := x− 1) else x := x− 1

(Infimum)

9.

(c , c1 ∨ c2)E =df x := 0; (wait ˆςc1 Z ¯ςc2 do q1 :: ˆςc1 Z ˆςc2 do ςc

:: ¯ςc1 Z ˆςc2 do q2)•; ‡ where

q1 = if x ≤ 0 then (ςc|x := x+ 1) else x := x+ 1,

q2 = if x ≥ 0 then (ςc|x := x− 1) else x := x− 1

(Supremum)

Table 7: Encoding of clock definitions in CDL

remaining times of the occurrences of ςc
′

before the occurrence of ςc. It is initialized by n. At each instant
when the signal ςc

′
emits, x is decreased by 1. When x = 0, the program emits c. In the program of Delay,

x is used to keep the remaining times of the occurrences of ςc
′

before an occurrence of ςc. At the beginning860

when the signal ςc
′

emits, x is decreased by 1. When x = 0, ςc emits whenever ςc
′

emits. The program
of Infimum and the program of Supremum are symmetrical. In the program of Infimum, we need a local
variable x to record the difference between the number of the occurrences of ςc1 and ςc2 . At each instant
the signal ςc emits iff the signal that occurs slower emits. For example, if the number of the occurrences of
ςc1 is more than that of ςc2 (i.e., x ≥ 0), then ςc emits in q2 when ςc2 emits. The situation for the program865

of Supremum is similar. We omit the details here.
At last, as indicated in Fig. 1, we show that any general CCSL specification can be fully captured by a

CDL formula of the form I ∧ Ic → [‖(p, q1, ..., qn)]ξ.

Definition 5.1 (Representation of CCSL specifications in CDL). Given an SEP p and a CCSL specification
〈C,Cdf ,Rel〉 where Cdf = {cdf 1, ..., cdf m}, Rel = {Rel1, ...,Reln}, then the verification problem of whether
p satisfies this specification can be expressed as a CDL formula:

φ = I ∧ Ic → [‖(ε; p, cdf E1 , ..., cdf Em)]f (Rel1, ...,Reln),

where I =
^

c∈C(p)

(cn = 0 ∧ cs = 0) is an initial condition of the clock-related variables of the program p,

Ic =
^
c∈C

(cn = 0∧cs = 0) is an initial condition of the clock-related variables of the specification 〈C,Cdf ,Rel〉.870

Because of the initial event in cdf Ei , we add an idle event ε before p.

The initial condition I ∧ Ic restricts us to only consider the satisfaction of Rel by all initial traces of
‖(ε; p, cdf E1 , ..., cdf Em). The proof of the formula φ reflects the satisfaction of the CCSL specification by all

behaviours of p. Note that in Def. 5.1, actually I ∧ Ic =
^

c∈C(p)∪C

(cn = 0 ∧ cs = 0).
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Example 5.1. Consider another specification of the program DF in Example 3.1:

〈C, {c1 , cr $ 1, c2 , cp ∝ 1}, {c2 ≺ c1}〉,

where C = {cp, cr, c1, c2}, c1 and c2 are new clocks generated by the clock definitions. It means that only
after receiving two pixels, the new “Ready” message is sent (as indicated as blue arrows in Fig. 6). In CDL,
this specification can be encoded as the following formula:^

c∈C∪C(DF)

(cn = 0 ∧ cs = 0)→ [‖(ε; DF , (c1 , cr $ 1)E , (c2 , cp ∝ 1)E ]c1 ≺ c2,

where C(DF ) = {ce, co, cp, cr}.875

6. Soundness and Relative Completeness of CDL

In this section we analyze the soundness and relative completeness of the proof system of CDL. As an
extension of FODL, except for the rules for the special primitives in CDL, other rules are mainly inherited
from FODL and traditional FOL. We mainly focus on the soundness of those rules special in CDL. The
proof of the relative completeness of CDL is mainly inspired from that of FODL in [20, 25], where a main880

theorem forms the proof skeleton, while the conditions of the main theorem describe the technical details
of the proof. In the proof of CDL we propose a similar main theorem (Theorem 6.2) with a set of modified
conditions (the conditions (i) - (iv) in Theorem 6.2). In the following we mainly analyze the critical points
of the proof that are different from that of FODL, and we leave the details in Appendix A.

Before the analysis we first introduce the notion of deductive relation in CDL. For a CDL formula φ and885

a multi-set Φ of formulae, Φ `cdl φ iff the sequent Φ⇒ φ can be derived using rules in Table 3, 4, 5 and 6.
If Φ is empty, we also write `cdl φ.

6.1. Soundness

The soundness of the proof system of CDL is stated as the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1 (Soundness of `cdl). Given any CDL formula φ, if `cdl φ, then |=cdl φ.890

To prove this theorem, we need to show that each rule
Γ1 ⇒ ∆1 ... Γn ⇒ ∆n

Γ⇒ ∆
in the proof system is

sound in the sense that:

if |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ1

ϕ1 →
_

ϕ2∈∆1

ϕ2, ..., |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γn

ϕ1 →
_

ϕ2∈∆n

ϕ2, then

|=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1 →
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2.

For the rules for sequential SEPs, in Section 4.2 we have given an intuitive meaning for each rule and their
relations to the corresponding rules in FODL. The soundness of all FOL rules in Table 5 is straightforward.
The key to prove rules (π[; ]), (π[∪]), (π[•]u) and (π[•]i) is to prove a temporal property possessed by clock
relations (see Prop. A.1 in Appendix A.1). The proofs of rules (π[•]u), (π[•]i), ([•]u), ([•]ind), (〈•〉con),
([•]i) and (〈•〉i) are inspired from their counterparts in FODL. As we have discussed in Section 4.2, since895

we consider only partial correctness of the program, [p•]φ actually means the same thing as [p∗]φ in FODL
(see Prop. A.2 in Appendix A.2). The soundness of other rules can be directly obtained by the semantics
of CDL, some of their proofs are given in Appendix A.1.

In the rules of parallel SEPs, rule (r) can be proved by induction on the structure of the program hole
p{ }. The correctness of the program reductions in procedure Inter can be directly proved according to the900

semantics of parallel SEPs (Def. 3.12 and 3.14) and the equivalence relations between programs (Prop. 3.2).
As for Exp, to prove p ≡ Exp(p) we only need to prove Arden’s rule in SEPs (Prop.4.1), which is straight
forward as analyzed in Section 4.3.
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6.2. Relative Completeness

As CDL contains AFOL in itself, which is generally incomplete due to Gödel’s incompleteness theo-905

rem [38], we consider the completeness of CDL relative to AFOL. In the analysis of the relative completeness
we assume that the proof system contains all tautologies in the traditional AFOL. We use Φ `+

cdl φ to mean
that Φ⇒ φ can be derived in the system that consists of all rules in Table 3, 4, 5 and 6, and all tautologies
in AFOL as axioms.

The proof skeleton of the relative completeness of CDL is stated as the following theorem. It mainly910

follows the main theorem of [25], but is extended with the condition (iv), which describes a similar property
as the condition (ii) for formulae of the forms [p]ξ and 〈p〉∼ ξ.

We sometimes write ϕ[ to stress that ϕ is an AFOL formula.

Theorem 6.2 (Relative Completeness of `cdl). For any formula φ, if |=cdl φ, then `+
cdl φ holds if the

following conditions are true:915

(i) For any CDL formula φ, φ is expressible in AFOL.

(ii) For any AFOL formulae ϕ[ and φ[, if |=cdl ϕ
[ → op φ[, then `+

cdl ϕ
[ → op φ[.

(iii) For any formulae ϕ and φ, if `+
cdl ϕ→ φ then `+

cdl opϕ→ op φ.

(iv) For any AFOL formulae ϕ[ and φ[, if |=cdl ϕ
[ → [p]ξ, then `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [p]ξ; if |=cdl ϕ

[ → 〈p〉∼ ξ, then
`+
cdl ϕ

[ → 〈p〉∼ ξ.920

where op ∈ {[p], 〈p〉,∀x, ∃x}, x ∈ Var.

The proofs of the main body and each condition of Theorem 6.2 are given in Appendix A.2. Having
the conditions (i) − (iv), the proof of the main body of Theorem 6.2 is direct and mainly follows [25].
In condition (i), to prove the expressibility of CDL formulae, we need to first prove the expressibility of
formulae of the form [p]φ[ (see Lemma A.5). In FODL, the expressibility of a formula [p]φ[ can be obtained925

by the expressibility of the program p and induction on the syntactic structure of the formula. However
in CDL, SEP is not a regular language, it contains the infinite loop operator • and the parallel operator
‖, which makes it difficult to prove its expressibility in a direct way. To solve this problem we introduce
a finite fragment of SEPs called Finite-SEPs (see Def. A.1). In order to show formula [p]φ[ (with an SEP
p) is expressible, we first show that all Finite-SEPs are expressible (see Lemma A.3), then show how the930

case of an SEP can be reduced to the case of its corresponding Finite-SEP based on the relation between
SEPs and Finite-SEPs (see Prop. A.2). The core idea behind the proof of condition (ii) is mainly based on
[20, 25]. It proceeds by induction on the syntactic structure of program. Condition (iii) is straightforward
according to the proof system of CDL. The proof of condition (iv) is similar to that of (ii), except that the
special forms [p]ξ and 〈p〉∼ ξ need to be treated in a special way.935

7. The Mechanization of CDL in Coq

In this section we discuss the mechanization of CDL in Coq. Currently, we only consider the mecha-
nization of a fragment of CDL, which consists of all formulae that contain no parallel SEPs and all rules
for sequential SEPs (i.e., the rules in Table 3, 4 and 5). In the discussion below, we call this fragment of
CDL sequential CDL (SCDL). The implementation of the rewrite rules for parallel SEPs (i.e., the rules in940

Table 6) in Coq is our future work.
The main idea behind the mechanization is to use Coq as a programming language to define the language

of SCDL as its types and functions and to implement the proof rules of SCDL as its theorems. Currently, we
have not considered implementing the semantics of SCDL. We only define the syntax of SCDL and define the
proof rules of SCDL as axioms in Coq without proving the their validity. These axioms act as a translator945

that transforms a given SCDL formula into a set of QF-AFOL formulae by applying suitable proof tactics
in Coq, just as the procedure of the deduction shown in Section 4.4.
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In the following subsections we give a brief introduction to the mechanization of SCDL in Coq. We
mainly give the ideas and show some crucial points in the mechanization process. We give some critical
definitions but omit the details of others. We have posted our current implementation on the website950

https://github.com/antitaboo/CDL, where interested readers can find more details about it.

7.1. A Brief Introduction to Coq

In this section we give a brief introduction to the theorem prover Coq. We only give informal explanations
for some primitives of the language in Coq which is necessary for understanding the Coq code presented in
this paper. Readers can refer to [22] for a more comprehensive introduction.955

7.1.1. The language of Coq

The core language of Coq (called Gallina) is based on the theory of a typed λ−calculus called Calculus
of Inductive Constructions. It is a type of higher-order functional programming languages provided with
the ability to define inductive types.

The expression in Coq mainly consists of identifiers, function applications and λ−abstractions. Since in960

the Coq code of this paper only identifiers and function applications are involved, we omit the introduction
to λ−abstractions. Identifiers are simple names declared in Coq. For example, we can declare an identifier
x to express the integer number 1 (see Section 7.2.1 below). In Coq, the identifiers 0, 1, 2, ... are predefined
to represent natural numbers 0, 1, 2, .... Function applications has the form: func a, where parameter a is
applied to function func. The application is left associative, so term func a b c is read as ((func a) b) c. For965

example, we can have a function add 1 2 to express the addition of two numbers 1 and 2.
In Coq, every term has a unique type. We use t : A to represent that a term t has a type A. A simple

type can be an atomic type, or an arrow type of the form A −> B, where A and B are simple types. Atomic
types are made of single identifiers, such as nat and Prop as explained below in Section 7.1.2. nat −> nat
and nat −> Prop are simple types. Arrow types are needed when we perform function application. For970

example, if a : A and func : A −> B, then we have (func a) : B.
In Coq, we also consider a more general type, called dependent type, of the form forall (x : A), t, where t

: B, A and B are simple or dependent types. It means that for all x of the type A, t has the type B. t is an
arbitrary term in which x might or might not appear. For example, forall (x : nat), (x = 2) −> (x > 1) is
a dependent type in Coq, where (x = 2) −> (x > 1) has the type Prop. If x does not appear in t, then the975

type A and B are independent and forall (x : A), t is equivalent to A −> B.

7.1.2. Types nat and Prop

nat and Prop are predefined types in Coq.
The type nat represents the set of natural numbers {0, 1, 2, ...}. We often use identifiers 0, 1, 2, ... to

express the elements of nat. The arithmetic operators, such as the addition (+), the substitution (−) and980

the multiplication (∗), and the relations, such as less-than relation (<), less-than-or-equal-to relation (<=)
and equal-to relation (=) are predefined as functions in Coq. For example, in Coq we can have terms 1 +
2, 2 ∗ x and 1 < 2.

The type Prop represents the set of all propositions in Coq. Propositions can be expressed by a higher-
order logic with logical connectives such as negation (∼), conjunction (/\), disjunction (\/), implication985

(−>), universal quantifier (forall) and existential quantifier (exists). For example, we can have a proposition
forall (x : nat), (x = 2) −> (x > 1) in Coq, where x = 2 and x > 1 are two propositions of the type Prop.
Note that the universal quantifier forall and the implication −> are just the same symbols for constructing
arrow types and dependent types introduced above.

7.2. Proof and Proof Tactics990

In Coq, theorem proving and type inference are the same thing. Propositions are expressed as dependent
types. For example, the dependent type forall (x : nat), (x = 2) −> (x > 1) in Section 7.1.1 are also a
proposition as indicated in Section 7.1.2. Given a type T : Prop, which is also a proposition, the process of
proving T is in fact the process of finding an instance a such that a : T by applying type inference rules.
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a is also called a proof of the proposition T. When a : T is declared in Coq by the command Definition or995

Inductive (discussed below in Section 7.2.1), a is also called an axiom. We use the command Theorem to
define a proposition to be proved, in the form Theorem p : t, where p is the name of the theorem, t has the
type Prop. For example, Theorem Reflexivity : forall (x : nat), x = x.

The process of proving a proposition can be implemented in Coq by using proof tactics. Different tactics
correspond to using different type inference rules and proof strategies. Tactic apply is a basic tactic. Given1000

an axiom a : A −> B, if we want to prove the proposition B, by applying the command apply a we only
need to prove the proposition A. Tactic split is for eliminating the conjunction connective /\. If we want to
prove a proposition A /\ B, by applying the command split we only need to prove the propositions A and
B. Tactic intros N is for eliminating the universal quantifier forall. If we want to prove a proposition forall
(x : T), t, by applying the command intros a, we obtain a new identifier a : T and only need to prove the1005

proposition t[a/x]. Here t[a/x] means the term obtained by the substitution of x by a. Tactic omega is for
automatically solving a Presburger arithmetic formula.

7.2.1. Commands Definition, Inductive and type list

In Coq, to declare an identifier in the local environment we can use the command Definition. We can
write Definition (x : A) := t to declare an identifier x as a term t of type A. For example, Definition (x : nat)1010

:= 1 declares an identifier x as the integer number 1.
In Coq, a type can be inductively defined with the command Inductive. The general form of this command

is:

Inductive T (x1 : T1) ... (xn : Tn) : O :=

| C1 : t1

...

| Cm : tm.

or

Inductive T : T1 −> ... −> Tn −> O :=

| C1 : t1

...

| Cm : tm.

where T is the type to be defined, its type is T1 −> ... −> Tn −> O. C1, ..., Cm are the constructors of1015

the type T, while t1, ..., tm are their types. The constructors tell how the type can be constructed in an
inductive way.

For example, the type nat can be defined as Fig. 16 (a), where the type of nat is the type Set. The
definition says that (i) the number 0 has the type nat, and (ii) if any number n has the type nat, then S n
has the type nat.1020

Inductive nat : Set :=

| 0 : nat

| S : nat −> nat.

Inductive list (A : Type) : Set :=

| nil : list A

| cons : A −> list A −> list A.

Inductive ev : nat −> Prop :=

| ev 0 : ev 0

| ev SS : forall (n : nat), (ev n) −> (ev (n + 2)).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 16: Examples of inductive types

Another example is the type list (shown as Fig. 16 (b)), whose type is the arrow type Type −> Set.
The type list is a polymorphic type, it receives a parameter A of the type Type and returns a type list A.
The definition of the type list says that given any A of the type Type, the type list A can be defined by the
constructors nil and cons in the following way: (i) the empty list nil has the type list A; (ii) given any element
a of the type A and a list l, then cons a l is a list of the type list A. In Coq, we often use the notation a1 ::1025

a2 :: ... :: an :: nil to express a list cons a1 (cons a2 ( ... (cons an nil))).
With the command Inductive one can also define a predicate of the type T1 −> ... −> ... Tn −> Prop.

When defining a predicate, the constructors C1, ..., Cm of the types t1, ..., tm can also be understood as
axioms according to Section 7.2. Fig. 16 (c) shows an example, where we define a predicate ev : nat −>
Prop in an inductive way: (i) ev 0 holds, and (ii) if ev n holds for any n : nat, then ev (n + 2) holds. Here1030

ev 0 and ev SS are two axioms. The proposition ev n describes that n is an even number.
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7.3. The Mechanization of SCDL in Coq

Our mechanization consists of two steps: (1) first we define the syntax of SCDL in Coq; (2) then we
define the proof system of SCDL in Coq.

The main idea behind the mechanization is that: each expression in SCDL is defined as an inductive1035

type (introduced in Section 7.2.1); the whole proof system of SCDL is constructed through defining sequent
as a predicate type, where each constructor corresponds to a rule of the proof system.

7.3.1. The Syntax of SCDL in Coq

From the discussion above in Section 7, we know that in SCDL formulae no parallel SEPs are considered.
Therefore we consider a subset of SEPs where no parallel operators appear, we call them pure sequential1040

SEPs (ps-SEPs). Since there is no parallel operators in ps-SEPs, we neither need to consider the signal test
condition % because it can only appear in a parallel program according to Def. 3.1. The syntax of ps-SEPs
is defined just as Def. 3.1 but with ‘%&P?α’ replaced by ‘P?α’ and with ‘‖(p1, ..., pn)’ being removed.

1 (∗ variable name∗)
2 Inductive Var := var : nat −> Var.
3
4 (∗ expression e ∗)
5 Inductive e exp :=
6 enumC : nat −> e exp |
7 evarC : Var −> e exp |
8 eplusC : e exp −> e exp −> e exp |
9 eminusC : e exp −> e exp −> e exp |

10 emulC : e exp −> e exp −> e exp |
11 edivC : e exp −> e exp −> e exp.
12
13 (∗ condition P ∗)
14 Inductive P exp :=
15 PtrueC : P exp |
16 PlteC : e exp −> e exp −> P exp |

17 PnegC : P exp −> P exp |
18 PandC : P exp −> P exp −> P exp |
19 (∗unnecesarry expression∗)
20 PfalseC : P exp |
21 PltC : e exp −> e exp −> P exp |
22 PgtC : e exp −> e exp −> P exp |
23 PgteC : e exp −> e exp −> P exp |
24 PeqC : e exp −> e exp −> P exp |
25 PorC : P exp −> P exp −> P exp |
26 PimpC : P exp −> P exp −> P exp.
27
28 (∗ event element ∗)
29 Inductive EvtElement :=
30 sigC : Var −> e exp −> EvtElement |
31 assC : Var −> e exp −> EvtElement.
32

33 (∗ event ∗)
34 Definition Evt := list EvtElement.
35
36 (∗ syntax of SEP ∗)
37 Inductive SEP exp : Type :=
38 skip : SEP exp |
39 evtC : Evt −> SEP exp |
40 tstC : P exp −> Evt −> SEP exp |
41 seqC : SEP exp −> SEP exp −>

SEP exp |
42 choC : SEP exp −> SEP exp −>

SEP exp |
43 loopC : SEP exp −> SEP exp.
44
45 (∗ idle event ∗)
46 Definition idle : Evt := nil .

Term Notation in Coq Meaning in SCDL Term Notation in Coq Meaning in SCDL
var n x, y, z, c,... names x, y, z, c... enumC n n integer n in e

evarC v v a variable in e eplusC e1 e2 e1 ’+ e2 expression e1 + e2 in e
PtrueC ’tt formula tt in P PlteC e1 e2 e1 ’<= e2 expression e1 ≤ e2 in e

PnegC P ’∼ P formula ¬P in P PandC P1 P2 P1 ’/\ P2 formula P1 ∧ P2 in P
sigC s e s ! e signal ς!e assC x e x :=’ e assignment x := e

skip skip program µ evtC (b1 :: ... :: bn :: nil) @{b1 | ... | bn} combinational event {Cmb1, ...,Cmbn}
tstC P a P ? a test event P?a seqC p1 p2 p1 ; p2 program p1; p2

choC p1 p2 p1 U p2 program p1 ∪ p2 loopC p p ** program p•

Table 8: The definition of the syntax of ps-SEPs in Coq

Table 8 shows the definition of the syntax of ps-SEPs in Coq. It is defined as an inductive type SEP exp 3

(line 37) in the Coq code. The syntax of other components of ps-SEPs, i.e., the expression e, the condition1045

P and the combinational event α, are defined as inductive types e exp (line 5), P exp (line 14) and Evt (line
34) respectively. The diagram in the below of Table 8 gives the correspondences between the constructors
of these inductive types in Coq and their meanings in SCDL. For most constructors we define notations to
improve their readabilities, in forms as close as possible to the forms of their correspondences in SCDL.

As indicated in Table 8, the set of all general variable names and all clock names in SCDL are defined as1050

the inductive type Var in Coq, whose elements are constructed by the constructor var with natural numbers
(nat). For simplicity, currently we do not distinguish general variable names and clock names in the Coq
code. One advantage of using natural numbers instead of using strings to define names is that it becomes
much easier to generate new names. By default, in Coq we use notations x, y, z and k as shorthands for

3For the convenience of extending our programs in the future, we still name ps-SEP as ‘SEP’ in our Coq code.
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terms var 1, var 2, var 3 and var 4 respectively. They denote the general variable names x, y, z, k in SCDL1055

respectively. We use notations c, d, c1 - c4 as shorthand for terms var 5, var 6, var 7 - var 10 respectively.
They denote the clock names c, d, c1 - c4 in SCDL respectively. For simplicity we also do not distinguish
clock names and signal names and consider that they are the same thing in the Coq code. Actually, due to
Def. 3.2 we assume there is always a bijection SigM between them.

In the type e exp, terms enumC n and evarC v express a number n and a variable in the expression e1060

respectively. They can be simply written as n and v in Coq respectively. For example, term evarC (var 1)
expresses the variable x in e, it can be simply written as x in Coq, where x is a shorthand of variable var 1
as discussed above.

In the inductive type P exp, for convenience of expressing we also define the constructors for unnecessary
expressions (such as false ff , the less-than expression e1 ≤ e2, etc) (lines 20 - 26) which can be expressed1065

by the expressions in P defined in Def. 3.1. In the diagram of Table 8 we omit the explanations for their
constructors (such as PfalseC, PltC, etc). We also omit the explanations for the constructors eminusC, emulC
and edivC in e exp (lines 9 - 11).

In the inductive type Evt, the type list is defined in Section 7.2.1.

1 (∗ CCSL clock relation ∗)
2 Inductive CRel :=
3 crSubClC : Var −> Var −> CRel |
4 crExclC : Var −> Var −> CRel |
5 crPrecC : Var −> Var −> CRel |
6 crCausC : Var −> Var −> CRel.
7
8 (∗ clock−relation term in SCDL formulae

∗)
9 Inductive rel :=

10 rRelC : CRel −> rel |
11 rConjC : list CRel −> rel.
12
13 (∗ expression E ∗)
14 Inductive E exp :=
15 EvarC : Var −> E exp |
16 ECntClkC : Var −> E exp |
17 EStClkC : Var −> E exp |
18 EnumC : nat −> E exp |

19 EplusC : E exp −> E exp −> E exp |
20 (∗ unecessary expression ∗)
21 EmulC : E exp −> E exp −> E exp |
22 EminusC : E exp −> E exp −> E exp |
23 EdivC : E exp −> E exp −> E exp.
24
25 (∗ syntax of SCDL formula ∗)
26 Inductive CDL exp :=
27 cdl trueC : CDL exp |
28 cdl lteC : E exp −> E exp −>

CDL exp |
29 cdl box1C : SEP exp −> rel −>

CDL exp |
30 cdl box2C : SEP exp −> CDL exp −>

CDL exp |
31 cdl negC : CDL exp −> CDL exp |
32 cdl andC : CDL exp −> CDL exp −>

CDL exp |
33 cdl forallC : Var −> CDL exp −>

CDL exp |

34 (∗unnecessary expressions ∗)
35 cdl falseC : CDL exp |
36 cdl ltC : E exp −> E exp −> CDL exp

|
37 cdl gtC : E exp −> E exp −> CDL exp

|
38 cdl gteC : E exp −> E exp −>

CDL exp |
39 cdl eqC : E exp −> E exp −> CDL exp

|
40 cdl dia1C : SEP exp −> rel −>

CDL exp |
41 cdl dia2C : SEP exp −> CDL exp −>

CDL exp |
42 cdl orC : CDL exp −> CDL exp −>

CDL exp |
43 cdl impC : CDL exp −> CDL exp −>

CDL exp |
44 cdl existsC : Var −> CDL exp −>

CDL exp.

Symbol Notation in Coq Meaning in SCDL Symbol Notation in Coq Meaning in SCDL
crSubClC c1 c2 c1 sub c2 clock relation c1 ⊆ c2 crExclC c1 c2 c1 # c2 clock relation c1 # c2
crPrecC c1 c2 c1 << c2 clock relation c1 ≺ c2 crCausC c1 c2 e1 <<= e2 clock relation e1 � e2

rRelC r r a clock relation in formulae rConjC (r1 :: ... :: rn :: nil) /\{r1,...,rn} term f(Rel1, ...,Reln)
EvarC v v a variable in E ECntClkC c n(c) variable cn in E

EStClkC c s(c) variable cs in E EnumC n n integer n in E
EplusC e1 e2 e1 +’ e2 expression e1 + e2 in E cdl trueC tt’ true tt in E
cdl lteC e1 e2 e1 <=’ e2 expression e1 ≤ e2 in E cdl box1C p rel [[ p ]]’ rel formula [p]ξ

cdl box2C p phi [[ p ]] phi formula [p]φ cdl negC phi ∼’ phi formula ¬φ
cdl andC phi1 phi2 phi1 /\’ phi2 formula φ1 ∧ φ2 cdl forallC x phi all x, e formula ∀x.φ

Table 9: The definition of the syntax of SCDL formulae in Coq

Table 9 shows the definition of the syntax of SCDL formulae in Coq. It is defined as the inductive1070

type CDL exp (line 26). The other components of SCDL formulae, i.e., the CCSL clock relation Rel , the
clock-relation term ξ and the expression E are defined as the inductive types CRel (line 2), rel (line 9) and
E exp (line 14) respectively. The diagram in the below of Table 9 gives the notations of the constructors
of these types and their explanations in SCDL. For the same reason mentioned above, we also define the
constructors for unnecessary expressions in types E exp (lines 21 - 23) and CDL exp (lines 35 - 44), and their1075

explanations are omitted in the diagram of Table 9.
In the type rel, term rRelC r expresses a clock relation in the expression E. They can be simply written

as r in Coq, similar explanations can be made for term EvarC v and term EnumC n in the type E exp. For
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example, term rRelC (c1 sub c2) expresses the relation c1 ⊆ c2 in the expression E, it can be simply written
as c1 sub c2 in Coq. The type list is defined in Section 7.2.1.1080

Note that in the Coq code, the constructors of the arithmetic operators (e.g., +, ·, etc) and relations
(e.g., ≤, <, etc) in the expression E and the constructors of the logical terms (i.e., tt and ff ) and connectives
(e.g., ¬, ∧, etc) in SCDL formulae are different from those in the expression e and the condition P , though
we use the same syntactic symbols to express them in Def. 3.1 and 3.4. In Coq, their notations differ from
each other according to the positions of the prime symbol ‘’’. For example, in e the plus operator is expressed1085

as ‘’+’ in Coq, while in E, the plus operator is expressed as ‘+’’.

1 (∗ a small example ∗)
2 (∗ general variables x, f∗)
3 Definition f : Var := (var 11).
4 Definition Y : Var := (var 12).
5
6 (∗ clock ∗)
7 Definition e : Var := (var 13).
8 Definition p : Var := (var 14).
9 Definition r : Var := (var 15).

10 Definition o : Var := (var 16).
11
12 (∗ program p2 ∗)
13 Definition P1 : P exp := (x ’= 2) ’/\ (f ’= 0).
14 Definition P2 : P exp := (x ’< 2) ’/\ (f ’= 0).
15
16 Definition a2 : Evt := { p ! 0 | f :=’ 1 }.
17 Definition a3 : Evt := { p ! 0 | x :=’ x ’+ 1 }.
18
19 Definition p2 : SEP exp := P1 ? a2 U P2 ? a3.

Term in Coq Meaning in SCDL Term in Coq Meaning in SCDL Term in Coq Meaning in SCDL
f variable f Y variable (cnr )′ e clock ce
p clock cp/signal ςp r clock cr/signal ςr o clock cosignal ςo

Table 10: The definition of program p2 in Coq

Example 7.1. We consider the formula [p2]cr ≺ co in the sequent of the node 13© of the deduction procedure
of I → [DF ]cr ≺ co (Fig. 14). The program p2 can be defined in the Coq code shown in Table 10, where the
meaning of each variable term is explained in the diagram below. As discussed above, the name x is defined
as var1. Note that as mentioned above, a clock and its corresponding signal can be expressed with the same1090

name. The program p2 is defined as the term p2 (line 19).
With the program p2, the formula [p2]cr ≺ co can be described as a CDL exp expression:

[[ p2 ]]’ r << o.

7.3.2. The Proof System of SCDL in Coq

The proof system of CDL proposed in Section 4 is based on the sequent of the form Γ ⇒ ∆ (defined1095

in Section 4.1). However, such an argumentation is not suitable for making deductions in Coq because it
is highly non-deterministic: each time any formula in the sets Γ and ∆ can be chosen as a target formula
according to which rule is chosen to be applied. To solve this problem we make two augmentations when
we implement sequent in Coq:

(1) We define the multi-sets Γ and ∆ as ordered lists, instead of sets. In this way we can determine which1100

formula will be dealt with next, rather than non-deterministically choosing one.

(2) We introduce the notion of target place in the sequent. A target place can either be empty or store
a formula that should be focused in the current sequent. To support this new feature we need to
introduce new proof rules in the proof system of SCDL for removing the current formula from the
place and adding the next formula to the place.1105

Besides (1) and (2) above, in order to make the form of the proof rules in Coq as simple as possible, for
each sequent we also keep the information about the current set of variable names and clock names, the set
of all clocks and the set of all clocks that do not tick at the current instant.

Based on the above discussion, formally, a sequent can be defined in Coq as a structure:

Γ, p1 ⇒ p2,∆ // V, C,ntC ,
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where Γ, p1 ⇒ p2,∆ is a sequent (defined in Def. 4.1) with two sets p1 and p2 called ‘target places’ on both
of its sides. p1 and p2 can contain at most one formula. V, C,ntC provide auxiliary information about a1110

sequent, they are separated from a sequent with a symbol //. V represents the current set of variable names
and clock names, C represents the set of all clocks and ntC represents the set of all clocks that do not tick
at the current instant.

Appendix B lists a part of code for the definition of the proof system of SCDL in Coq. The sets Γ and ∆
are defined as two lists with the type list Var (i.e., the types Gamma and Delta at lines 3 - 4) in Coq. Target1115

places are defined as the inductive type place (line 7). A target place can be either empty (expressed by the
term empty) or can be a CDL formula phi (expressed by the term exp phi).

In Coq, a sequent is defined as a predicate (line 15):

Seq : Gamma −> place −> place −> Delta −> (list Var) − > (list Var) −> (list Var) −> Prop.

Each sequent Seq T p1 p2 D V C ntC is a proposition of the type Prop, where T, p1, p2, D, V, C, ntC represent
components Γ, p1, p2, ∆, V, C, ntC respectively. As indicated in Section 7.2.1, the sequent is defined in an
inductive way by its constructors — as the axioms that capture the proof rules of SCDL in Coq. In another1120

word, we define a sequent according to whether it can be proved by these axioms in an inductive way. Once
we have defined the sequent, we finish constructing the proof system of SCDL.

In this paper, we only list the constructors for some rules in Appendix B (lines 18 - 183) as an example
to explain how the proof system of SCDL is defined in Coq. Currently, we only implement all rules for
one direction, i.e., the direction from the premises to the conclusion. Only these rules are applied for1125

transforming a dynamic CDL formula into QF-AFOL formulae. Rules for the other direction only matter
when concerning the relative completeness of the logic and we leave their implementations in our future
work.

Generally, all types of the constructors are of the form:

forall ... (some parameters),

(Seq T1 p11 p12 D1 V1 C1 ntC1) ∗ ... ∗ (Seq Tn pn1 pn2 Dn Vn Cn ntCn)

−>
Seq T p1 p2 D V C ntC.

where ∗ ∈ {/\, \/}. It represents the proof rule
Γ1, p11 ⇒ p12,∆1...Γn, pn1 ⇒ pn2,Γn

Γ, p1 ⇒ p2,∆
when ∗ is /\, and

represents n proof rules
Γ1, p11 ⇒ p12,∆1

Γ, p1 ⇒ p2,∆ , ...,

Γn, pn1 ⇒ pn2,∆n

Γ, p1 ⇒ p2,∆
when ∗ is \/. We use the notation1130

< | T , p1 ==> p2 , D // V , C , ntC | >

to express the sequent Seq T p1 p2 D V C ntC in Coq (line 183).
The constructors r Test all rel int (line 111), r PiCho all int (line 123), r o int (line 137), r andR int (line

152), r impR int (line 170) correspond to the proof rules (P?[]), (π[∪]), (o), (∧r), (→ r) respectively.
As mentioned in the augmentation (2) above at the beginning of Section 7.3.2, we need to propose special1135

rules for removing a formula from and adding a formula to a target place. The constructors r placeR rmv int
(line 18) (resp. r placeL rmv int (line 29)) is for removing a formula from the target place p2 (resp. p1) and
adding it to the nail of the list ∆ (resp. Γ). For example, the type of the constructor r placeR rmv int means
that to prove Seq T pls1 (exp phi) D V C ntC, we need to prove Seq T pls1 empty (addNail D phi) V C ntC,
where formula phi is removed from the target place (so that the target place becomes empty) and added to1140

D. The function addNail adds the formula phi to the nail of the list D. Two other special constructors are
r placeR add int and r placeL add int (not shown in Appendix B), they are for adding a formula from the
head of the list ∆ or Γ to the target place p2 or p1.

The constructors r Pi all int1 (line 43), r Pi all int2 (line 56), r Pi all int idle1 (line 79) and r Pi all int idle2
(line 90) are for the single rule (π[]) (similarly, there are constructors for the rule (φ[]), which are not shown1145

in Appendix B). Recall that in (π[]), the combinational event α is dealt with as a whole in one derivation.
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However in Coq, to implement this rule as one single constructor is not convenient. To make it as simple as
possible we split the combinational event into its atomic events, and we build constructors to deal with the
execution of a single atomic event. The constructors r Pi all int1 and r Pi all int2 deal with the executions
of the assignments and signals respectively. When all events are dealt with in the combinational event, we1150

need to build constructors for dealing with its end. The constructors r Pi all int idle1 and r Pi all int idle2 are
defined for this purpose. The constructor r Pi all int idle2 deals with all clocks that do not tick at the current
instant (i.e. the set ntC): according to (π[]), the value of their clock-related variables (ds1, ..., d

s
n) should be

set to 0. The constructor r Pi all int idle1 finally eliminates the combinational event once all clocks in ntC
have been dealt with. In these 4 constructors, the function NewId is for generating new variable names,1155

the functions of the notations e [ E ’subs-E’ u ] and T [ E ’subs-l’ u ] are for the substitutions of different
expressions. We omit their details here.

1 (∗ Gamma2 ∗)
2 Definition Gamma2 : Gamma := (Y >=’ n(o)) :: (n(r) =’ Y +’ 1) ::
3 (s(r) =’ 1) :: (x =’ 1) :: ( f =’ 0) :: (s(e) =’ 0) ::
4 (s(p) =’ 0) :: (s(o) =’ 0) :: nil .
5
6 Theorem example : <| Gamma2 , empty ==>
7 (exp ([[ p2 ]]’ r << o)) , nil //
8 (x :: f :: Y :: e :: p :: r :: o :: nil ) , (∗ V ∗)
9 (e :: p :: r :: o :: nil ) , (∗ C ∗)

10 (e :: p :: r :: o :: nil ) (∗ ntC ∗)
11 |>.
12
13 Proof.
14 apply r PiCho all int .

15 apply r andR int . split .
16 Focus 2.
17 − apply r Test all rel int .
18 apply r impR int .
19 apply r placeL rmv int .
20 apply r Pi all int2 ;cbv.
21 apply r Pi all int1 ;cbv.
22 apply r Pi all int idle2 ;apply r Pi all int idle2 ;apply

r Pi all int idle2 ; cbv.
23 apply r Pi all int idle1 ; cbv.
24 apply r placeR rmv int .
25 apply r o int . cbn.
26 intros H1 H2 H3.
27 omega.
28 Admitted.

Figure 17: The proof of sequent Γ2 ⇒ [p2]cr ≺ co in Coq

Example 7.2. We consider the derivation from the node 13© of the deduction procedure of I → [DF ]cr ≺ co
(Fig. 14). The problem for proving the sequent Γ2 ⇒ [p2]cr ≺ co is described as a theorem example (line 6)
in the Coq code shown in Fig. 17, where the program p2 and the names f, Y, e, p, r, o have been shown in1160

Table 10.
Following the deduction procedure shown in Fig. 14, we conduct a proof in Coq by starting the statement

Proof. (line 13). Here for simplicity we only perform the deduction of the branch from the node 13© to the
node 12© in Fig. 14. By applying the tactic apply to the constructors (as axioms in Coq) in the same order
as their corresponding rules that are applied on this branch (lines 14 - 26), we transform the formula [[ p21165

]]’ r << o into a QF-AFOL formula shown in the below of Fig. 17. This formula contains uninterpreted
functions H1, H2, H3 that map a name to a natural number in Coq. However, these uninterpreted functions
can actually be eliminated since their parameters never appear alone in the formula. So this formula is in
fact a Presburger arithmetic formula.

At last, by applying the tactic omega (line 27), we solve the formula and prove the branch.1170

8. Related Work

Previous approaches [6, 7, 14, 9, 15] for the verification of CCSL specifications were mainly based on
model checking, where a CCSL specification was encoded as a target model, and reachability analysis was
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made on the product of the system model and the model of the CCSL specification. Different encoding
principles were proposed according to different types of target models, such as timed automata [6, 7, 15],1175

data flow graphs [14], Esterel programs [9], etc. When a CCSL specification is unbounded, a bound needs
to be set to avoid the enumeration of an infinite number of states (e.g. in [9]). Our approach is based on
a method combining theorem proving and SMT checking, which provides a unified verification framework
under which both bounded and unbounded CCSL specifications can be directly analyzed.

Another aspect of formal analysis of CCSL is to find a schedule (or a set of schedules) of a given CCSL1180

specification where no system models were involved [2, 17, 39]. The earliest approach [2] combined BDD-
based boolean solving and the rewrite relations on clock expressions, while the recent method in [39] was
based on the rewriting logic of Maude. In [17], the search of a schedule was conducted by solving a logical
formula that encodes CCSL specifications through an SMT-checking procedure. Compared with [17], the
proposed CDL provides a natural way for capturing CCSL specifications and a modular way for transforming1185

the CDL formula into QF-AFOL formulae, which are easier and more efficient for an SMT checker to solve.
Dynamic logic, first proposed by V.R. Pratt [40], is a formalism for modeling and reasoning about

program specifications. The syntax and semantics of CDL are largely based on those of FODL [25] and
those of its extension to concurrency [29]. Process logic [41] combines the features of both dynamic logic
and temporal logic. In process logic, formulae of the form [p]�φ mean that all execution traces of p satisfy1190

the temporal formula �φ. The semantics of SEPs and the formulae of the form [p]ξ are mainly inherited
from the semantics of the formulae of the form [p]�φ in process logic. Differential Dynamic Temporal Logic
[32, 31] (DDTL) is a dynamic logic for the specification and verification of hybrid systems. In DDTL,
programs support a continuous time model with differential equations embedded into it to express the
physical dynamics of hybrid systems. Compared with it, the SEPs of CDL support a discrete time model1195

with a synchronous execution mechanism to specify the behaviours of synchronous systems. The rules (π[; ]),
(π[∪]), (π[•]u) and (π[•]i) in Table 3 are largely inspired from the corresponding rules for formulae of the
form [p]�φ in DDTL.

There are many other variations of dynamic logic for reasoning about different systems, such as Java Card
Dynamic Logic [42] for Java programs, Object-Oriented Dynamic Logic [43] for object-oriented programs,1200

Differential Dynamic Logic [44] for hybrid systems, etc. To our knowledge, CDL is the first dynamic logic
for synchronous systems.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel dynamic logic — CDL — for the verification of CCSL specifications
in synchronous systems. We define the syntax and semantics of CDL, and we build a proof system for1205

CDL to semi-automatically transform a CDL formula into QF-AFOL formulae, which can be efficiently
checked through an SMT-checking procedure. We show how CCSL specifications can be expressed in CDL
by encoding each clock definition as an SEP. We analyze the soundness and completeness of CDL, and we
give complete proofs for critical theorems and lemmas in Appendix A. Finally we mechanize a part of CDL
using Coq, and illustrate how CDL formulae can be proved in Coq with a small example. Throughout this1210

paper we illustrate our viewpoint through a simple example, the digital filter system.
Future work will focus on two aspects:

1. In this paper, the CDL we propose supports the parallel model of synchronous systems. However, the
proof system of CDL does not support the verification of parallel model in a modular way: we verify
a parallel program by reducing it into an equivalent sequential program. The modular verification1215

for parallel model is important for SEPs because unlike traditional imperative programs, parallel is a
nature of synchronous systems. Next we will focus on providing a rely-guarantee-style [45] composi-
tional proof system for parallel SEPs. An automatic (or semi-automatic) method could be proposed
for generating suitable “rely” and “guarantee” predicates for each clock relation and clock definition.
Such a proof system could greatly enhance the applicability of CDL in synchronous systems.1220

2. We will also consider a full mechanization of CDL in Coq. With it we can consider more practical
applications in order to see more practical potentials of this logic.
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A. The Proof of Soundness and Relative Completeness of CDL

A.1. The Proof of Theorem 6.11315

We only give the proofs for some rules in Table 3, for the rest of the rules see an analysis in Section 6.1.

Theorem 6.1. 1. For rules (π[]), (α[]), (π〈〉) and (φ〈〉), we take rule (α[]) for example, others are similar.

By the definition of the rule:
Γ′ ⇒ ∆′

Γ⇒ ∆
in Section 4.1, we need to prove the following two propositions:

(i) If ∀s ∈ S, s |=cdl (
^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1[V ′/V ] ∧ P1) → (P2 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2[V ′/V ]), then ∀s ∈ S, s |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1 →

(P3 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2).1320

(ii) If ∀s ∈ S, s |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1 → (P3 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2), then ∀s ∈ S, s |=cdl (
^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1[V ′/V ] ∧ P1) →

(P2 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2[V ′/V ]).

where P1 = (cn = (cn)′ + 1 ∧ cs = 1 ∧ x = e′[V ′/V ] ∧ ...... ∧
^

1≤i≤n
dsi = 0), P2 = φ, P3 = [(ςc!e|x :=

e′|......)]φ. α, d1, ..., dn, V , V ′ are defined as in rule (φ[]) of Table 4.

For (i), for any s ∈ S, if s |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1, we need to show that s |=cdl P3 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2. We construct an

s′ such that 8>>>><
>>>>:

s′(cn) = s(cn) + 1, s′(cs) = 1,
s′(x) = Evals(e

′),
......
s′(ds1) = 0, ..., s′(dsn) = 0,
s′(z′) = s(z), for each new variable z′ ∈ V ′
s′(y) = s(y), for other variable y /∈ V

(A.1)

Since all variables in V ′ are new variables in the contexts Γ and ∆, we can assume that for any z′ ∈ V ′,1325

s(z′) = s′(z′) holds. Because if it does not, actually we can consider a new state s′′, whose value differs

from s only on those variables in V ′. Obviously s′′ |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1. If s′′ |=cdl P3 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2, we also have

s |=cdl P3 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2.

Since s |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1, from (A.1) we can get s′ |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1[V ′/V ]∧P1. So s′ |=cdl P2∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2[V ′/V ]

from the assumption of (i). The situation for s′ |=cdl

_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2[V ′/V ] is obvious, because if so then1330

s |=cdl

_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2. If s′ |=cdl P2, since from (A.1) easy to see ss′ ∈ val((ςc!e|x := e′|......)), according to

the semantics of P3 in Def. 3.9 we have s |=cdl P3.

For (ii), for any s ∈ S, if s |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1[V ′/V ] ∧ P1, we need to show that s |=cdl P2 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2[V ′/V ].
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To this end we construct an s′ such that8>>>><
>>>>:

s′(cn) = s((cn)′), s′(cs) = s((cs)′),
s′(x) = s(x′),
......
s′(ds1) = s((ds1)′), ..., s′(dsn) = s((dsn)′),
s′(z′) = s(z′), for each new variable z′ ∈ V ′
s′(y) = s(y), for other variable y /∈ V

(A.2)

where (cn)′, (cs)′, x′,......,(ds1)′,...,(dsn)′ are the new variables in V ′ corresponding to cn, cs, x,......,ds1,...,dsn
in V . Since |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1[V ′/V ], from (A.2) we get s′ |=cdl

^
ϕ1∈Γ

ϕ1. So s′ |=cdl P3 ∨
_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2 from the

assumption of (ii). If s′ |=cdl

_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2, then obviously s |=cdl

_
ϕ2∈∆

ϕ2[V ′/V ] from (A.2). If s′ |=cdl P3,1335

since s |=cdl P1, from (A.2) easy to see that s′s ∈ val(α). According to the semantics of P3 in Def. 3.9
we have s |=cdl P2.

2. For rule (P?[]), we consider A = φ for example. It is sufficient to prove that for all state s ∈ S,
s |=cdl P → [p]φ iff s |=cdl [P?p]φ. For the ‘if’ direction, since s |=cdl [P?p]φ, based on the semantics
of [P?p]φ given in Def. 3.18, we know for any finite trace tr ∈ val(P?p) starting from s, tre ∈ val(φ)1340

holds. But from Def. 3.9, tr ∈ val(P?p) means if trb ∈ val(P ), then tr ∈ val(p). So if s |=cdl P , we
have s |=cdl [p]φ. For the ‘only if’ direction, the condition when s 6|=cdl P is trivial, since in this case
there exists no trace tr ∈ val(P?p) starting from s, so s ∈ val([P?p]φ) always holds. If s |=cdl P and
s |=cdl [p]φ, we know that any trace tr ∈ val(p) starting from s is a trace of val(P?p) too. So clearly
s |=cdl [P?p]φ.1345

According to Def. 3.17, a trace with length 1 always satisfies a term ξ, thus rule (πµ[]) is sound.

In rule (µ[]), for any s ∈ S, since val(µ) = S, thus s ∈ val(µ). So we have s |=cdl φ iff s |=cdl [µ]φ.

3. The soundness of rule (π[∪]) is obvious, we omit its proof.

Rule (π[•]u) holds because of Def. 3.17, traces with length 1 always satisfy a relation ξ, so it is enough
to consider traces with length ≥ 2, which amounts to the traces of p; p•.1350

The proofs of rule (π[; ]) and rule (π[•]i) require Prop. A.1 and Prop. A.2 given below.

For rule (π[; ]), we prove for any s ∈ S, s |=cdl [p; q]ξ iff s |=cdl [p]ξ ∧ [p][q]ξ. On the one hand, for
any trace tr ∈ val(p; q) with trb = s, by the semantics of p; q (Def. 3.9) easy to see that there exists
tr1 ∈ val(p), tr2 ∈ val(q) such that tr = tr1 ◦ tr2. Because s |=cdl [p]ξ and s |=cdl [p][q]ξ hold, so
tr1 |=cdl ξ and tr2 |=cdl ξ hold. From Prop. A.1 we know tr �ccsl ξ. So s |=cdl [p; q]ξ. On the other1355

hand, for any trace tr ∈ val(p) with trb = s and trace tr′ ∈ val(q) with tr′b = tre, let tr′′ = tr ◦ tr′,
easy to see that tr′′ ∈ val(p; q). Since s |=cdl [p; q]ξ, there is tr′′ |=cdl ξ. Again from Prop. A.1 we can
get tr |=cdl ξ and tr′ |=cdl ξ hold. Therefore s |=cdl [p]ξ ∧ [p][q]ξ.

For rule (π[•]i), we prove for any s ∈ S, s |=cdl [p•]ξ iff s |=cdl [p•][p]ξ. On the one hand, for any trace
tr ∈ val(p•) with trb = s, we consider three situations. (1) If the length of tr is 1, then obviously1360

tr �ccsl ξ due to Def. 3.17. (2) If there is a constant n ≥ 1 such that tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trn ∈ val(pn),
where tr1, ..., trn−1 ∈ val(p) is finite, trn ∈ val(p), since s |=cdl [p•][p]ξ, for any trace tr′ ∈ val(p•)
with tr′b = s and any trace tr′′ with tr′′b = tr′e, tr

′′ �ccsl ξ holds. Let tr′ = µ, tr′′ = tr1, tr′ = tr1,
tr′′ = tr2, tr′ = tr1 ◦ tr2, tr′′ = tr3, ..., tr′ = tr1 ◦ ...◦ trn−1 and tr′′ = trn respectively, then we can get
tr1 �ccsl ξ, tr2 �ccsl ξ, ..., trn �ccsl ξ respectively. From Prop. A.1 tr �ccsl ξ is immediately obtained.1365

(3) If tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ...| {z }
∞

, where tri ∈ val(p) (i ∈ N+) is finite, then according to Prop. A.2, the proof

can be attributed to situation (2). In all three situations (1), (2), (3)above, we have s |=cdl [p•]ξ. On
the other hand, for any trace tr ∈ val(p•) with trb = s, and trace tr′ ∈ val(p) with tr′ = tre, let
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tr′′ = tr ◦ tr′. Because tr′ ∈ val(p•; p) and s |=cdl [p•]ξ, tr′′ �ccsl ξ holds. From Prop. A.1 there are
tr �ccsl ξ and tr′ �ccsl ξ, so s |=cdl [p•][p]ξ.1370

Proposition A.1 (Temporal Property of ξ). Any clock relation ξ satisfies the following property: for any
traces tr, tr1 and tr2 such that tr = tr1 ◦ tr2, where tr1 is finite, there is

tr �ccsl ξ iff tr1 �ccsl ξ and tr2 �ccsl ξ.

Prop. A.1. According to Def. 3.17, tr �ccsl ξ iff for any i ∈ N+, tr(i) |=cdl ~(ξ). Thus for any i ∈ N+, if
i ≤ |tr1|, then tr1(i) |=cdl ~(ξ), if i > |tr1|, then tr2(i) |=cdl ~(ξ), which means tr1 �ccsl ξ and tr2 �ccsl ξ
hold.

A.2. The Proof of Theorem 6.21375

In the following proofs, we use φ[ to stress that φ is an AFOL formula.

The main body of Theorem 6.2. For any formula φ, by the soundness of the FOL rules (in Table 5), we
can convert φ into a conjunctive normal form: C1 ∧ ... ∧ Cn. Each clause Ci is a disjunction of literals:
Ci = li,1 ∨ ... ∨ li,mi

, where li,j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi) is an atomic CDL formula, or its negation. By the
FOL rules, it is sufficient to prove that for each clause Ci, |=cdl Ci implies `+

cdl Ci. We proceed by induction1380

on the sum n, of the number of the appearances of [p] and 〈p〉 and the number of quantifiers ∀x and ∃x
prefixed to non-AFOL formulae in Ci.

If n = 0, there are no appearances of [p] and 〈p〉 in Ci, so Ci is an AFOL formula, by condition (i) of
Theorem 6.2, we obtain `+

cdl Ci.
Suppose n > 0, it is sufficient to consider the following cases:

Ci = ϕ1 ∨ opϕ2, C = ϕ ∨ [p]ξ, C = ϕ ∨ 〈p〉∼ ξ

where op ∈ {[p], 〈p〉,∀x, ∃x}.1385

If Ci = ϕ1 ∨ opϕ2, which is equivalent to ¬ϕ1 → opϕ2, by condition (i), there exist φ[1 and φ[2 such that
|=cdl φ

[
1 ↔ ¬ϕ1 and |=cdl φ

[
2 ↔ ϕ2. Then by the soundness of the FOL rules |=cdl φ

[
1 → op φ[2 holds. By

condition (ii) we have
`+
cdl φ

[
1 → op φ[2. (A.3)

Since in φ[1 ↔ ¬ϕ1 and φ[2 ↔ ϕ2 the sum is strictly less than n, by inductive hypothesis we can get

`+
cdl ¬ϕ1 → φ[1 (A.4)

and `+
cdl φ

[
2 → ϕ2 hold. By condition (iii) we know that

`+
cdl op φ

[
2 → opϕ2 (A.5)

holds. Based on (A.3), (A.4), (A.5) and the FOL rules in Table 5 we can conclude that `+
cdl ¬ϕ1 → opϕ2.

If Ci = ϕ ∨ [p]ξ, we prove the completeness of the formula ¬ϕ → [p]ξ. By condition (i) of Theorem 6.2
there exists an AFOL formula φ[0 such that |=cdl φ

[ ↔ ¬ϕ. Note that in φ[ ↔ ¬ϕ the sum is strictly less
than n, by inductive hypothesis we have `+

cdl ¬ϕ → φ[. By condition (iv), `+
cdl φ

[ → [p]ξ holds. Thus we
have `+

cdl ¬ϕ→ [p]ξ.1390

Similarly for the case Ci = ϕ ∨ 〈p〉∼ ξ.

Before giving the proofs of Theorem 6.2 (i), (ii) and (iii), we define a finite fragment of SEP, called
‘Finite-SEP’.
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Definition A.1 (Finite-SEP). The finite fragment of SEP, called ‘Finite-SEP’, is defined as follows:

p ::= µ | α | %&P?α | p; p | p ∪ p | p∗ | ‖(p1, ..., pn),

where µ, α, % and P are defined as in Def. 3.1.
The semantics of Finite-SEPs is defined the same as in Def. 3.9 and 3.14, except for p∗, whose semantics

is given as below:

val(p∗) =df

[
n≥0

valn(p).

In CDL formulae, there is an important relationship between an SEP and its finite fragment. We state1395

it as the next proposition. Intuitively, it says that for any specification of a program that a CDL formula
can describe, it is enough to only consider the finite fragment of this program.

Proposition A.2 (Relation between SEP and Finite-SEP in CDL). For any SEP p, we denote the Finite-
SEP program, which is formed by replacing all loop programs of the form q• in p with program q∗, as finite(p).
For any term ξ and CDL formula φ, the following two relations hold:

|=cdl [finite(p)]ξ ↔ [p]ξ and |=cdl [finite(p)]φ↔ [p]φ.

The proof of Prop A.2 relies on the following Lemmas A.1 and A.2.

Prop.A.2. We take [p]ξ as an example, [p]φ is similar. On the one hand, if |=cdl [p]ξ, for any trace tr ∈
val(finite(p)), according to Lemma A.1 (i) there is tr ∈ val(p), so tr �ccsl ξ. On the other hand, if1400

|=cdl [finite(p)]ξ, for any trace tr ∈ val(p), we analyze two situations. (1) If tr is finite, then according
to Lemma A.1 (ii) we have tr ∈ val(finite(p)), so tr �ccsl ξ. (2) If tr is infinite, suppose tr 6�ccsl ξ, then
according to Def. 3.17, there must exist a state s in tr such that s |=cdl ¬~(ξ). According to Lemma A.2,
there exists a finite trace tr′ in p containing s, so tr′ 6�ccsl ξ. Since tr′ is also a trace of finite(p) (Lemma A.1
(ii)), but this contradicts the assumption |=cdl [finite(p)]ξ. Thus tr �ccsl ξ.1405

The lemmas used in the proof of Prop. A.2 above is given below. Lemma A.1 says Finite-SEP exactly
captures all finite behaviour of SEP. Lemma A.2 reveals that for any SEP and one of its traces, all finite
prefixed traces of this trace are traces of this SEP.

Lemma A.1. The semantics of any SEP p and the semantics of its corresponding finite fragment finite(p)
satisfy the following propositions:1410

(i) val(finite(p)) ⊆ val(p).

(ii) For any trace tr ∈ val(p), if tr is finite, then tr ∈ val(finite(p)).

Lemma A.1. We proceed by induction on the structure of program p. In sequential SEPs, the only non-
trivial case is p = q•. For parallel programs of the form p = ‖(p1, ..., pn), we can first reduce it into an
equivalent sequential program by applying the rewrite rules in Table 6, then we prove this sequential program1415

by induction.
If p = q•, by the definition of the function finite, there is finite(p) = finite(q)∗. In proposition (i), for

any trace tr of finite(q)∗, if |tr| = 1 then obviously tr ∈ val(q•) because val(µ) ⊆ val(q•). If |tr| > 1, then
there must exist an n ≥ 1 such that tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trn, where tr1, ..., trn ∈ val(finite(q)). By inductive
hypothesis we know tr1 ∈ val(q), ..., trn ∈ val(q). So by Def. 3.9 we obtain tr ∈ val(qn) ⊂ val(q•). In1420

proposition(ii), for any finite trace tr of q•, if |tr| = 1 obviously tr ∈ val(q•). If |tr| > 1, there must be a
number n ≥ 1 such that tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trn, where tr1, ..., trn ∈ val(q) must be finite. According to the
inductive hypothesis there is tr1, ..., trn ∈ val(finite(q)), so tr ∈ val(finite(q)n) ⊂ val(finite(q)).

Lemma A.2. Given an SEP p and a trace tr of p, for any state s in tr, there exists a finite trace of p that1425

contains s.
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Lemma A.2. We proceed by induction on the structure of p. Same as in the proof of Lemma A.1, the only
non-trivial case is p = q•. We omit the case when p is a parallel program since it can be reduced into a
sequential one.

If p = q•, let tr be any trace of p. The case when tr is finite is trivial. So we assume tr is infinite.1430

According to the semantics of q•, tr can be one of the two forms as follows: (1) tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ..., where
tri ∈ val(q) is finite (i ∈ N+); (2) there exists a number n ≥ 1 such that tr = tr1◦ ...◦trn, where tr1, ..., trn−1

is finite, trn ∈ val(q). If a state s is in one of the finite trace tri (i ∈ N+), we let tr′ = tr1 ◦ ...◦ tri. Obviously
tr′ is a finite trace, and we have tr′ ∈ val(qi) ⊂ val(q•). If a state s is in trace trn of form (2), then by
inductive hypothesis there exists a finite trace tr′′ ∈ val(q) that contains s. Now let tr′ = tr1◦ ...◦trn−1◦tr′′.1435

Obviously tr′ is finite, and more, we have tr′ ∈ val(qn) ⊂ val(q•).

In order to prove Theorem 6.2 (i), we first show any Finite-SEP is expressible in AFOL (Lemma A.3),
then based on the expressibility of Finite-SEPs, we prove any formula [p]φ[ (where p is a Finite-SEP) is
expressible (Lemma A.5). At last we obtain the proof of Theorem 6.2 (i).1440

The next lemma shows every Finite-SEP (except for µ) can be expressed as an AFOL formula. The skip
program µ is special, since in fact it has no behaviour.

Lemma A.3 (Construction of Formula Ap(~v,~v
′)). For any Finite-SEP p, if p 6= µ, then we can construct

an AFOL formula Ap(~v,~v
′), where ~v = V(p), ~v′ is a vector of new variables corresponding to ~v. It satisfies

the following conditions:1445

(i) For any state s and vector ~x0, if s |=cdl Ap(~v, ~x0), then there exists a trace tr ∈ val(p) such that trb = s
and tre(~v) = ~x0.

(ii) For any trace tr ∈ val(p), trb |=cdl Ap(~v,~v
′)[tre(~v)/~v′] holds.

Given a state s and a vector ~v = 〈v1, ..., vn〉, we define s(~v) =df 〈s(v1), ..., s(vn)〉.
Before proving Lemma A.3, we need to introduce the concept of Gödel encoding. We use this concept1450

to help us build AFOL formulae for finite loop program p∗, just like what has been done in [20, 32]. Here
we use a lemma to illustrate that some concepts we need in the proof of Lemma A.3 can be described by
formulae constructed by Gödel encoding. And we assume the existence of these formulae, without giving
any hint about how to construct them. The details of the construction is outside of the scope of this paper,
interesting readers can refer to [46] for more details.1455

Lemma A.4 (Gödel Encoding). In AFOL, there exist ways to encode a vector (x1, ..., xn) (where x1, ..., xn ∈
Z) as a unique number Z ∈ Z, denoted as Z = (x1, ..., xn)G. Z is called the Gödel number of (x1, ..., xn).
The ways of encoding are called Gödel encodings.

Let Z = (x1, ..., xn)G. In AFOL, a formula IEl(Z, i, y) can be constructed through Gödel encoding in
order to judge: whether the ith element of (x1, ..., xn) is y, i.e., IEl(Z, i, x) is true iff (x1, ..., xn)i = y. A1460

formula Len(Z,N) can be constructed through Gödel encoding in order to judge: whether the length of vector
(x1, ..., xn) is N , i.e., Len(Z,N) is true iff N = n.

Readers can refer to [46] for an explicit definition of IEl and Len given above4.

Lemma A.3. We proceed by induction on the structure of the Finite-SEP p. We only consider the cases
when p semantically equals to the following forms. Programs in other forms can be first reduced into the1465

following forms by laws in Prop. 3.2 and rewrite rules in Table 6.

1. If p ≡ P?α or p ≡ α, we take p ≡ P?α as an example, p ≡ α is similar. Without the lose of generality
set α = (ςc!e|x := e′), then we define

Aα(~v,~v′) =P ∧ (cn)′ = cn + 1 ∧ (cs)′ = 1 ∧ x′ = e′ ∧
^

1≤i≤n
(dsi )

′ = 0,

4where the corresponding names are “IthElement” and “Length” respectively.
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where ~v = {cn, cs, ds1, ..., dsn}, {d1, ..., dn} = C − C(α). ~v′ = {(cn)′, (cs)′, (ds1)′, ..., (dsn)′} is the vector of
new variables corresponding to ~v.

For any state s and vector ~x0, if s |=cdl Aα(~v, ~x0), let

§
s′(~v) = ~x0,
s′(z) = s(z), other variable z

then there is s |=cdl P ∧ s′(cn) = cn + 1 ∧ s′(cs) = 1 ∧ s′(x) = e′ ∧
^

1≤i≤n
s′(dsi ) = 0. According to the

semantics of P?α (Def. 3.9), we can get ss′ ∈ val(P?α).1470

On the other hand, for any trace uu′ ∈ val(P?α), by the semantics of P?α we have:

(1) u ∈ val(P );

(2) u′(cn) = u(cn) + 1 ∧ u′(cs) = 1 and u′(x) = Evalu(e′);

(3) u′(dn) = u(dn) ∧ u′(ds) = 0 for other d ∈ C not in α;

(4) u′(z) = u(z) for other variable z not in α.1475

Thus easy to get u |=cdl Aα(~v,~v′)[u′(~v)/~v′].

2. If p ≡ q ∪ r, let
Ap(~v,~v

′) = Aq(~v,~v
′) ∨Ar(~v,~v′),

where ~v = V(q ∪ r), ~v′ is a vector of new variables corresponding to ~v. In the formula Aq(~v,~v
′) (the

same for Ar(~v,~v
′)), we can assume ~v = V(q ∪ r) = V(q). Because if V(q) ⊂ ~v, we can actually build a

new formula as A′q(~v,~v
′) = Aq(~vq, ~v

′
q) ∧

^
x∈~v−~vq,x′∈~v−~v′q

x = x′, where in Aq(~vq, ~v
′
q) we have ~vq = V(q).

For some variable x not appearing in q, in A′q(~v,~v
′) there is x = x′. x′ is a new variable corresponding1480

to x. Then we can consider Ap(~v,~v
′) = A′q(~v,~v

′) ∨ A′r(~v,~v′). If q ≡ µ (the same for r ≡ µ), let

Aq(~v,~v
′) =

^
x∈~v,x′∈~v′

x = x′.

For any state s and vector ~x0, if s |=cdl Ap(~v, ~x0), then according to the soundness of the FOL rules (see
Table 5) there is s |=cdl Aq(~v, ~x0) or s |=cdl (Ar(~v, ~x0) holds. Assume s |=cdl Aq(~v, ~x0), by inductive
hypothesis there exists a trace tr ∈ val(q) such that trb = s and tre(~v) = ~x0. So by Def. 3.9 obviously1485

tr ∈ val(q ∪ r).
On the other hand, for any trace tr ∈ val(q ∪ r), based on Def. 3.9 there is tr ∈ val(q) or tr ∈ val(r).
Assume tr ∈ val(q), by inductive hypothesis we know trb |=cdl Aq(~v,~v

′)[tre(~v)/~v′]. So trb |=cdl

Aq(~v,~v
′)[tre(~v)/~v′] ∨Ar(~v,~v′)[tre(~v)/~v′], i.e., trb |=cdl Ap(~v,~v

′)[tre(~v)/~v′].

3. If p ≡ q; r and q ≡ µ, then define Ap = Ar, similarly for r ≡ µ. Now we assume q 6≡ µ and r 6≡ µ. Let

Ap(~v,~v
′) = ∃~z.(Aq(~v,~v′)[~z/~v′] ∧Ar(~v,~v′)[~z/~v]),

where ~v = V(q ∪ r), ~v′ is the vector of new variables corresponding to ~v. ~z is the vector of new1490

variables corresponding to ~v and ~v′. Like in the case p ≡ q ∪ r above, In the formula Aq(~v,~v
′)

(the same for Ar(~v,~v
′)), we can assume ~v = V(q ∪ r) = V(q). Because if not so, let ~vq = V(q),

we can build a new formula A′q(~v,~v
′) = Aq(~vq, ~v

′
q) ∧

^
x∈~v−~vq,x′∈~v′−~v′q

x = x′, then we can consider

Ap(~v,~v
′) = ∃~z.(A′q(~v,~v′)[~z/~v′] ∧A′r(~v,~v′)[~z/~v]) instead.

For any state s and vector ~x0, if s |=cdl Ap(~v, ~x0), then there exists a vector ~z0 such that

s |=cdl Aq(~v, ~x0)[~z0/~x0] and s |=cdl Ar(~v, ~x0)[~z0/~v]. (A.6)
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From (A.6) and inductive hypothesis we know there exists a trace tr ∈ val(q) such that

trb = s and tre(~v) = ~z0. (A.7)

Let s′ = tre. Because ~v = V(q), so for other variable x /∈ ~v we always have s′(x) = s(x). According to
the semantics of q and (A.6) there is s′ |=cdl Ar(~v, ~x0). By inductive hypothesis, there exists a trace
tr′ ∈ val(r) such that

tr′b = s′ and tr′e(~v) = ~x0. (A.8)

From (A.7) and (A.8) there exists a trace tr′′ = tr◦tr′ ∈ val(q; r) that satisfies tr′′b = s and tr′′e (~v) = ~x0.1495

On the other hand, given a trace tr ∈ val(q; r), based on the semantics of SEPs (Def. 3.9), there exist
traces tr′ ∈ val(q) and tr′′ ∈ val(r) such that tr = tr′ ◦ tr′′. Let s = tr′b, s

′′ = tr′e = tr′′b and s′ = tr′′e .
By inductive hypothesis, we have

s |=cdl Aq(~v,~v
′)[s′′(~v)/~v′] and s′′ |=cdl Ar(~v,~v

′)[s′(~v)/~v′]. (A.9)

Let ~z0 = s′′(~v), from (A.9), easy to see that

s |=cdl Aq(~v, ~z0) and s |=cdl Ar(~z0, ~v
′)[s′(~v)/~v′]. (A.10)

By (A.10) and the soundness of the FOL rules in Table 5, we get

s |=cdl ∃~z.(Aq(~v,~v′)[~z/~v′] ∧Ar(~v,~v′)[~z/~v][s′(~v)/~v′]),

i.e., s |=cdl Ap(~v,~v
′)[s′(~v)/~v′].

4. If p ≡ q∗ (and q 6≡ µ), let
Ap(~v,~v

′) = ∃n > 0.Iter(n) ∨ Iter(0), (A.11)

where we define Iter(0) =
^

x∈~v,x′∈~v′
x = x′. ~v = V(p), ~v′ is the vector of new variables corresponding

to ~v. Iter(n)(n ≥ 1) is defined as an AFOL formula based on the Gödel encoding:

Iter(n) = ∃Z.∃V1V2.(

Len(Z, n+ 1) ∧ IEl(Z, 1, V1) ∧ IEl(Z, n+ 1, V2) ∧ Len(V1, N) ∧ Len(V2, N)∧
N̂

k=0

IEl(V1, k, ~vk) ∧
N̂

k=0

IEl(V2, k, ~v
′
k) ∧ ∀(1 ≤ i ≤ n).∃Y1Y2.(

IEl(Z, i, Y1) ∧ IEl(Z, i+ 1, Y2) ∧ Len(Y1, N) ∧ Len(Y2, N) ∧ ∃ ~X1
~X2.(

N̂

k=1

IEl(Y1, k, ~X1,k) ∧
N̂

k=1

IEl(Y2, k, ~X2,k) ∧Aq( ~X1, ~X2)

)

)

),

(A.12)

where N = |~v|, Z is a Gödel number, V1, V2, Y1, Y2 are variables, ~X1 and ~X2 are vectors of variables.
Formulae IEl and Len are defined in Lemma A.4. Iter(0) expresses the behaviour of program q∗ when
it executes 0 time (i.e., the behaviour of µ). Intuitively, formula Iter(n) (n ≥ 1) just captures the
meaning of the formula Aqn(~v,~v′):

Aqn(~v,~v′) = ∃~z1~z2...~zn−1.(Aq(~v, ~z1) ∧Aq(~z1, ~z2) ∧ ... ∧Aq(~zn−1, ~v
′)).

In Iter(n), Z is the Gödel number represents the vector (W1, ...,Wn+1) of length n + 1, i.e., Z =
(W1, ...,Wn+1)G. W1, ...,Wn+1 are Gödel numbers. W1 and Wn+1 represent vectors ~v and ~v′ in
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Aqn(~v,~v′) respectively, i.e., W1 = ~vG and Wn+1 = ~v′
G

. W2, ...,Wn represent vectors ~z1, ..., ~zn−1 in
Aqn(~v,~v′) respectively, i.e., W2 = ~zG1 , W3 = ~zG2 , ..., Wn = ~zGn−1. Variables V1 and V2 represent the1500

Gödel number W1 and Wn+1 respectively. Variable i traverses all elements in the vector (W1, ...,Wn+1).
For each value of i, variables Y1 and Y2 represent the Gödel numbers Wi and Wi+1 respectively. The

length of vectors ~X1 and ~X2 is N . They represent the element of the vector represented by the numbers
Wi and Wi+1 respectively.

If we take n as a constant, then actually Aqn(~v,~v′) is an AFOL formula. From (A.12), Lemma A.4
and the soundness of the FOL rules (see Table 5), it is not hard to prove (omitted here) Iter(n) is
logical equivalent to Aqn(~v,~v′), i.e.,

|=cdl Iter(n)↔ Aqn(~v,~v′) (A.13)

Now we prove conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma A.3. For any state s, if s |=cdl Ap(~v, ~x0), there are two

cases: (1) s |=cdl Iter(0)(~v, ~x0); (2) s |=cdl (∃n.Iter(n))(~v, ~x0). In case (1), there is s |=cdl

^
x∈~v,y∈~x0

x =

y, i.e., s(~v) = ~x0. Let tr = s ∈ val(µ) ⊆ val(p), obviously, tr satisfies trb = s and tre(~v) = ~x0. In case
(2), since s |=cdl (∃n.Iter(n))(~v, ~x0), there exists a number n0 ≥ 1 such that s |=cdl Iter(n0)(~v, ~x0).
From (A.13), we also have s |=cdl Aqn0 (~v, ~x0), but this means there exists vectors ~z1...~zn−1 such that

s |=cdl Aq(~v, ~z1) ∧Aq(~z1, ~z2) ∧ ... ∧Aq(~zn−1, ~x0). (A.14)

Based on (A.14) and inductive hypothesis, below we construct a trace tr ∈ val(qn0) that satisfies
trb = s and tre(~v) = ~x0. From (A.14) we know s |=cdl Aq(~v, ~z1). By inductive hypothesis, there exists
a trace tr1 ∈ val(q) such that tr1,b = s and tr1,e(~v) = ~z1. Let s1 = tr1,e, according to the semantics
of q (Def. 3.9), s1 equals to s except for those values in ~v. By s |=cdl Aq(~z1, ~z2) in (A.14), there is
s1 |=cdl Aq(~v, ~z2). Again by inductive hypothesis there exists a trace tr2 ∈ val(q) such that tr2,b = s1

and tr2,e(~v) = ~z2. Let s2 = tr2,e,..., continuing this process as what we just did for s1, finally we see
that there exist s1 = tr1,e,...,sn−1 = trn−1,e and tr1, ..., trn ∈ val(q) such that:

tr1,b = s, tr1,e(~v) = ~z1,

tr2,b = s1, tr2,e(~v) = ~z2,

...,

trn−1,b = sn−2, trn−1,e(~v) = ~zn−1,

trn,b = sn−1, trn,e(~v) = ~x0.

Let tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trn ∈ val(qn0) ⊂ val(q∗), then obviously tr satisfies trb = s and tre(~v) = ~x0.1505

On the other hand, for any trace tr ∈ val(q∗), according to the semantics of q∗ in Def. A.1, there
are two cases: (1) |tr| = 1, which means tr ∈ val(µ); (2) tr ∈ val(p; p∗). In case (1), let s = tr. It

is easy to see that s |=cdl Iter(0)(~v,~v′)[s(~v)/~v′], i.e., s |=cdl

^
x∈~v,x′∈~v′

x = x′[s(~v)/~v′] holds. Thus

we have s |=cdl Ap(~v,~v
′)[s(~v)/~v′]. In case (2), there exist trace tr1, ..., trm ∈ val(q) (m ≥ 1)

such that tr = tr1 ◦ tr2 ◦ ... ◦ trm. By inductive hypothesis, for each trace trk (1 ≤ k ≤ m),
there is trk,b |=cdl Aq(~v,~v

′)[trk,e(~v)/~v′]. Observe that tr1,e(~v) = tr2,b(~v), by Def. 3.9 we see that
tr2,b agrees with tr1,b on all values but those in ~v. So by tr2,b |=cdl Aq(~v,~v

′)[tr2,e(~v)/~v′] we have
tr1,b |=cdl Aq(tr1,e(~v), ~v′)[~v2,e(~v)/~v′]. Note that tr2,e(~v) = tr3,b(~v), similarly based on Def. 3.9 and
tr3,b |=cdl Aq(~v,~v

′)[tr3,e(~v)/~v′] there is tr1,b |=cdl Aq(tr2,e(~v), ~v′)[tr3,e(~v)/~v′], ..., continuing this proce-
dure, finally, since tr1,e(~v) = tr2,b(~v), ..., trm−1,e(~v) = trm,b(~v), we have:

tr1,b |=cdl Aq(~v,~v
′)[tr1,e(~v)/~v′],

tr1,b |=cdl Aq(tr1,e(~v), ~v′)[tr2,e(~v)/~v′],

...,

tr1,b |=cdl Aq(trm−1,e(~v), ~v′)[trm,e(~v)/~v′].
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Hence tr1,b |=cdl Aq(~v, tr1,e(~v)) ∧ Aq(tr1,e(~v), tr2,e(~v)) ∧ ... ∧ Aq(trm−1,e(~v), ~v′)[trm,e(~v)/~v′]. Let ~z1 =
tr1,e(~v), ..., ~zm−1 = trm−1,e(~v). By the soundness of the FOL rules in Table 5 there is tr1,b |=cdl

∃~z1...~zm−1.(Aq(~v, ~z1) ∧ Aq(~z1, ~z2) ∧ ... ∧ Aq(~zm−1, ~v)[trm,e(~v)/~v′]). From (A.13) we obtain the result:
trb |=cdl Ap(~v,~v

′)[tre(~v
′)/~v′].

1510

Note that in the proof of Lemma A.3, ∃x > 0.Aqn(~v,~v′) is not an AFOL formula, because the variable
n appears in the subscript of ‘~zn’. This is also why we need Gödel encoding to construct formula Iter(n).

Based on Lemma A.3, we prove that all formulae of the form [p]φ[ with p being a Finite-SEP are
expressible in AFOL.

Lemma A.5 (Expressibility of [p]φ[). For any CDL formula of the form [p]φ[ where p is a Finite-SEP,
there exists an AFOL formula ϕ[ such that

|=cdl ϕ
[ ↔ [p]φ[.

Lemma A.5. We construct ϕ[ as: ϕ[ = ∀~x.(Ap(~v, ~x)→ φ[[~x/~v]), where Ap(~v, ~x) is the formula constructed
in Lemma A.3. Now we prove

|=cdl ϕ
[ ↔ [p]φ[.

This is equivalent to prove for any state s, s |=cdl ∀~x.(Ap(~v, ~x)→ φ[[~x/~v]) iff s |=cdl [p]φ[.1515

On the one hand, suppose for any state s, ∀~x.(Ap(~v, ~x) → φ[[~x/~v]) holds. We need to prove that
for any trace tr ∈ val(p) with trb = s, tre |=cdl φ

[ holds. Let s′ = tre. By Lemma A.3 (ii) we have
s |=cdl Ap(~v,~v

′)[s′(~v)/~v′]. But this means s |=cdl Ap(~v,~s
′(~v)). Because s |=cdl ∀~x.(Ap(~v, ~x) → φ[[~x/~v]), so

s |=cdl φ
[[s′(~v)/~v] holds. But this is to say s′ |=cdl φ

[, because tr is a trace of p and according to Def. 3.9,
the evaluation of s′ on all variables of φ[ only differs from s on set ~v.1520

On the other hand, suppose s |=cdl [p]φ[, we need to prove for any vector ~x0, if s |=cdl Ap(~v, ~x0), then
s |=cdl φ

[[~x0/~v]. From Lemma A.3 (i) we know there exists a trace tr ∈ val(p) such that trb = s and
tre(~v) = ~x0. Let s′ = tre. Since s |=cdl [p]φ[, by Def. 3.18 there is s′ |=cdl φ. But based on the semantics of
p, s′ differs from s only on the set ~v. So we have s |=cdl φ[~x0/~v].

Based on Lemmas A.3 and A.5, we now prove Theorem 6.2 (i). According to Lemma A.2, to prove the1525

expressibility of a CDL formula that contains SEPs, we only need to transform SEPs into their corresponding
Finite-SEPs in this formula through the function finite, then prove the expressibility of this transformed
formula.

Theorem 6.2 (i). We proceed by induction on the structure of the formula φ. In sequential SEPs, the only
non-trivial cases are φ = [p]φ[1 and φ = [p]ξ. We consider both cases at the same time. For any parallel SEP1530

of the form ‖(p1, ..., pn), we can reduce it into an equivalent sequential SEP by the rewrite rules in Table 6.

1. If p = µ, then according to the soundness of rules in Table 3, there is |=cdl tt ↔ [µ]ξ. According to
the soundness of rule (πµ[]) in Table 4, we have |=cdl φ

[
1 ↔ [µ]φ[1.

2. If p = α, according to the definition of [p]ξ in Def. 3.18 we know |=cdl [α]~(ξ) ↔ [α]ξ. But ~(ξ) is an
AFOL formula, so from Lemma A.5 we know that [α]~(ξ) is expressible.1535

Because of Lemma A.5, the case for [α]φ[1 is obvious.

3. If p = P?α, by the soundness of rule (P?[]) in Table 3 there is |=cdl P → [α]ξ ↔ [P?α]ξ. By inductive
hypothesis [α]ξ is expressible, so P → [α]ξ is also expressible.

Similar for the case of φ = [P?α]φ[1.

4. If p = q ∪ r, by the soundness of rule (π[∪]) in Table 3 there is |=cdl [q]ξ ∧ [r]Rel ↔ [q ∪ r]ξ. By1540

inductive hypothesis, [q]ξ and [r]ξ are expressible, so [q]ξ ∧ [r]ξ is also expressible.

Similar for the situation when φ = [q ∪ r]φ[1.
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5. If p = q; r, then by the soundness of rule (π[; ]) in Table 3 we can get |=cdl [q]ξ ∧ [q][r]ξ ↔ [q; r]ξ.
According to inductive hypothesis, [q]ξ and [r]ξ are all expressible. Let |=cdl ϕ

[
1 ↔ [r]ξ, by inductive

hypothesis we see that [q]ϕ[1 is also expressible. Thus [q]ξ ∧ [q][r]ξ is expressible.1545

The case for φ = [q; r]φ[1 is similar.

6. If p = q•, we first consider the case when φ = [q•]φ[1. According to Prop. A.2, we only need to consider
if [finite(q)

∗
]φ[1 is expressible. However from Lemma A.5 we know [finite(q)

∗
]φ[1 is expressible.

As for [q•]ξ, by the soundness of rule (π[•]i) in Table 3, |=cdl [q•][q]ξ ↔ [q•]ξ holds. By inductive
hypothesis, easy to see [q]ξ is expressible. Let |=cdl ϕ1 ↔ [q]ξ. [q•]ϕ1 belongs to case considered1550

above.

Based on Lemma A.3 and Theorem 6.2 (i), now we prove Theorem 6.2 (ii). The main idea is based on
[20, 25]: by making use of the expressibility of formula CDL and the soundness of proof system `+

cdl, we
make an induction on the structure of p.1555

Theorem 6.2 (ii). We proceed by induction on the structure of p. In ϕ[ → op φ[, when op is ∀x or ∃x, the
proof is obvious. This is because ϕ[ → op φ[ itself is an AFOL formula, so there must be `+

cdl ϕ
[ → op φ[.

We first consider the case when op is [p].

1. If p = µ, by the soundness of rule (µ[]) (see Table 3) and the FOL rules (see Table 5) there is
|=cdl (ϕ[ → φ[) ↔ ϕ[ → [µ]φ[. Since ϕ[ → φ[ is an AFOL formula, obviously `+

cdl ϕ
[ → φ[. By rule1560

(µ[]) and the FOL rules we immediately obtain: `+
cdl ϕ

[ → [µ]φ[.

2. If p = α, without the lose of generality let α = (ςc!e|x := e′). Because |=cdl ϕ
[ → [α]φ[, so by the

soundness of rule (φ[]) and the FOL rules there is |=cdl ϕ
[[V ′/V ] ∧A→ φ[, where formula

A = (cn = (cn)′ + 1 ∧ cs = 1 ∧ x = e′[V ′/V ] ∧
^

1≤i≤n
(dni = (dni )′ ∧ dsi = 0)).

Since ϕ[[V ′/V ] ∧ A → φ[ is an AFOL formula, `+
cdl ϕ

[[V ′/V ] ∧ A → φ[ holds. By rule (φ[]) and the
FOL rules we obtain `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [α]φ[.

3. If p = P?α, according to the soundness of rule (P?[]) and the FOL rules there is |=cdl ϕ
[ → (P →

[α]φ[)↔ ϕ[ → [α]φ[. So |=cdl ϕ
[ → ¬P ∨ ϕ[ → [α]φ[. Since ϕ[ → ¬P is an AFOL formula, we have

`+
cdl ϕ

[ → ¬P. (A.15)

By inductive hypothesis we have
`+
cdl ϕ

[ → [α]φ[. (A.16)

From (A.15) and (A.16), applying the FOL rules (see Table 5) we can get `+
cdl ϕ

[ → (P → [α]φ[). By
rule (P?[]) and the FOL rules there is `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [P?α]φ[.1565

4. If p = q ∪ r, according to the soundness of rule ([∪]) and the FOL rules we know |=cdl ϕ
[ → ([q]φ[ ∧

[r]φ[) ↔ ϕ[ → [q ∪ r]φ[, i.e., |=cdl ϕ
[ → [q]φ[ and |=cdl ϕ

[ → [r]φ[. By inductive hypothesis, we
have `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [q]φ[ and `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [r]φ[ hold. By rule ([∪]) and the FOL rules we conclude that

`+
cdl ϕ

[ → [q ∪ r]φ[.

5. If p = q; r, according to the soundness of rule ([; ]) and the FOL rules we can get

|=cdl ϕ
[ → ([q][r]φ[)↔ ϕ[ → [q; r]φ[. (A.17)
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By Theorem 6.2 (i), there is an AFOL formula ϕ1 such that |=cdl ϕ1 ↔ [r]φ[. So from (A.17) we have
|=cdl ϕ

[ → [q]ϕ1. By inductive hypothesis we then have

`+
cdl ϕ1 → [r]φ[, `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [q]ϕ1. (A.18)

Applying rule ([]gen) to the left formula of (A.18), we obtain `+
cdl [q]ϕ1 → [q][r]φ[. Comparing it with1570

the right formula of (A.18), we have `+
cdl ϕ

[ → [q][r]φ[. At last, by applying rule ([; ]) and other FOL
rules the result is obtained.

6. If p = q•, by Theorem 6.2 (i) there exists an AFOL formula φ[0 such that

|=cdl φ
[
0 ↔ [q•]φ[. (A.19)

Because |=cdl ϕ
[ → [q•]φ[, we also have

|=cdl ϕ
[ → φ[0. (A.20)

From (A.19), by rule ([•]u) and rule ([; ]), it is easy to see

|=cdl φ
[
0 ↔ [q•]φ[ ↔ φ[ ∧ [q; q•]φ[ ↔ φ[ ∧ [q][q•]φ[ ↔ φ[ ∧ [q]φ[0.

From the serial logical equivalences above we can see that

|=cdl φ
[
0 → [q]φ[0 and |=cdl φ

[
0 → φ[. (A.21)

By inductive hypothesis, (A.20) and (A.21) there are

`+
cdl ϕ

[ → φ[0, `+
cdl φ

[
0 → [q]φ[0 and `+

cdl φ
[
0 → φ[. (A.22)

Based on (A.22), by applying rule ([•]i) we get `+
cdl ϕ

[ → [q•]φ[.

7. If p = ‖(q1, ..., qn), by applying the rewrite rules in Table 6, we can reduce p into a sequential program
p′, i.e., p  p′. By the soundness of rule (r), there is |=cdl ϕ

[ → [p′]φ[ ↔ ϕ[ → [p]φ[. Since p′ is1575

sequential, we can analyze it based on the cases given above. Using inductive hypothesis, finally we
can get `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [p′]φ[. By rule (r) and other FOL rules there is `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [p]φ[.

For the case when op is 〈p〉, the proof of the cases p = µ, p = α, p = P?α, p = q ∪ r, p = q; r are similar.
The difference is that in the proof we need to use rules (φ〈〉), (P?〈〉), (µ〈〉), (〈; 〉), (〈∪〉), (〈•〉u), (〈〉gen) and
(〈•〉i) (some of them are shown in Table A.11), which are the dual rules of rules (φ[α]), (P?), (µ), ([; ]),1580

([∪]), ([•]u), ([]gen) and ([•]i) respectively.
We now prove the case p = q•. If |=cdl ϕ

[ → 〈q•〉φ[, since |=cdl ¬[q•]¬φ[ ↔ 〈q•〉φ[, by Prop. A.2
there is |=cdl ¬[r∗]¬φ[ ↔ ¬[q•]¬φ[ ↔ 〈q•〉φ[, where finite(q•) = r∗, r = finite(q). From Lemma A.5, the
formula 〈q•〉φ[ can be expressed by an equivalent AFOL formula φ[0 = ¬∀~x(Ar∗(~v, ~x) → ¬φ[[~x/~v]). Recall
in Lemma A.3, let Ar∗(~v,~v

′) = ∃n ≥ 1, then Iter(n) ∨ Iter(0) = ∃n.((n ≥ 1 ∧ Iter(n)) ∨ Iter(0)). Here we
remove the part ‘∃n’, and let Ar∗(~v,~v

′, n) = (n ≥ 1∧Iter(n))∨Iter(0). In the formula φ[0, we use Ar∗(~v,~v
′, n)

to replace Ar∗ , and we obtain an AFOL formula with n as a free variable in it: φ[0(n) = ¬∀~x(Ar∗(~v, ~x, n)→
¬φ[[~x//~v]). Because |=cdl ϕ

[ → 〈q•〉φ[, so there is

|=cdl ϕ
[ → ∃n.φ[0(n). (A.23)

This is because ∃n.φ[0(n) and φ[0 are in fact logical equivalent: intuitively, we just ‘move’ the quantifier ∃n
from Ar∗(~v,~v

′) to the front of the formula φ[0. Since n only appears in Ar∗(~v,~v
′), the meaning of the formula

does not change before and after the movement. According to (A.13) in Lemma A.3, Lemma A.5 and the
soundness of the FOL rules (see Table 5), it is not hard to prove that when n ≥ 0, there is

|=cdl φ
[
0(n)↔ 〈rn〉φ[. (A.24)
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By rule (〈; 〉) of Table A.11 we have for any n > 0, |=cdl φ
[
0(n) ↔ 〈rn〉φ[ ↔ 〈r〉〈rn−1〉φ[ ↔ 〈r〉φ[0(n − 1).

Because |=cdl 〈r∗〉φ[ ↔ 〈q•〉φ[, for any n > 0 there is

|=cdl φ
[
0(n)→ 〈q〉φ[(n− 1). (A.25)

In (A.24) let n = 0, by rule (µ〈〉) of Table A.11 we get

|=cdl φ
[
0(0)→ φ[. (A.26)

By inductive hypothesis, (A.23), (A.25) and (A.26), we obtain `+
cdl ϕ

[ → ∃n.φ[0(n), `+
cdl φ

[
0(n)→ 〈q〉φ[(n−1)

and `+
cdl φ

[
0(0)→ φ[. Applying rule (〈•〉i) and the FOL rules we get `+

cdl ϕ
[ → [q•]φ[.

P → 〈α〉A
〈P?α〉A

(P?〈〉)
tt

〈µ〉∼ ξ
(πµ〈〉)

φ

〈µ〉φ
(µ〈〉)

where A ∈ {∼ ξ, φ}

〈p〉∼ ξ ∨ 〈p〉〈q〉∼ ξ
〈p; q〉∼ ξ

(π〈;〉)
〈p〉∼ ξ ∨ 〈q〉∼ ξ
〈p ∪ q〉∼ ξ

(π〈∪〉)
〈p; p•〉∼ ξ
〈p•〉∼ ξ

(π〈•〉u)
〈p•〉〈p〉∼ ξ
〈p•〉∼ ξ

(π〈•〉i)

〈p〉〈q〉φ
〈p; q〉φ

(〈;〉)
〈p〉φ ∨ 〈q〉φ
〈p ∪ q〉φ

(〈∪〉)
φ ∨ 〈p; p•〉φ
〈p•〉φ

(〈•〉u)

Table A.11: Other dual rules in CDL proof system

As for the condition (iii) of Theorem 6.2, when op ∈ {[p], 〈p〉}, the cases are in fact stated as rules ([]gen)
and (〈〉gen). We give the proof of Theorem 6.2 for the case when op ∈ {∀x, ∃x} as follows.1585

Theorem 6.2 (iii). We only consider the case ‘∀x’. The case ‘∃x’ can be similarly obtained by using the
dual rules of the rules used in the proof below.

Actually, using the FOL rules in Table 5, we can construct the following deduction:

Γ,∀xϕ⇒ ϕ[x′/x]→ φ[x′/x],∆

Γ,∀xϕ, ϕ[x′/x]⇒ φ[x′/x],∆
(→l)

Γ,∀xϕ⇒ φ[x′/x],∆
(∀l)

Γ,∀xϕ⇒ ∀xφ,∆
(∀r)

Γ⇒ ∀xϕ→ ∀xφ,∆
(→r)

where x′ is a new variable w.r.t. Γ and ∆.1590

The proof of Theorem 6.2 (iv) follows the proof of Theorem 6.2 (ii), where the analysis of the most cases
are similar.

Theorem 6.2 (iv). We proceed by induction on the structure of p. Firstly, consider the completeness of the
formula ϕ[ → [p]ξ.

1. The cases for p = µ, p = α, p = P?α, p = q ∪ r and p = ‖(q1, ..., qn) are similar to the corresponding1595

cases in the proof of Theorem 6.2 (ii) given above. The proof can be given in an inductive way by
applying rules (πµ[]), (π[]), (P?[]) and (π[∪]), the rewrite rules in Table 6, other FOL rules and the
soundness of these rules. We omit it here.
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2. If p = q; r, according to the soundness of rule (π[; ]) and the FOL rules we obtain |=cdl ϕ
[ → [q]ξ ∧

[q][r]ξ ↔ ϕ[ → [q; r]ξ. From Theorem 6.2 (i) there exists an AFOL formula ϕ1 such that

|=cdl ϕ1 ↔ [r]ξ. (A.27)

Because |=cdl ϕ
[ → [q]ξ and |=cdl ϕ

[ → [q]ϕ1, by inductive hypothesis we know

`+
cdl ϕ

[ → [q]ξ and `+
cdl ϕ

[ → [q]ϕ1 (A.28)

holds. From (A.27), by inductive hypothesis we obtain `+
cdl ϕ1 → [r]ξ. Applying rule ([]gen) to this

formula we get `+
cdl [q]ϕ1 → [q][r]ξ. Then based on the right formula of (A.28) we have

`+
cdl ϕ

[ → [q][r]ξ. (A.29)

With (A.29) and the left formula of (A.28) we can get ϕ[ → ([q]ξ ∧ [q][r]ξ). The result is obtained by
applying rule (π[; ]).1600

3. If p = q•, based on the soundness of rule (π[•]i), there is |=cdl ϕ
[ → [q•][q]ξ. From Theorem 6.2 (i)

there exists an AFOL formula φ[0 such that

|=cdl φ
[
0 ↔ [q]ξ. (A.30)

So |=cdl ϕ
[ → [q•]φ[0 also holds. But this case has already been proved in Theorem 6.2 (ii), we have

`+
cdl ϕ

[ → [q•]φ[0. (A.31)

According to (A.30), by inductive hypothesis we can get `+
cdl φ

[
0 → [q]ξ. Applying rule([]gen), there is

`+
cdl [q•]φ[0 → [q•][q]ξ. (A.32)

From (A.31) and (A.32) the result is straightforward.

For the completeness of the formula ϕ[ → 〈p〉∼ ξ, its proof is similar to that of ϕ[ → 〈p〉∼ ξ given above.
Accordingly, in the proof of different cases we need to use the dual rules of rules (πµ[]), (π[]), (P?[]), (π[∪]),
(π[; ]), ([]gen), (π[•]i), (πµ〈〉), (π〈〉), (P?〈〉), (π〈∪〉), (π〈; 〉), (〈〉gen) and (π〈•〉i). Some of them are listed in
Table A.11.1605

B. A Part of Code for the Definition of the Sequent in Coq

1 (∗ ========== CDL proof system ============∗)
2 (∗ Gamma, Delta ∗)
3 Definition Gamma := list CDL exp.
4 Definition Delta := list CDL exp.1610

5
6 (∗ target place ∗)
7 Inductive place :=
8 exp : CDL exp −> place |
9 empty : place .1615

10
11 (∗ ========== construction of the proof system ============ ∗)
12 Reserved Notation ”<| T , p1 ==> p2 , D // V , C , ntC |> ” (at level 75).
13
14 (∗ definition of sequent ∗)1620

15 Inductive Seq : Gamma −> place −> place −> Delta −> (list Var) −> (list Var) −> (list Var) −> Prop :=
16
17 (∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ rules special for the sequent ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗)
18 r placeR rmv int : forall (T : Gamma) (pls1 : place) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)
19 (phi : CDL exp),1625

20 (
21 Seq T pls1 empty (addNail D phi) V C ntC (∗ put phi at the nail of D ∗)
22 )
23 −>
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24 (1630

25 Seq T pls1 (exp phi) D V C ntC
26 )
27 |
28
29 r placeL rmv int : forall (T : Gamma) (pls1 : place) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)1635

30 (phi : CDL exp),
31 (
32 Seq (addNail T phi) empty pls1 D V C ntC (∗ put phi at the nail of T ∗)
33 )
34 −>1640

35 (
36 Seq T (exp phi) pls1 D V C ntC
37 )
38 |
39 ...1645

40
41 (∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ rules for combinational events and formulae [p] rel ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗)
42 (∗ Rule (\pi []) ∗)
43 r Pi all int1 : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)
44 (x : Var) (e : e exp) (A : Evt) (r : rel ) ,1650

45 let n := NewId V in
46 (
47 Seq ((x =’ (e 2 E e) [( var n) subs−E &x]) :: (T [ (var n) subs−l &x ]))
48 empty (exp ([[ @ A ]]’ r)) (D [ (var n) subs−l &x ]) (var n :: V) C ntC
49 )1655

50 −>
51 (
52 Seq T empty (exp ([[ @ ((x :=’ e) :: A) ]]’ r)) D V C ntC
53 )
54 |1660

55
56 r Pi all int2 : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)
57 (c : Var) (e : e exp) (A : Evt) (r : rel ) ,
58 let n := NewId V in
59 let m := S n in1665

60 (
61 Seq (
62 (n(c) =’ (var n) +’ 1) ::
63 (s(c) =’ 1) ::
64 ((T [ (var n) subs−l &n(c) ]) [ (var m) subs−l &s(c) ])1670

65 )
66 empty
67 (exp ([[ @ A ]]’ r))
68 ((D [ (var n) subs−l &n(c) ]) [ (var m) subs−l &s(c) ])
69 (var m :: var n :: V)1675

70 C
71 (rmv ntC c) (∗ remove c from the set ntC ∗)
72 )
73 −>
74 (1680

75 Seq T empty (exp ([[ @ ((c ! e) :: A) ]]’ r)) D V C ntC
76 )
77 |
78
79 r Pi all int idle1 : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var)1685

80 (r : rel ) ,
81 (
82 Seq T empty (exp (hbar r)) D V C C (∗ when ntC = nil, reset it to C ∗)
83 )
84 −>1690

85 (
86 Seq T empty (exp ([[ @ idle ]]’ r)) D V C nil
87 )
88 |
891695

90 r Pi all int idle2 : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (c : Var) (ntC’ : list Var)
91 (r : rel ) ,
92 (
93 let n := NewId V in
94 (1700

95 Seq ((s(c) =’ 0) :: (T [(var n) subs−l &s(c)]))
96 empty
97 (exp ([[ @ idle ]]’ r))
98 (D [(var n) subs−l &s(c)])
99 ((var n) :: V)1705

100 C
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101 ntC’
102 )
103 )
104 −>1710

105 (
106 Seq T empty (exp ([[ @ idle ]]’ r)) D V C (c :: ntC’)
107 )
108 |
1091715

110 (∗ Rule P? ∗)
111 r Test all rel int : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)
112 (P : P exp) (A : Evt) (r : rel ) ,
113 (
114 Seq T empty (exp ((Pexp 2 CDLexp P) −>’ [[ @ A ]]’ r )) D V C ntC1720

115 )
116 −>
117 (
118 Seq T empty (exp ([[ P ? A ]]’ r)) D V C ntC
119 )1725

120 |
121
122 (∗ Rule \pi[\cup] ∗)
123 r PiCho all int : forall (T: Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)
124 (p : SEP exp) (q : SEP exp) (r : rel ) ,1730

125 (
126 Seq T empty (exp ([[ p ]]’ r /\’ [[ q ]]’ r)) D V C ntC
127 )
128 −>
129 (1735

130 Seq T empty (exp ([[ p U q ]]’ r)) D V C ntC
131 )
132 |
133 ...
1341740

135 (∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ rules of FOL ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗)
136 (∗ Rule (o) ∗)
137 r o int : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var),
138 (
139 let fof := (Seq 2 CDLexp T empty empty D) in1745

140 (
141 forall ( st : Var −> nat) (fn : Var −> nat) (gn : Var −> nat) , (CDLexp 2 Prop fof st fn gn)
142 (∗ the Prop formula corresponding to the sequent: ‘Seq T empty empty D V’ ∗)
143 )
144 )1750

145 −>
146 (
147 Seq T empty empty D V C ntC
148 )
149 |1755

150
151 (∗ Rule (/\ r) ∗)
152 r andR int : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)
153 (phi1 : CDL exp) (phi2 : CDL exp),
154 (1760

155 (
156 Seq T empty (exp phi1) D V C ntC
157 )
158 /\
159 (1765

160 Seq T empty (exp phi2) D V C ntC
161 )
162 )
163 −>
164 (1770

165 Seq T empty (exp (phi1 /\’ phi2)) D V C ntC
166 )
167 |
168
169 (∗ Rule (−> r) ∗)1775

170 r impR int : forall (T : Gamma) (D : Delta) (V : list Var) (C : list Var) (ntC : list Var)
171 (phi1 : CDL exp) (phi2 : CDL exp),
172 (
173 Seq T (exp phi1) (exp phi2) D V C ntC
174 )1780

175 −>
176 (
177 Seq T empty (exp (phi1 −>’ phi2)) D V C ntC
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178 )
179 |1785

180 ...
181
182 (∗ define the notation at the end ∗)
183 where ”<| T , p1 ==> p2 , D // V , C , ntC |>” := (Seq T p1 p2 D V C ntC).

65




